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VIEWPOINTS IN THE DISOUBSION OF ISAIAH'S 
HOPES FOB THE F0T0BE1 

KEMPER FULLERTON 
OBDLDr GB.ADV.A.U IIOJIOOL OJ' 'l'BNLOGY 

INTRODUCTION 

TN reading Schweitzer's Qiiest of the Historical JeBUB some 
.I. yean ago, I was struck by the analogy between the problem 
of the significance of Jeaua and the problem of the significance 
of Isaiah. The two schools or thought which have followed 
different paths in the quest of the historical JeBUB have followed 
different paths in the quest of the historical Iaaiah. According 
to one of theae achoola, the controlling interest both of Jesua 
and Isaiah ia eachatological, aupernaturaliatic, even apocalyptic; 
according to the other, it ia ethical and spiritual It ia an easy 
charge for the eachatologiata to make that the rival interpretation 
ia only an attempt to modernize J eaua and the prophet.a, to 
make their teachings intelligible to the modem man and service
able to the needs of modem life. The ethical school might retort 
that the eachatologiat.s, in the laudable desire not to subordinate 
historical research to the practical interests of the present, have 

1 The lntrodnction and Second Part of the prumt -1, now IOIIUl

what expanded, were given u the Presidential Addreu before the Sooiety 
at its annnal meeting in December, 1991. The eaay aeeb Ml preaent a 
reanme of the more important point.a of view in Iaaiah-reaearch, bnt a 
reeom6 which ia at Uie same time an argument, and whioh euggeste a 
concln■ion. Naturally, however, even in the exceptionally roomy ■pace 

which bu been 10 generonal7 allotted to me in the Jo111111.u., the exeget:ical 
buia of the argument oonld not be introduced except in a fn acm, 
important inetancea. I hope some day to make good t.hia defiaieney in 
another connection. 

1 
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become so obsessed by the alien idiom in which the timeleaa 
truths of the spiritual world are expressed as to ignore these 
eternal truths themselves; the fascination of a foreign tongne, 
the curiosity which it excites, have proved too much for them. 
These mutual recriminatione get us nowhere, except in eo far 
as they warn us of the necessity constantly to correct our 
personal equatione-the most necessary, as it is the moat diffi
cult, thing for a historical investigator to do. In the case of 
Isaiah, the neo-critical achool,1 which baa dominated Isaiah 
research during the past generation, has in general inclined to 
the ethical and spiritual interpretation of the prophet, though 
with one notable exception. Duhm has always contended for a 
theory of the prophet's significance, which, while by no meane 
ignoring the ethical and spiritual elements in his teachings, has 
greatly emphasized the eschatological and supernatural Of 
course, the scholars of conservative convictions have always 
rejoiced in the eschatological interpretation, for it is supposed 
to do justice to the Messianic idea in prophecy which has played 
the leading role in ecclesiastical exegesis of the Old Testament. 
In recent years the coneervative positions have been supported 
from a moat unexpected quarter. The archaeological school' of 
criticism, represented especially by Gunkel and Greseme.nn, has 
done much, it is claimed, to strengthen the conservative defense 
of the genuineness of certain prophecies attributed to Isaiah, in 
which the eschatological element is especially prominent, and 
upon which the attack of the neo-critical school has been moat 

1 By the neo-critical school i■ meant that group of scholars who accept 
in general the principles of the Graf-Wellhausen hypothesis and who, 
atarting with the rejection of the Babylonian and kindred prophecies in 
Iaaiah (cc. lil; 131-14 D; Ill 1-10; 114--117; 34; 35) have steadily advanced 
to more drastic elimination■. The neo-critical movement was initiated 
by Stade in a aeries of artiolea on Zechariah in the ZATW 1881-IM; it 
receiYed it■ greatest impetua from Duhm'a great commentary on Ieaiah 
in 1899. 

1 I ■elect the name •archaeological sohool" because it i■ cho■en by 
Gresamann, him■elf, to differentiate bia method of investigation from 
that of the neo-oritical achoo). (See Ur,prwng tkr israditiaclt-jGdi#Tta 
Elelt,dologia, pp. II, 9'8.) The aigni!canoe of this designation will appear 
in the sequel. 
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determined. But I would warn comenative friends to fear the 
Trojans bearing gifts. Sellin, however, who has been the quickest 
to perceive the new strategy provided by the archaeological 
school for the defense of the conaenative position and who has 
made the shrewdest use of it, claims that the neo-critical school 
has not only failed to carry this new system of defeme, but has 
failed even to make the attempt to do ao. This accosation has 
a certain measure of truth in it. The debate between the two 
schools of interpretation, which was beginning to be so interesting 
just before the war, was prorogued indefinitely. Little, at least 
little that has been accessible to me, has been done to meet 
Sellin's challenge.• 

• For Sellin'a challenge aee Der .A. T. 1\-opAetinnu, p. UL '!be 
following Bibliography does not claim to be exhaustive, hut it aimll to 
give a liat of those works which ba'f8 contributed directly to the following 
discuaaion, 

Commentaries. 
1724. Vitringa, Commentarius in librum prophetiarum Jaaiae. 

1779-'81. Koppe, Jesaiaa. 
1891. Geaeniu, Der Prophet Jeuia. 
1838. Bitzig, Der Prophet JeujL 
1867. Ewald, Propheten dee Alten Bunde&. 2. Au1g. 
1872. Knobel, Der Prophet Jeaaia. '- AUBg. (revised by Diestel). 
11184. Cheyne, The Propheciea of haiab. 6. Ed., 1889. 
1887. Bredenkamp, Der Prophet Jeaia. 
1887. Orelli, Die Propheten Je,aja und Jeremia. 
1889. Delitzsch, Commentar iiber das Buch Jeaaia. 4. Aufl. 
1890. Dillman 11, Der Prophet J eaaiL II. Auft. (Kittel), 1888. 
1899. Dubm, Du Buch Jeaaia. II. AuJI., 1909; 4. A11fl., 181'-
18811. Cheyne, lntroduruon to the Book of Iaiab. 
1898. Skinner, Book or the Prophet lwab (Cambridp :0.1,le). 

II. Ed., 1916. 
1887. Geo. Adam Smith, The Book of haiah (&pc,Biton Bi11le). 
1800. Marti, Du Buch JeaajL 
lllOII, Whitehooae, haiah (New Century Bible). 
1811. Wade, Isaiah (Westminster Commentarieo). 
1919. Gray, IAiah (International Critical Oommentary). 
19111. Ilana Schmid', Jeaaia (Schrirten dea A. T. in Auwabl). 

Genenl Works, Monographs and Special Articlea. 
1876. Dubm, Tbeologie der Propheten. 
1889. Robertson Smith, Prophet.a of hnaL 9. Ed., lK 

1881-'8'. Stade, Deuleroaobarja and miacellaneou artialea. 
1• 
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It ie one of the aims of this address to examine the Gunkel
Gressmann theories and methods os applied to Isaiah. Have 
these men furnished a really adequate basis for the defense of 

11181-'115. Stade, Geachicbte des Volkea Israel. Vol. I; Vol. II, 1888. 
188'. Cornill, Composition de■ Bucbea Je■aia. ZATW, pp. 83--1011. 
188'. Smend, Uber die Bedeutung des Tempele. STK, p. 689 ft'. 
1886. Guthe, Dae Zukunftabild de■ Jeeaia■• 
1886. Sorensen, Juda und die A11yriacbe Weltmacht (0hemnitzer 

Programm). 
11186. Wellhau■en, Prolegomena z. Gescbicbte Israel■. 8. Au■g, 

Chapters I and XI, eapecially. 
11188. Drinr, Isaiah, bis Life and Times (Men or the Bible). 
11188. Gieeebrecht, Die ImmanueJ-Wei■ngung. STK. 
1890. Gieeebreoht, Beitrige z. Jeaajakritik. 
18112. Kuenen, Hiatoriach-kritiscbe Einleitung etc. Deutsche Ausg. 
18112. Winckler, Alttestamentliche Unterauchungen. pp. 116-49 

(On the Iaaiab Narratin■). 
1893. Hackmann, Znkunft■erwartung des J enia. 
1896. Gunke~ Schiipfung und Chaos in Urzeit und Endzeit. 
18911. Porter, A Suggestion regarding laaiah'a Immanuel. JBL, 

pp. 19-88. 
1897. Briickner, Die Compo■ition des Bucbes Jesaia. cc. 28-33. 
1897. Volz, Die Voremi■che Prophetie und der Measia■. 
1898. Meinhold, Die Jesaiaerzihlungen. 
1899. Smend, Ltlhrbuch der A. T. Beligion■geschichte. 11. Aufl. 
1901. Sellin, Studien z. Entatehungageschichte d. Jiidiachen 

Gemeinde. 
1909. Boehmer, Der ATliche Unterbau dee Reiche■ Gottes. 
190·2. Nagel, Der Zng dea Sanberib gegen Jerusalem. 
1909. Nowack, Die Zukunftahoft'nungen I■raels in der A11yriacben 

Zeit (Fe■tachrift Holtmwm'■, p. 3311'.). 
1909. Prock■ch, Geachichtabetnohtung und Geachicbtlicha fiber. 

lieferung bei den Voremiscben Propheten. 
1908. Gunkel, Foracbungen z. Religion und Literatnr de■ Alten 

n. Neuen Testamentl. 
1908. Meinhold, Der beilige Beat. Stndien z. Iaraaliti1chen Reli-

gionege■chicbte, Bd. I. 
1903. Prieek, Sanherib'a Feldziige gegen Judah. 
1904. Kantzach, Religion of Israel. H. D. B. extra VoL 
19011. Stade, Bibliscbe Tbeologie des Alten Testamata. 
19011. Wilke, Jeaaja und Aasnr. 
1906. Gre■■mann, Unprung der israelitizch-jiidi■chenEschatologie. 
1906. Kennett, The Prophecy in I■.91-1. Jonrnal of Theological 

Stndiea (April). 
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those prophecies in the first thirty-nine chapten against wbicla 
the neo-critical school baa delivered its moat formidable attacb? 

In order to understand the strategy of the defeDBe it ia 

1906. Kiichler, Die StallllJllf du Propheten Jeaaia L Politik 18iDer 1.eiL 
19117. Gothe, Jeaaia, Beligion■getehichtliche Volkabiicher. 
1908. Baeubch, Prophet.ie DDd Wei■aagang. ZWTh, p. 457 tr. 
1908. Cupari, Echtheit, Bauptbegrilr u. Gedankenpng der Meaia-

ni■chen Wei■ugung. h. 91.,. 
1908. Oe■terley, Evolution of the Meaianic Idea. 
1908. Staerk, Du Auyri■che Weltreich im Urtheil der Prophet.en. 
1908. We■tphal, Jahweh'• Wohnstitten. 
1909. HerrmllllD, Der Mea■iaa au1 Dama Ge■chlechL ZWTh, p.lllOI'. 
11109. Kittel, Ge■chichte du Volke■ l11VI■• Bd. 11, 9. Aug. 
1910. Ke11Dett, Compoait.ion or the Book of Isaiah. 
1910. Sellin, EinleitDDg in d. Alte Testament. 9. Aul., 3. A.oft., 1990. 
1919. Sellin, Der Alttestamentliche Prophetiama■• 
1914. Beer, Zur Zukunt\aerw¢DDg Je■aju (Fatachrift WellhauNn, 

pp. l&--36). 
1914. Butt.enwieeer, The Prophet. or l■r■eL 

1914. DittmaDD, Dar heiliga Relf. im A. T. STK. 
1914. Hol■cher, Die Propheten. 
1914. J. M. P. Smith, ::rr ,-, ZA.TW, pp. !119-!!5M. 
1914. Wellhauaen, lar■elit.iache u. Jiidiache Geachichte. 7. A.a■g., 

Nachdruck, 1919. 
1916. Konig, Ge■chichte dar Altte■tamentlichen Religion. 
1916. Dohm, Israel■ Propheten. 
1917. Loui■e B. Smith, The Me■sianic Ideal or Isaiah. JBL, 

pp. lli8-l 7ll. 
1918. Mitchell, Isaiah on the Fate of hi■ People and their Capital. 

JBL, p. 149 ff. 
1919. SachBBe, Die Propheten dee A.. T. DDd ihre Gegner. 
19IIO. Aytoun, The Rile and Fall of the Me■aianic Hope in the lmth 

Century. JBL, PP· 9'---43. 
1920. Faigin, The Meaning of Ariel. JBL, pp. 131-137. 
19l!O. Reisner, Discovarie■ iu Ethiopia. Hanard Theological Bniew, 

pp. l!8---U. 

To the above li■t I append the following article■ or JDY ow:a. which 
have immediately to do with the ■object: 

1906. A New Chapter in the Life of Isaiah. A.JTh (Oct.). 
1906. The lnvuion of Sennacherib. Bibliotheea Sacra, Oot. 
1907. Shebna and Eliakim. A Reply to Professor Konig. AJTh, July. 
1918. The Book of Isaiah. Harvard Theological Review, Oct. 
1916. haiah's earliest Prophecy against Ephraim. AJSL, April. 
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necessary to UDdentand the strategy of the attack. Our study 
falls, therefore, into two main diviBioDB, the presentation of the 
neo-critical thesis, and the presentation of the •archaeological' 
antithesis. But within each of these two main diviBioDB we dis
cover two subdiviaiom. The neo-critical school direct.a it.s attack 
from a common base of operationa, namely the general position 
of criticism represented by W ellhauaen'e Prolegomena. But it 
soon develops that there are two very different attackipg columm, 
one led by Duhm and the other by Stade. The one champioDB 
the eschatological interpretation, the other the ethical and 
spiritual The 'archaeological' school carries on it.s defense, if 
we may elaborate our military figure a little farther, by a 
flanking movement. It, too, occupies W ellhauaen territory, but 
in the rear of the enemy, and it seeks to turn, very ingeniously, 
the tactics of the neo-critical forces against themselves. Bellin 
represent.a an independent unit within the defensive poaitiom 
of the •archaeologists'. The struggle thus appears to be a sort 
of four-comered one and present.a much the same impression of 
confusion as the melee in which Jonathan and the Philistines 
were involved at the pass of Michmaah, and which •melted away 
hither and thither' before the eyes of Saul. 

Fortunately for our purposes there is a considerable acreage 
of what may be called neutral territory upon which the clashing 
forces have agreed to meet on equal terms. In the first place 
there is a fairly large amount of material which is admitted on 
all hands to be genuine. Thia material is found in the prophecies 
of doom. It is sufficient in amount to permit of reasonably 
secure conclusions as to Isaiah's general style, and as to some 
of the ideas in which he was most profoundly interested. The 
doom prophecies, therefore, furnish invaluable criteria for the 

1916. Studiea in Isaiah. JBL, pp. 184-142. 
1918. The Problem of Ia. Ohap. X. AJSL, April. 
1918. Immanuel AJSL, July. 
1920. The Stone of the Foundation. AJSL, Oot. 
1921. The Problem of Iaaiah. Jolll'llal of Religion, May. 
In what followa the above mentioned books and articles are 11111ally 

referred to aimply by the name of the author, except where a more 
precise reference to the particular work ia necessary in order to avoid 
conf111ion. 
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disC1188ion of the disputed propheciea. Again, the outlinee of the 
larger historical background of Isaiah'■ age are now, thanb to 
the monuments, fairly clear. Yet in two important particalan 
there i■ atill, unfortunately, room for debate. The tint of the■e 
concerns the year of Hezelriah'1 acceasion, the second and more 
pressing question is: What really happened in 701? The tint 
point bears upon the question: When did the pro-.A.apian policy 
of Ahaz change to the anti-Auyrian policy of Hezekiah, and 
that in turn upon the question of the circumatancea under which 
Isaiah delivered a number of his threats. The problem of what 
happened in 701 i■ the central problem of Isaiah. Were haiah'1 
promi■ea vindicated at that time, or his threats? Thi■ at once 
rai■es the question of the relation1hip of haiah'■ hopea to hiB 
threats. 

As I have brought out elsewhere,• there are four great 
doctrines in the first thirty-nine chapters which have been 
supposed to expreBB Isaiah's hopes for the future: the doctrines 
of the Day of the Lord, of the Remnant, of the Messianic King, 
and of the Inviolability of Zion. The first of these i■ allied more 
closely to the threats, the second hovers between the threats and 
the hopes, the laat two are the great expreasion1 of hope. The 
first two doctrines are unanimously admitted to be genuine ele
ments in haiah's teaching. It m11St, therefore, be home in mind 
in all that follows that the genuineness of one important element 
of hope, namely the doctrine of the Remnant, i■ conceded. It is 
around the question of the genuineneBB of the second pair of 
ideu that the battle has raged most fiercely. The doctrine of 
the MeBBianic King is found by the great majority of scholars 
in the two prophei;ies of the Wondrous Child and the Twig of 
J ease,• and by some in the two Immanuel passages, 8 a and 7 1,. 

The doctrine of the inviolability of Zion is either expressed or 
implied in the great anti-Assyrian group of prophecies.' Our 

• Harvard Theological Review, OcL, 1918. 
• 9 1-1 and 11 1 ff'. 89 1 ft'. and 83 17 need not be connderecl, u the 

apecmcally l'lleBBianic interpretation of these puaagee iB now gmenl)y 
given up. 

, The anti-Aeeyrian propheciea may be dirided into three groapa 
l) Thoae fouud in cc. 6--8 (the Syro-Ephraimitic propheciea), i.e. hf. 
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first task, therefore, is to trace the fortunes of these two groups 
of prophecies at the hands of the neo-critical school. 

PART I 

THE NEO-CRITICAL SCHOOL 

The gradual Elimination of the MeBBia.nic and anti-Assyrian 
Prophecies and the C,mcentration upon the ethical and spiritual 

Elements in the Teachings of Isaiah. 

I. W ellhausen, Smend, and Robertson Smith. 

In the earliest stage of the neo-critical development, the Mes
sianic and anti-A.esyrian prophecies were accepted unquestion
ingly as genuine. This phase may be best represented by Well
hausen in his Prolegomena, and by hie two disciples, Smend in 
Germany and Robertson Smith in England. 8 If a composite 
picture of the views of these scholars may be drawn, ignoring 
differences in detail, it would be something as follows. 1) The 
first and chiefest characteristic of eighth century prophecy is its 
supreme emphasis upon the doom of the nation. "Only you have 
I known out of all the families of the earth; therefore I will 

2) Those Cound in cc. 28-32 (the anti-Egyptian prophecies) 29 6•8; 

ao 11-a; 3h-e. 
3) Those independent of their oont.ext■: 

a) Brief prophecies, 14 H-27j 17 ll-H (cf. 8 • f.; 29 6·8) 

b) Longer prophecies: 10 &•Ni c.18; c. 33; 37 ulf. (this last embedded 
in the IBBiah narratives). 

4) To these anti-A11yrian propheoiea :t'lay be added certain othera in 
which the inviolability of Zion baa been supposed to be expressed 
or implied: 14 28-Stj 2811; and c. 6; 8 11 in both of which the temple 
isprominenL It is important to notice that at8ef,; 1712-H;.l!911-1 
and in cc. 18 and 33 Assyria is not mentioned by name, and in all 
but c. 18 •many nation■" or •all nationa" or •peoples" appear in its 
place. In 14 H-17 •all nations" are mentioned along with ABByria. 
Thi■ 1ubordin11te group will be hereafter referred to as •the many
nationa" group. 

1 See Pt-olegomena; Smend, LeArblicla der ATlicliffl Btligionagadiclitt; 
and Smith, Prophtt, of J,ra,l, 
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visit upon you all your iniquities."' This threat of national 
destruction has for its major premise a rigorously ethical con
ception of Jahweh and for its minor premise the fact of the 
nation's sin. The inevitable conclusion is national doom. 2) But 
such a conclusion is, in turn, the beginning of a new premise, 
namely, that religion must be dissociated from nationalism. A 
god who can destroy his own people in the interest of an ethical 
ideal is a god whose interests are not confined to his people. 
The religion of the prophets thus becomes incipiently univenal
istic; monotheism begins to develop. A fundamentally ethical 
god and a fundamentally national god have nothing really in 
common. 10 3) Yet the judgment upon the nation is not an 
end in itself. It is only a means to an end. Beyond the 
judgment there is hope. But the circmnst.ances in which the 
early prophets labored demanded warnings rather than comforts. 
Hence threats predominated in their prophecies over promises. 
4) But in what forms did hope express itself? In the case of 
Isaiah, principally in two forms: in the doctrine of the Messianic 
king and in the doctrine of the inviolability of Zion. 

A. Isaiah was the first prophet whom we know of to cherish 
the idea of a Davidic Me88iah. As the breakdown of the 
monarchy during the A88yrian wars became ateadily more 
obvious and more painfully felt, it was natural for the people 
to look back to the good old daya of David and Solomon and 
to wish for their return. Is. 1 21-2e, though not referring 
specifically to the Messianic king, is fundamental to the Well
hausen interpretation. The Me88ianic hope takes on the historical 
character of a hope for a restored kingdom. The Mesaianic 
kingdom is to be the continuation of the old Davidic monarchy. 
"The kingdom of God is for Isaiah absolutely identical with the 
kingdom ofDavid." 11 The duties Isaiah ascribes to the Messiah 
are of political nature, such duties as one would demand today 
of the Turkish government. He is to give victory over the 
nation's enemies and to administer justice.u Such a hope could 

• Amo■ 31. 
10 Cf. Smend, pp. 185, 193, 196, 1911. 
11 Prokg. 434.. er. R. Smith, 267, 809, at3. 
11 Prol,-,., I. c.; Smend, 236, n. 2. 
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have naturally arisen, it is claimed, only in the eighth century. 
It could not have arisen before the monarchy, becall8e it was 
attached to the monarchy. It could not have arisen after the 
fall of the monarchy in the post-e:lilic period, for at that time 
the hopes of the future became detached from history. The 
condition of the people scattered in exile no longer suggested a 
continuity in the political life of the nation. The hopes for the 
future now took on an eschatological character. The miraculous 
entered in. Furthermore, the particular hope of a Meuianic 
King was no longer cherished, because another ideal had taken 
its place. The idea of the theocracy had, by this time, largely 
supplanted the idea of the kingdom (cf. Deuteronomy and P.); 
the church-state had supplanted the state-church and nationalism 
bad succumbed to ecclesiasticism. Hence the doctrine of the 
Meuiah could scarcely have originated at that time.13 But if 
this doctrine could not have originated before the monarchy had 
arisen or after its fall, and mll8t have sprung up sometime 
during its existence, there was no time so favorable for its birth 
118 the eighth century. The Messianic hope was the natural 
antithesis to the Assyrian disaster. 

In this construction four things stand out. (1) The rise of the 
Messianic hope is psychologically explained. The importance of 
this fact will appear hereafter." (2) . The W ellhausen view 
emphasizes the historical and ethical element in the Messianic 
figure. The supernatural is everywhere eliminated. 11 e ff. is 
reduced to poetry and rhetoric. Continuity betweeu the present 
and the future is insisted upon. The Messianic King is an ideal 
king, but the ideal is quite attainable. The charism which 
descends upon the Messiah (11 1 ff.) is not different from that 
which descended upon the ancient worthies except in its 
completeness and permanence.11 "In his so-called Messianic 
prophecies Isaiah does not paint dream pictures of the future 
greatneu and glory of his people for the realization of which 
there was not the smallest prospect, but sets up a goal which is 
or should be attainable in the present. The strong and jll8t king 

u Thia argument was worked ont especially by Wellbauaen, Prokg. 439. 
1• See Part IL 
n Smith, 80(, 
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of David's line in whose coming he hopes has nothing shadowy 
about him, and nothing is attributed to him which paaaea beyond 
the range of poeaibility under the conditions existing in Judah 
at that time." 11 Thia insistence upon the ethical and the historical 
in the ftgure of the Meeaiah is consistent with the emphasis upon 
these elements in the prophets generally, which is so character
istic of the neo-critical school; whether it is exegetically defemnl,le 
in the case of 9 1 tr. and 11 1 tr. is another question. But at 
another point there is a latent discrepancy with the prophetic 
ideal. (3) How does the incipient breakdown of nationalism, 
due to the supreme place which ethics plays in prophecy, consist 
with the rehabilitation of nationalism involved· in the Meaaianic 
hope? Smend is quite conscio11B of this difficulty. 17 He therefore 
holds tha.t Isaiah's Messianic hope is no integral part of his 
thinking, a merely passi11g phenomenon in his life. Smend even 
goes so fa.r as to suggest that it could not have originated with 
Isaiah, but must ha.ve been earlier connected in some way with 
the popular formulation of the doctrine of the Day of the Lord 
as a. day of victory over Israel's enemies (A.mos 6 1&).18 Theae 
observations of Smend will play an important part in what 
follows. (4) Lastly, it is rather significant that Wellhausen lays 
a.II his emphasis upon the view that the theocracy 111pplanted 
the nationalistic ideal in the post-exilic period, and ignores 
almost entirely the very striking Messianic movement under 
Zerubbabel In treating of this movement he is concemed only 
with the importance of the temple in it. Thia leads ue to our 
second point, the doctrine of the inviolability of Zion. 

11 Well., Gescmchte, 1!13. In his final edition of bis hiltory Well
bausen tbn■ maintains the position originally adopted by him. 

n •Under the pres■nre of the Aaeyrian domination and in sympathy 
with the misfortune that bad overtaken Israel in 73', there arose in 
Isaiah a nationalistic feeling which appeared to have utterly wed out 
when be prophesied the doom of l■rael at an earlier time. Again, that 
the Meaeianic king should be a descendent of Jeaae abow■ 118 that the 
expectation of his coming grows out of the Jewish nationalistic feeling 
of the prophet." Smend, p. !189. 

11 Smend, 938; 236. Kautzscb alao sugge■t■ the poaaibility of -
older prophecy underlying II Sam. 7, in which thi■ hope i■ e:q,reued 
(H. D. B. E:i:tra Vol. p. 695). 
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B. This doctrine we have found to be either expreued or 
implied in the anti-Assyrian prophecies which were accepted 
by all the early members of the neo-critical school with the 
exception of Stade. But why did Isaiah hold to the inviolability 
of Zion? This was a difficult question. The inviolability of Zion 
would seem, at first sight, to imply its sanctity in the cult sense. 
But this would not harmonize with Isaiah's known antipathy to 
the cult (l toff".; 29 taff,), or with the supreme emphasis upon 
ethics in the prophetic menage. Accordingly we find various 
answers, all intended to avoid the cult implications of the 
doctrine of inviolability. Zion, it is claimed, has no signifi.cance 
for Isaiah as a cult centre, but only as the seat of Jahweh's 
kingship. It is not thought of as his altar-hearth, but as his 
throne. 1• But would such a distinction ever occur to an ancient, 
even to an ancient prophet? Where does a deity manifest him
self, where does he dwell, if not at the sanctuary? Isaiah, him
self, saw Jahweh in the temple (c. 6). It is at this point, if 
anywhere, that the W ellhauaen view e:s:poses itself most clearly 
to the charge of modemizing the prophet. And further, does the 
inference of the inviolability of Zion as naturally flow from the 
idea of Zion as J ahweh'a throne as it does from the idea of 
Zion as Jahweh's altar? The thought of inviolability almost 
inevitably suggests the thought of sacrilegil rather than the 
thought of lese majeste, and sacrilege suggests the cult signi
ficance of Zion. It is because these scholars feel this difficulty 
that they resort to another reason to account for the inviolabil
ity of Zion? It is connected by them with the doctrine of the 
Remnant, in the very characteristic form of that doctrine 
current in the neo-critical school. The idea of the Remnant, 
like the idea of the Messianic kingdom, is historicised and 

It •We moat not forget that the importance of J eroaalem in Isaiah's 
view did not depend upon the temple of Solomon, bot on the fact that 
it was David's city and the focal point of his kingdom, the centre, not 
of the cult, bot of the reign of Jahweh over his people. The holy monntain 
was for him the whole city aa a political commonwealth, with its citizen&, 
advisers, jodgea (He), [Note that its priests are not referred to!] Bi■ 

faith in the immovable foundation atone (28 11) on which Zion stood was 
nothing but a faith in the living presence of J nhweh in Israel's camp." 
(Prokg,, 25; for the same view see Smith, 861.) 
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moralized. The Remnant is the me&DS by which continuity 
between the present and the future is established. It is the link 
between the two. It ia a flesh and blood reality in history; it 
has a local habitation and a name. In essence it is the prophetic 
party, which began to form originally around Isaiah in the 
person of his immediate followers, gradually became con
solidated into the Reform party, and ultimately put through 
the Deuteronomic law.lO 

But now the question would arise in Isaiah's mind, how is 
this Remnut upon whom his hopes became centered to be &a't'8d 

in the approachiug national disaster? The way of escape ia 
found in the presenation of Zion. Secure in an in'riolable Zion, 
the Remnant is able to weather the storm.11 In this way the 
doctrine of the inviolability of Zion, which can so eaaily be 
interpreted in the non-moral terms of a taboo, also becomes 
moralized, and we arrive at a consistent interpretation of the 
Messiah, the Remnant, and the Inviolability of Zion, which 
emphasizes in each case the ethical and spiritual elements and 
tones down or entirely ignores the cult elements and the super
nat11J'81. But is this explanation of the doctrine of Zion's in
violability quite convincing? In general the anti-Assyrian 
prophecies either simply assume that Zion is inviolable, without 
giving any reason for it, or actually express the thought of ita 
cult sanctity, as at 29 s-s; 31 u; 18 7. The view that it ia to be 
preaened in order to afford a refuge to the Remnant is a pure 
comtruction of these scholars. n 

2a See Well., Gacliielt~ lll3fl'.; Smend, 229 ("The Remnant 11'1111 not 
an object of hope"); Smith, 275. The main reliance or theae acholan for 
thia oonception of the Remnant ia 811-1s, and, indeed, the pauage ia of 
anpreme importance. 

u "The 11&11ctity or Zion reart1 at bottom, in Iaiah'a view, only on Uie 
faot that in t.bia place ia the commnnity of Jabweh" (Smend, 230). 
"Because the community of Jabweh [the Remnant] ia indestructible, the 
state or J udab and the kingdom or the hou11e of David cannot be utterly 
overthrown. The capital and the court appeared to him as the natunl 
centre of the true Remnant" (Smith, 959; 1189; er. 1163). Thia theory ia 
worked out moat fnlly in l'lleinbold'■ Dr lteilige Beat. 

n The only two texts in I■aiah which by any po■aibility could be 
interpreted to expreaa auab a thought are 14 a and 118 tL The lint of 
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It is interesting, also, to obae"e that Smith is not quite 
satisfied with this explanation and suggests that the doctrine of 
inviolability is connected with Isaiah's nationalism. Isaiah simply 
could not believe that the state or its capital would fall. "The 
aphere of Jehovah's purpose and the kingdom of Judah are 
identical." 111 This meana that the nation can no more be 
destroyed than can Jahweh'a purposes be thwarted. But if 
Isaiah could not emancipate himself from a nationaliatic inter
pretation of religion, is it so certain that he could rid himself of 
the idea of the ceremonial sanctity of Zion? When state and 
religion are one, the ouly way in which a national religion can 
expreBB itself is through aome sort of a ceremonial. H we run 
back the doctrine of inviolability to nationalism, it is, indeed, 
difficult to avoid the connotation of ceremonial sanctity. H, on 
the other hand, Isaiah does abandon the idea of ceremonial 
sanctity, and there seema to be very strong reason to hold that 
he did, is it not possible that he may have abandoned the 
nationalistic conception of religion with which the temple cult 
is so closely connected? In that case, did he, after all, teach 
the doctrine of inviolability? We have already seen how Smend 
felt the latent disagreement between the nationalistic doctrine of 
the Messianic King and the incipient breakdown of nationalism 
in the prophetic theology. We now seem to have uncovered, in 
the doctrine of the inviolability of Zion, another disagreement 
of the same sort. Both doctrines, but particularly the latter one, 
present difficulties in the way of the W ellhausen moralizing 
interpretation of Isaiah, provided they are genuine elements in 
the prophef B teaching. This leads to the work of Duhm and 
Stade. 

these expresses the thought I.bat the Remnant (the poor and the afflicted) 
are saved becallle Zion ia inviolable iu itaelf, rather thau the thought 
that Zion i• inviolable because of the Remnant. I waive the question of 
the geuuiue■a of 1418-81; but aee Dubm and especially Butteuwieaer, 
JBL, 1917, p. MO II'. The attempt to discover a Remnant at 9811 (see, 
eapecially, Meiuhold, 1Hr Bat, p. llNI II'.) ia labor wasted (aee the author'■ 
article on De 8loM of fM Foiwlatioll). 

n Smith, 1163 £ 
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IL ·Duhm and Stade. 

A. Duhm. 

The significance of Duhm'a work lies, first, in hie peculiar 
interpretation of the teaehingll of laaiab, the man, and, secondly, 
in hie theory of the remion of laaiab, the book.11 1) Duhm'a 
interpretation of Isaiah's teachings is the euet reverse of the 
W ellhaUBen interpretation. W ellhaUBen lays all the emphaaia 
upon the hiatorical and the ethical, Dohm upon the aupernatural, 
the religioua. W ellhauaen emphasizes the idea of continuity 
between the present and the future. The future is only an 
idealized present. Dohm inaiete upon the idea of discontinuity 
between them. He tella ua espreealy that Isaiah's "hope of the 
future is not in the idealization of the preaent".15 Isaiah did, 
indeed, have the ethical interests which the other great eighth
century prophets had; these were espreaaed in hie prophecies 
of woe. But hie originality did not lie in them. It lay in hie 
hopes; and these hopes are religioua as distinct from ethical, 
eupernatnralietic BB distinct from historical. In other words, 
Isaiah's importance lies in the fact that he is the creator of 
eschatol-Ogy. • The main proof of this theais is found in the 
Messianic and anti-.Aaayrian prophecies. a) The Messiah is not 
a merely human king, he is a miraculoua figure. His enduement 
by the spirit (11 11.) is a. miraculoUB chariam. The spirit does 
not become the spirit of the king, that would be an ethical con
ception; it rem11im Jahweh's spirit, that is a religioua and 
aupernatural ideL 11 a does not refer to the ability to judge 
impartially, that again would be ethical; it refers to immediate 
intuition, due to the supernatural chariam. The peace of nature 
in 11 a-e is not a mere play of Caney, not allegory, not eTen 
symbol. It represents a real hope. It is to be noted that Duhm 

II See hia Deologie flo- ~Wen, hia great a.-tary, 1111d brat.I', 
~ 1916. Dubin'■ crit:icinn went through a conliderable eyoJut:ion 
in the■e work■, but his interpretation, curioualy enough, remailled practic
ally the ■ame. 

UTieologie,167. 
21 Bee, eapecially, his remark■ at 117, 1111d the adclit:ioaal atatemeats 

in ed. a at 18a. 
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carefully avoids the word 'mythological' in his interpretation of 
vs. 8-B, though he is impressed with the non-Semitic character 
of the passage. Again, the child of 9 1-8 is surrounded with an 
atmosphere of marvel. He belongs to the eschatological wonder
world after the judgment. All this is the exact reverse of Well
hansen's position. It may be noted in passing that the Well
hansen interpretation of the Remnant is also denied by Duhm. 
The Remnant is no longer the link between the present and the 
future. It, too, belongs to the eschatological era. Isaiah does 
not appear at the head of a prophetic reform party. "In the 
new creation he has no share because he is only a man. As any 
other man, he can only wait for it with faith and longing. It is 
an absolute miracle of J ahweh, and from it all human cooperation 
is jealously excluded."17 b) But the most remarkable proof of 
Isaiah's fondness for the supernatural is found in the anti
Assyrian prophecies. The struggle with Assyria takes on the 
character of a mighty duel between J ahweh and this arrogant 
world power. "ln an instant, suddenly (29 s), when apparently 
just about to accomplish its designs, Assyria is struck down by 
Jahweh." The conception is that of the deus ex machina. "The 
emphaais upon the suddenness corresponds to the tendency of 
Isaiah's politics and eschatology as a whole; not the smallest 
part of the victory must be ascribed to the people. J ahweh alone 
shall be exalted in that day."18 Perhaps the most characteristic 
expressions of this thought are found in c. 10 and in the Ariel 
prophecy 29 1-e, the last verses of which compare the vanishing 
of the enemy to the vanishing of a dream. This last passage in 
its original form is said to be written mit echtjesaianischem 
Schwung und Feuer. Accordingly, Duhm views the attempts to 
interpret Isaiah along the W ellhausen-Smend-Smith lines as 
illegitimate attempts to modernize him. It must be admitted 

:n See the remarka on c. 6. The paaBBge ia coneiderably toned down 
in the 3rd ed. The aame idea ia etill expreaeed, though more cautioualy, 
in I11rad', 1'1-opheten, 202. The failure to give an adequate analyaia of 
the Remnant idea in any of Duhm's work on Isaiah is very ■triking. 
In keeping with this ia the alight attention paid to Ia. B 11-1L The 
pa11Bge ie not even mentioned in the Thcologie, 

• See remark■ at 29 1-e. 
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that if the Messianic and anti-Assyrian groupa are accepted in 
their present form, as genuine, this criticism of Dohm ii correct. 
Duhm'a exegesis of these prophecies does far more justice to 
their peculiar features than W ellhauaen'a. Thia is particalarly 
true in the case of cc. 28-311, where the abrupt tranaitiona from 
doom to hope lend themaelvea very naturally to Dohm'• con
ception of a audden, miraculous deliverance. But at thia point 
we arrive at the second great contribution which Dohm'a 
commentary has to give. 

2) "l'lwe in his Theologie Dohm still accepta only the naulta 
of the stage of criticism represented by Ewald, in hia COMfflelltary 
he aubjecta the first thirty-nine chapten of Isaiah to the moat 
thorough-going criticism to which they had as yet been expoeed. 
The results are astonishing. Never before had the extent of the 
revision been so clearly seen, never before had its purpoae been 
so clearly recognized. For the fint time we have in Dohm'• 
commentary a thought-through theory of the revision of haiah. • 
Dahm advances what may be called a fragmentary hypotheaia 
of Isaiah. The book is a prophetic anthology. The connectiona 
between the various fragments are for the moat part artificial 
and due to reviaion,30 and particularly glaring instances of them 
are now found in cc. 118-32, the very chapten upon which 
Duhm had specially relied in his Theologie to prove the ab
ruptneu and hence the miraculoumeaa of the transition from 
despair to deliverance. The revision was, for the moat part, 
made in the late poat-exilic period and in the interest of late 
Jewish e1chatology. The original prophecies of Isaiah are thus 
set in a great eschatological framework. 

But the auppoaition that Isaiah, the man, was the creator of 
eschatology on the one hand, and that Isaiah. the book, has been 
aubjected to a late eschatological redaction on the other, creates 

H Stade had already aaggeated t.he outlines of ■uch a revi■i1111, ZA.TW, 
1881, p.17011'.; 1883, p. 3; and in his Qacllicltu, L p.186, n. l, but Duhni 
waa the first 91fntali<:ally to apply Stade'• principles to Isaiah. Oonwl'■ 
theory of reviaion (ZATW, 1118', p. 8811'.~ whioh combines a principle of 
chronological 81'1'811g&ment with a principle of catch-word■, ia by no 
mean, adequate. 

so In the delimitatfon of Uie fragment■ Dahm'a theories of Hebrew 
poetry play 8 large part. 

II 
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a rather delicate problem. How is the early eschatology of the 
original prophecies to be distinguished from the late eschatology 
of the redaction? Of courae it is easy to say that Isaiah's 
eschatology represents the seed and the later eschatology the 
full-blown flower. But in the realm of ideas this distinction is 
not always so easy to make. What Duhin fa.ile to do is to provide 
118 with adequate criteria in all cases for making the nice dis
tinctions necessary. When Duhm tells 118 that the eschatology 
of Isaiah is fluid and the later eschatology has hardened into 
dogma, this is only the prose interpretation of the seed and 
flower metaphor. 11 But this gets 118 nowhere. In what respect 
are 10 12 and 14 32 all11Bione to accepted dogmas, while 99 5-B 

and 31 e are not? 0 As a matter of fact, I get the impreuion 
from Duhm'a criticism that he trusts largely to style and poetic 
power in making his decisione. On this basis alone he might 
very well reject such 11lovenly and opaque prophecies a.a 29 111-u 

or c. 4 and accept such forcible fragments as 8 e f. or 17 12-a. 

But, though the presence of a bad style, when one is dealing 
with such a master stylist as Isaiah, may be confidently accepted 
88 a mark of spurio11Bness, 13 it by no means follows that the 
presence of a good style within cc.1-39 is necessarily the mark 
of genuineness. Later authors were quite capable of writing with 
force and eTen with grandeur.'' After all, from the point of view 
of the critical school one muet fall back finally upon the all
important criterion of ideas, and in idea are the anti-Assyrian 
prophecies so different from the later eschatological prophecies 
as to enable UB to affirm with confidence that the former a.re 
aeed and the latter are flower? 

At this point a nry disturbing admission by Dnhm is 
encountered. We han seen how, in the case of the Meeeia.nic 

It See hia remarks at lOu; 29 uff.; 8011. 
H Attention was called to thia difficnlty in Duhm's porition already 

in 1918, Harvard Theo). Rev., p. 4911. It is of sufficient importance, I 
think, to be worth repeating. 

u Of coune, a good style may at time1 become splotched with co1T11ptiou 
or the text (aee c. 21 but in genenl it is not 10 difficnlt to clininguiah 
between a pasnge that has become opaque for thi■ reason and a pae■age 
that i■ opaque beoau■e there u an opaque mind behind it. 

H Compare o. 1, for eumple. 
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prophecies, Smend admits a lack of connect.ion between them 
and Isaiah's moat fundamental convictions, and how, in the cue 
of the anti-Aaayrian prophecies, the same lack of connection ii 
aeen in Smith's interpretations, though Smith himself does hia 
beat to avoid thia admission. What is our aurpriae to find Duhm 
cheerfully conceding both groups of prophecies to be fundament
ally out of touch with Isaiah's great sermons of doom. The main 
interest in the prophecies of doom is ethical; the main interest 
in the eachatologieal prophecies is religions. The former come 
with divine authority, a "thUB saith the Lord"; the latter are 
Isaiah's own private affair! This view-point, which meet.a 11B 

already in the Theowgie, 11 is maintained by DubJn, with only 
alight modifications, in the three editions of his Commentary and 
in his Israer s Propheten. In all three works the Meaaianic 
picture in cc. 9, 11 and 22-4 are treated aa poetry rather than 
aa prophecy, originally written, not spoken; not designed for the 
people, but for the heart of the poet himself and for hia immedi
ate followers." It is quite in keeping with this theory to find 
that Dubin refuses to explain the figure of the Davidic Meaaiah 
in chapters 9 and 11 out of the internal or external conditions 
in Judah. It apringa out of Isaiah's own thoughts and character 
and experiences. Duhm suggests that Isaiah's nearness to the 
court and hia respect for the royal prerogatives, as seen in the 
Shebna prophecy, might account in part for the rise of the hope 
in a Davidic Messiah!" 

11 The pusage is eo important that I cite it in folL It is the opening 
paragraph of the ■ection on Iaaiab's eschatology. "Though directly attacbad 
to the immediately prophetic discourses, to t.bo■e, namely, which are 
concerned with the present people 1111d preaent condition■, the diacnuion■ 
more especially of the fntnre glory appear to be quite independent of 
them, Through the omisaion of the formula, "Thus aaith the Lord", these 
(oraclea] permit n■ to ■ee that the prophet 1peata more on hie own 
authority aad for hia own benefit, aad doea aot intend to give hie free 
e1tpreaaioaa the authority which belong■ to the word of Jahweh ... It ia 
important to obaerve that the prediction■ of laaiah [Dnhm bu in mind 
particularly the Messianic puaagea] are hia own private ilfl'air aad haft 
ao divine authority for other■" {p. lli8). 

11 er. 1,,,.tu1•, Proplieten, P· 179. 
n Imul'a Prop/tetffl, 188. He doea not diacuu the origin of the DOD• 

oeption eithar iJa the 7'Aeologie or the OrlaMe1,t11ry. 
gt' 
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Here is a llingular situation! The importance of Isaiah is 
found in the fact that he is the creator of eschatology, and yet 
this eschatology is almost completely out of touch with his 
prophetic activity and with the great ethical interests which 
seem to have controlled him as a prophet. Our surprise is not 
lessened when we find Duhm pointing out both in the Theologie 
and in the Commentary that this same material, which is so 
little related to Isaiah's prophetic inteNSta, is very closely related 
to Ezekiel and Deutero-Zechariah! Zechariah we a.re told "has 
the same heart-felt interest in miracle as Isaiah did." 38 In view 
of what may fairly be called the UDBtable equilibrium of Duhm's 
interpretation and criticism, the work which had been earlier 
initiated by Stade gains a new significance.st 

B. Stade. 

Stade's importance in the history of Isaiah-interpretation lies 
mainly in two things: his criticism of the Isaiah na.rratives,40 and 
his criticism of the anti-Assyrian prophecies. 1) For the first 
time he subjected the Isaiah narratives to a rigorous criticism 
and showed that only the abbreviated &DDalistic notice in 
2 K. 18 1s-1s can lay claim to strict historical accura.cy. The 
other two accounts which he unravelled out of the present 
compilatory tangle were rega.rdod as legendary, and the anti
Auyria.n poem attached to them (37 22 ff.) and agreeing with 
their point of view was rejected. 61 Thia conclusion was ominous 
for the future. Here was the only anti-Assyrian poem in Isaiah 
which seemed to be organically connected with a datable event 
(the campaign of Sennacherib) now regarded as spurious. 

2) Equally disturbing was Stade's attack upon certain other 
anti-Assyrian prophecies. The point of view from which this 
attack was launched should be noticed. In determining the 

11 Tlteologie, p. 277; of. p. 211. Compare also remark■ in Cotllttt. at 
3111 and the new pauege in ed. a at c. 18, p. 114, and e■pecially the 
change iD ed. a at 29 a-a, p. 183. 

11 See his artioles in the debate on Deutero-Zecbariah in ZATW, 
1881-'8', and Ge,cliichte de, Volke., Iwael, 1881-'86, paaaim. 

61 Oo. 86, 87, cf. ll K. 1811-19 17, 

u GVI, p. 61711'.; ZA.TW, 1886, p. 17311'. 
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genuinenllllll of a prophecy the criterion of ideas wu puhed to 
the front. If an idea appeared in one pBIIIIBp in a eelf-explanatory 
context and in another pusage in an unorganized and nnintellig
ible way, the priority must be with the eelf-explanatory pllllll&ge.41 

Now the Gog prophecy in Ezekiel hBR been admitted on all 
hands to be a characteristic prophecy of Ezekiel and an integral 
part of his system of thought. It is a 'child of Ezekiel's reflection', 
to 1188 a famous phrase of Smend. According to this prophecy, 
Gog marches at the head of "many peoples", mysterious hordea 
from the north, to attack the Holy Land in one last mighty 
effort to cruah the people of God. But Jahweh's power and 
holineBB are brilliantly Tindicated in Gog's complete overthrow. 
Upon the mountains of Palestine his armies meet destruction, a 
sure proof that Jahweh'a hand bas accomplished it. But within 
the anti-Auyrian prophecies there is a amall group, the "many
nationa" passages (81 r.; 17 12-u; 29 5-B, and cf.14:u-21 where 
"all nations" as well as Assyria are referred to), in which the 
same motif is found as in the Gog prophecy and expressed in 
much the same way. Here are many mysterious, unnamed 
peoples arrogantly combining against Judah but ultimately O'fer

whelmed by Jahweh's power. Now, whereas the Gog prophecy 
is in the most intimate relation with Ezekiel's theological 'fiewa, 
the "many-natione" pBBBages, it is claimed, are out of harmony 
with Isaiah's views. The universalism implied in them is too 
advanced for eighth-century prophecy. But apart from this 
argument, which is not entirely conTincing, the fact remains that 
these three brief prophecies are in fundamental disagreement 
with their contexts. In accordance with Stade'a method it would 
seem reasonable to conclude that the motif in these prophecies 
originated with Ezekiel, and that the "many-nations" pllll8&ge8 

were incorporated into Isaiah after the time of Ezekiel 41 Thia 
conclusion would also agree with one of the moat celebrated 
dicta of Wellhaneen. "Earlier", he tells us, i. e. in the preemc 
period, "it was always an enemy already threatening in the 
background, a danger actually approaching; after the eme, 
fancy created a general conspiracy of God knows what people 

n ZA.TW, 1881, p. 1011'. 
u ZATW, 1883, pp. 1-16; 1118', p. BOO n. L 
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against J eroaalem, for which in reality there was no occuion. 
Prophecy lost its connection with history and its foundation in 
history"." This statement would seem to fit exactly the "many
nations" pBSBages in Isaiah. But may we not take one more 
step? The aame motif is found in the other anti-Auyrian 
pBSBages as well as in the "many-nations" group. It is interesting 
to obsene how Robertson Smith characterizes Is. 10 in almost 
exactly the same language as Stade and Smend characterize 
Ezek. 38 and 39. • In both J ahweh's honor is at stake; in both 
the destruction of ABByria or Gog is neceBBary to the vindication 
of bis honor. But in one particular c. 10 and certain others of 
the anti-ABByrian group differ from the Gog prophecy. They 
are expreBBly anti-Assyrian. They seem to oppose the historical 
nation, Assyria. The relationship of the anti-Assyrian prophecies 
in Isaiah to the Gog prophecy would then seem to be a good 
example of the seed and flower theory. The lsaianic prophecies 
could naturally be accomited for as originating in the great 
A88yrian crisis, an historical crisis. Ezekiel would take up the 
motif of the AHyrian prophecies and theologize or rather 
mythologize it. Unfortunately, the problem is not quite so easy 
of solution as that. Is ABByria in these anti-Assyrian prophecies 
always the historical Empire of the Tigris? At 14 2,-21, a 
prophecy very much like the "many-nations" prophecies in style 
and temper, and in addition referring to the destruction of the 
enemy on the mountains of Palestine (cf. the Gog prophecy), 
Stade himself identifies A88yria with the Seleucid power." But 
if this can be done in one case, why not in another? The question 
arises: When is Assyria not A88yria? When once the "many
nations" passages have been rejected, the fat is in the fire so 
far as the group of anti-Aayrian prophecies is concemed. It is 
impouible to prevent the question of their genuineness being 
seriously raised and discussed.'1 

.. Prokg. 433, 

.o Smith, pp. !!97-300, 833, 886; Smend, Ezechiel, at cc. 88, 39; 
Stade, ZATW, 1881, p. 4'. 

" ZATW, 1882, p. 291 f.; Duhm m1kea the same identification at 
10 Hj 11 11, IDd 1918. 

" Stade 1lao rejected the Mesaianic paaeages, 9 1-e and c. 11 <- G VI 
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Thua far I ha'f8 sought to show l) bow Wellbauen, Smend, 
Smith and Dumn accepted the genuineneaa of the lrleasianic aad 
anti-Aasyrian groupa of prophecies, and how two 'f8'f'J dinrgeat 
theories of the significance of Isaiah were baaed upon them; in 
one case all the emphaaia was laid upon the historical and ethical, 
in the other upon the eschatological and the aupernatunl; 
2) bow, in the ethical interpretation, latent contradictiom were 
diacovered between the nationaliam of Iaaiab'a eachatology and 
the fundamental conceptions of prophecy, and bow, in the 
eachatological interpretation, all links betwenlaaiah'a eschatology, 
which had a literary origin, and hiB prophecy, which was expreaed 
in hie spoken aermom, were practically deatroyed; 3) how, in 
the third place, Dumn showed that the preaent book of Isaiah 
ia a prophetic anthology compiled during the late poat-u:ilic 
period in an eschatological intereat, and bow it became at times 
very difficult to distinguish the original eschatology of Isaiah 
from the eschatology of the redaction, and 4) bow, in the case 
of the anti-.A.eayrian propheciea in particular, Stade eatabliahed 
the closest connection between them and the peculiar 'rieWII of 
Ezekiel. It ia evident that the theory of a post-exilic eachatol
ogical redaction ia entering into the problem of the genuineness 
of the Messianic and anti-Assyrian prophecies in a most dis
concerting way. If it could once be shown that the gronpa of 
prophecies in question can not be adequately related to thoae 
prophecies of woe which are unanimoualy accepted, and can not 
be explained out of Isaiah'& ministry, it would immediately follow 
that they must belong to this redaction. Hitherto only the more 
general discrepancies between these prophecies and Isaiah's 
fundamental ideas have been pointed out. It will be next in 
order to examine them more in detail in the light of the 
circumatancea of Isaiah's day and of the purpoaea of hiB 
ministry. 

vol. I, li96 n. !I, and vol II. ll09 0:). But u ha did not defflop hia 
argument against them, his hlnta at fint made little impraaion. Not ao 
hie attaok upon cc. 851 and 88 (ZA.TW, lllM, pp. 5156-971). Thie wu a 
powerful one. It so shook confidence in c. 88 that few have aince eland 
to defend it; and c. 82, when accepted at all, ha■ been accepted only with 
the greatest caution. 
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m Attempt.a to Relate Isaiah's Hopes to his Threat.a. 

In what follows I can select only the moat outstanding problem■ 
presented by the prophecies of hope and treat them in the most 
general way. 

A. The Mesaianic Group. 

The fint problem concerna the date and position of the 
Messianic prophecies in the life and teachings of Isaiah, provided 
they are accepted as genuine. So long as 6 1-9 6 is regarded as 
an organically conatructed section, and Immanuel at 7 14 and 
8 a is identified with the Messiah, it follows that the doctrine 
of the Messiah was entertained at an early stage in Isaiah's 
career, for this section is definitely located at the Syro
Ephraimitic crisis in 735/734. But did Isaiah teach this doctrine 
later? The answer to this question depends upon the date of 
c. 11. The date of c. 11 was supposed to depend, in tum, upon 
the date of the foremost anti-Assyrian prophecy, c. 10, with 
which c. 11 appears to be connected. If, now, c. 10 is placed 
in the Sennacherib period, and that at first sight seems to be 
the most natural place to put it, it follows that c. 11 belongs to 
that period also. In that case Isaiah taught the doctrine of the 
Messiah at the end of his life as well as at the beginning.ts But 
if c. 10 is placed in the Sargon period, as many scholars have 
held," and c. 11 is still connected with it, then it follows that in 
the Sennacherib period, which is generally regarded as the 
climax of the prophet's career, the doctrine of the Messiah 
played no part. This is curious. But was c. 11 originally 
connected with c. 10? Guthe denied it,60 and the work of Duhm 
confirmed his view.11 But if c. 11 is cast loose from it.a present 

n Thia is the view of Ewald. I omit, again, any conaideration of 3111 If. 
and 3a n, for the reaaon that both dating and interpretation of theae 
puaagea are extremely doubtful. The cue for the genuineneBB of the 
doctrine of the Meaaiah in Isaiah depench upon the acceptance or 9 1◄ 
and c. 11. 

H See R. Smith, and Cheyne in hi1 commentary. 
IO See hi■ Zt,Jnmftabild de■ Jua,a. 
11 I think nothing ia aurer in the oriticilDI or Isaiah than that 10 aa, N 

are due to tbe later eachatological revision. T!.e antitheaia, therefore, 
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moorings, where is it to find a new anchorage? Guthe annered, 
at 9 1-e, the prophecy moat closely akin to it. The renlt ill to 
locate all the MeBBianic prophecies early, in 736/7M. But how, 
then, is the disappearance of the Messiah in the later periods 
to be accounted £or? According to Robert.son Smith the doetrine 
of the MeBSianic King originated in the Syro-Ephraimitic period 
as an antithesis to the wicked Ahaz. The doctrine waa &till 
cherished as late 88 the Sargon period in Hezekiah's reign, for 
in his earlier years Hezekiah was not so good 88 he is generally 
BUpposed to be. But when Hezekiah repented in the Semiachenl> 
campaign, it was not so necessary to rely upon a Measiah. The 
Messiah being only an ideally human king (the W ellhauaen inter
pretation), Isaiah was able to emphasize the glorio111 reign of 
J ahweh, himselC, through his historical representatiYe, Hezekiah, 
now turned from his evil ways. In other words, the Measiah 
becomes so humanized by Smith along the W ellha1118n lines that 
the rule of a good human king, even though he has jlllt been 
converted, makes him superfluo111. Guthe, on the contrary, 
adopts the eschatological interpretation of the Messiah in 
cc. 6-9. In 736 the situation was so bad that Isaiah was unable 
to hope for deliverance except through the miraculous intenention 
of an eschatological Messiah (again aet in antithesis to Ahaz). 
But later the situation became improved in the reign of the good 
king Hezekiah (good all through his reign). Jerusalem was now 
practically identified with the Remnant, or at least the Remnant, 
as the reformed party, was located in Jerusalem. Consequently, 
when danger threatened from ABByria, Isaiah's view changed. 
He no longer expected a miraculo11S deliverance, but an historical 
one. The doctrine of the inviolability of Zion, interpreted in the 
interest of historical continuity (W ellhauaen), took the place of 
the Messiah eschatologically interpreted.11 This theory of Guthe 
is followed by Giesebrecht.68 and Procksch.M The latter introduces 

which aeems now to emt between the felled Aaayrian forest and the 
twig of J esae i■ not an original antithe■ia, but an artificially mated 
one. I cannot feel that Mi■a Smith (JBL 1917, p. 167 f.) hu ■ncceeded 
in diaproving thia critioal re■nll 

H ~d, p. 1911". n BriCrtJge, p. 7611". 
H GueliielitabetracAhmg, 118, n. 1; 48, n. 1. 
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an interesting variation. He recognizes that the Messianic idea 
is essentially nationalistic. Tlierefore, when the great doctrine 
of faith, Isaiah's supreme acquisition in 736, had been given 
time logically to work itself out, and when a. non-nationalistic 
interpretation of the Remnant had dawned on him, the more 
nationalistic doctrine of the MeBBiah gradually faded a.way. But 
Procksch sees that the doctrine of the inviolability of Zion, which 
takes the place of the doctrine of the Messiah, has its own 
nationalistic limitations. He therefore seeks to spirituslize the 
latter doctrine. It does not grow out of a. conception of Zion 118 

a cult centre, or 118 a royal city, but rather 118 the seat of God's 
spiritual presence, to be apprehended by faith a.lone (28 11).11 

The artificiality of all these expedients is obvious, and their 
forced character betrays the difficulties of the problem. 

Duhm strikes out on a diferent pa.th, but on a. very danger
ous one. The identification of Immanuel with the Messiah at 7 14 

is rightly denied,58 and the Immanuel of 8 e, 10 is dislodged by 
a. text-critical process. With these two anchors gone, Duhm is 
prepared to take the next step and disconnect 9 1-6 altogether 
from the Syro-Ephraimitic prophecies.n The consequence is that 
the only two prophecies, 91-e and c. 11, the MeBBia.nic inter
pretation of which is secure, a.re ca.st completely a.drift. They 

n P. 6811'. 
H See Porter's article JBL 1896, and my article in AJBL July, 1918, 

which seek to confirm, along a different line, the non-MeBSianic charaater 
or Immanuel. 

n The Syro-Ephraimitic prophecies come to an appropriate and 
effective conolnsion in the epilogue, 811-18. What follows in v■ . 11-11, 
whatever it may mean, has nothing to do with the subject of cc. 6-8. 
8 u ie altogether too uncertain to furnish a reliable oonnection between 
9 1-e and the historical ■ituation. It i■ a gloas to connect 9 1 with 8 tt-lL 
There ie also another reason why 9 1-1 cannot have originally been 
connected with the Syro-Ephraimitic prophecies. The only adequate reason 
which has ever been oll'ered for the present position of c. 6 ia that it was 
placed here by l■aiah him■elf aa an introduction to the accoUDt of tile 
event■ in 786 recorded in cc. 7 and 8, in order to explain the failnni of 
Isaiah at that time to carry through hi■ policies. In that cue it would 
be most unlikely for him to end hi■ account of the event■ of thia criaia 
with a puuge, 9 1-e, which robs the introduction ( c. 6), which he himself 
had provided, of all it■ point. 
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cannot be connected with any known fact or period of Isaiah'■ 
life. Duhm evidently feels tbi■ difficulty. He attempt■ to find a 
place for 9 1-s in the mid■t of the Bennachenl, camp&ign,18 but 
he pushes c. 11 and 2 2-4, which is closely akin to it, to a time 
after this campaign at the end of Isaiah'■ life. These prophecie■ 
are supposed to be Isaiah'• awan-aongs, the yearning■ of an old 
man. They were not prepared for a public audience, but for the 
inner circle of his follower■. This is in accordance with Duhm'a 
theory that Isaiah's eachatological poema baTe nothing to do 
with his prophetic career.11 We aee, now, what this boils down 
to. Because no place can be found for them in that part of 
Isaiah's life which we know something about, they are tralll
ferred to that period of his life which we know nothing about.• 
But if we have to go to the very edge of Isaiah's life to find 
a place for these prophecies, why may we not atep over the edge 
altogether and look for them in a situation in which they can 
be explained more satisfactorily? Granted that the origin of the 
Messianic prophecies might be explained, WI W ellhausen eI
pla.ined it, out of the general situation in Isa.iab's da7, yet when 
they are examined in the light of Isaiah's other teaching and 
of his prophetic ca,·eer, a aerious doubt arises whether they 
originated with him. 

B. The Anti-Aasyrian Group. 

We have seen how certain scholars have held that the doctrine 
of the inviolability of Zion gradually BUpplanted the doctrine of 
the Messiah in the latter part of Isaiah'■ life. This means that 

11 Bia only argument is that v. s must refer to Assyria 1111d v., to 
t.be army or Seunacherib. Why? 

H See above, u. 86. 
" It would have beeu well if 9 1-t bad beeu placed with c. 11 1111d !I H, 

In my article on A Nt/1/J Oliaptw in IAe Life of Iaaial, I have ■uggeated 
t.bat ■ome light may be t.browu upou t.be clomg daya of l■aiah by the 
Shebua prophecy, but even if t.be augge■tion■ there given were accepted, 
they would furnish no exphmation of t.be■e Me■aianic propbeeie■ in this 
late period. Staerk (Do, Aa,yri,cAe W eltrrich, p. l!l8 f.), give■ up the 
attempt to date the Meaaianic propheciea more preciaely or to constitute 
a development in them. 
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the anti-Assyrian prophecies, in which this doctrine finds ex
pression, are p118hed down into this later period. Is this admiss
ible? Can we find an intelligible place for them either here or 
anywhere else in Isaiah's life? If this cannot be done, then, of 
course, the close connection established between this group of 
prophecies and Ezekiel's theology becomes doubly significant. 
In the criticism of the anti-Assyrian prophecies there are three 
crucial questions: l) The historicity of the Isaiah narratives; 
2) the date of c. 10; and, more important than this; 3) the date 
and integrity of the anti-Egyptian prophecies cc. 28-33.11 The 
first of these questions baa already been treated. We are now 
to consider the second and third. 

1) So far as c. 10 is concerned, wherever it goes the remaining 
anti-Assyrian prophecies usually follow. The date of c. 10 is 
therefore a controlling date for the group as a whole. But in 
what period is it to be located? This prophecy has been variously 
dated, at or about the time of Samaria's fall, 722,11 about 711 
(Sargon's campaign againstAahdod),111 in the Sennacherib period 
(705-701).M The last date, which is favored, by the great 
majority of scholars, is the most natural date so long as the 
Isaiah narratives, including the anti-Assyrian poem c. 37 22 ff'., 

are accepted. C. 10 in its present form echoes the same tones 
of assurance on the one hand and defiance on the other as 37 22 ff'. 

But if Stade's criticism of the Isaiah narratives and the poem 
embedded in them is accepted, a serious difficulty arises. Ia the 
great challenge to Assyria in c. 10 justified by the event? Does 
the picture of the abject submission of Hezekiah in the only 
passage allowed by Stade to be strictly historical (2 Kings 18 ts-to), 

11 I call these chapten the anti-Egyptian group because cc. BO and 31 
refer expreBBly to au Egyptian alliance, and cc. 28 and 29 can be beat 
interpreted if this alliance ia aBBumed to be the historical background 
out of which they come (see The Stflflt/ of the FOU!ldation, p. llif.). 

H Eichhorn, Gee., Di., Kit. (but with inclination to 711), R. Smith, 
Konig. 

u Hitzig, Guthe, Gie■ebrecht, Cheyne, Kuenen. 
H Koppe, Eichhorn (with reference to va. fi•17), Ew., Bredenkamp(?), 

De., Du., BackmaDD, Volz, Whitehouae, Skinner, Wade, Marti, Wilke, 
Kiichler. Gray does not commit himaelf to any date except one aometime 
after 717. 
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harmonize with the supreme confidence m&Dllested in c. 10? 
Were the hopea in c. 10 fulfilled? If they were, then were the 
threat.s in which Isaiah so frequently indulged not fuJfilled? If 
the threats were fnlfilled, what of the hopea? Were they only 
dreams ?:This leads to our second question, the date and integrity 
of cc. 28-33, with which c. 22 is probably to be combined. 

2) The section, cc. 28-33, baa led, in the course of criticism, 
much the same aort of wandering life as c. 10, but there has 
been a growing conseD8118 of opinion in favor of a date in the 
Sennacherib period, and c. 22 is also best explained out of the 
same period.• This date for cc. 28-31 (32, 33) and 22 may be 

H The data which have been utilized to determine the date of cc. 28---33 
are the following: 1) ll81-4, which preeuppo- a date before the fall of 
Samaria (7ll'J); 9) c. 113, which ill nppoaed to refer to the Seanachenli 
period; 3) the Egyptian a.llianca mentioned in cc. 30 and 31; and 4) the 
connections between cc. ll8 and 99 on the one hand and cc. 90 and 31 
on the other. 1) The entire group bu bean located in the Sennachenl, 
period. So Hitzig, on account of c. 33. This position wu IIOOD abandoned, 
a) becauoe of the impoHihle retrospective interpretation of 28 •◄ which 
it neceeaitated, and b) becauae it was soon di1co1'ered (Ewald) that c. 33 
wu an appenm to cc. 28--32 and therefora not determinative for their 
dating. 9) C. 88 having become detached, the group wu located before 
the fall of Samaria (799) on account of 28 •◄ (so Ewald, Duhm in hill 
7leologie, Delit.zsch, Dillmann). 3) Meanwhile the suggestion wu made 
that the group wu not chronologically homogeneous. In particular c. 811 
u well aa c. 88 came under ■uBpicion or at Ieaat was regarded as also 
an appendiL Accordingly, we have the following milled theorie■ which 
poswlate diff'erent dates for the dill'erent section■ of the group, cc. ll8-31. 
(a) Cc. !!8-30 placed early on account of 98 1◄, but c. 31 usigned to the 
Sennacherib period. So Konig, becau■e of the ■uppoaed difference in the 
hietorical aituationa implied at 80 M and 31 1◄• In thia Konig bu had 
no followers. (b) C. 28 early (cf. 281◄), and oc. 99---31 uaigned to the 
Sargon period at the time of the Aahdod campaign (ca. 711). So Cheyne 
in hia ComllM!llary. (c) C. 28 early (cf. 98 1◄), and cc. 99-81 placed in 
the Sennacherib period. So Robertson Smith, Kuenen, Guthe (Dae Z... 
hA(t,bUd da .Te,aia), Bredenkamp, Oreili. (d) Only 281◄ early, the ra1t 
of c. 28 and c. 99 uaigned to the late Sargon period, after 711, and 
cc. 80 and 31 to the Sennacherib period. So Dahm and Klichler. 
(e) 1!81◄ early, and the remainder of co. ll8-31 usigned to the Sennacherib 
period. So Stade, Gieoebrecht, with ■ome qualifications, Hackmann, Volz, 
Cheyne in hi■ Itllrodt1etioll, Wilke, Staerk, Hiilacher. Ii will be -
from the foreguing t.hat there ill the 1trongeat tendenay to bring the 
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regarded as the first great premise of a new construction of 
haia.h in which the anti-Assyrian prophecies are rejected. The 
second premise is derived from the criticism of these prophecies. 

When cc. 28-31 are attentively examined, a most curious 
phenomenon is discovered, the regular interchange of hope and 
threat.18 The altemation is so consistent as to warrant the 
conclusion that it is deliberate. In the earlier stages of criticism 
this curious fact does not seem to have attracted much attention. 
Ewald, it is true, felt the difficulty, for he says that in these 
chapters Isaiah is addressing different groups of people. Duhm 
in bia Theologie, accept.a the sequences as they stand, and, as 
we have seen, derives from the abruptness of the changes from 
gloom to hope support for his theory of the miraculouaneaa of 
the future era. The change to it is ao sudden and complete that 
it must be effected by J ahweh himaelf. Guthe, also, aeeepta the 
sequeneea, apparently without misgiving. Giesebrecht, however, 
waa somewhat staggered by one instance of them, namely 28 sr. 

group as a whole, with the exceptiou of 28 1-c, down to the Seunacherib 
period, a.nd I will aesume the correetneu of this view. It ia based on 
two premises: a) the immediate counection between cc. 28 a.nd 119 with 
cc. 80 BDcl 81, a.nd b) the identification of the Egyptian alliance in cc. 80 
a.nd 31 with the one known to have existed in the Sennacherib period. 
It would take us too far afield to attempt to establish the validity of these 
two premises in the present diecu11ion, but they underlie all the argument 
that follows. Anyone who wishes to attack its conclusiona must ahow 
the incorrectness of theae premiae■. Aa to c. 92, for our purpoaea only 
the dating of 22 1-1, need be noticed. 11) It is placed just after the 
acce■ aion of Hezekiah. So Ewald; according to him in 727. b) A.aaigned 
to the Sargon period. So Kleinert, Bredenkamp, Cheyne in hie COINIIN!lta,y, 
c) A.aligned to the Sennacherib period before or during the invasion. 
So Lowtb, Koppa, Eichhorn, Oeeeniue, Hitaig, Knobel, Delitzecb, Dillmann, 
Orelli, Gieaebrecht, Stade, Robartaon Smith, Duhm, Wilke, Kuchler. 
d) A.a■igned to the Sennacherib period after the invasion. So Soranaen, 
Guthe, Kuenen, Hackmann, Volz, Marti, Meinhold, Staerk. The pae■age i■ 
not homogeneous, a.nd I ahall as■ume in what follows that the date of vs. 1-s 

and u-u, the pa■■agea which more immediately concern ua, oa.n ■afely be 
had in the Sennachen"b period, but before the invasion. Hence theae 
venea are to be grouped with cc. !18-31. See an outline of the argnment 
for this date of c, 99 in the writer's article on 7'lae Book of I,aiaA, The 
Harvard Theological Review, pp. 516 ft'. 

" See Table p. 70. 
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These veraee are in flat contradiction with what Gieaebreeht 
considered to be haiah'a earlieat meaeagea of doom. He Mhaneed 
the theory that theae early threat.a were nbsequently modified 
by Isaiah himaelC through the addition of va. 5 and e, when the 
historical condition had changed, and that, atill Iater, the paaage 
W88 revised again by the addition of the threat.a in "- 1-22 

which came out of the Sennachenl, period and which in tarn 
recalled the promise in vs. s, & • .., In connection with hia 888ignment 
of 28 1-22 to the Sennacherib period Gieaebrecht made another 
obaenation of fundamental importance. Hitherto the general 
tendency had been to puah the hopea in cc. 28--31 into the 
foreground and the threat.a into the background. But ,o1aen these 
chapters were p"lacecl in the Sennacherib periocl a clifficuUy aro,e. 
On other occaaiona, 88 in the Syro-Ephraimitic crisia (cc. 6---8) 
or the Ashdod campaign (711), haiah threatened lringand people 
ifhia advice, that ia J ahweh'a, was not followed. In the Sennachenl, 
period the anti-Aaayrian party which haiah had alwaya opposed 
had got the upper hand and were leading the country into l'e'Yoll 
In cc. 28-31 Isaiah opposed thia policy as earnestly u Jeremiah 
oppoaed a similar policy in later days. Uncler such circu,,.,,ances 
we would expect threat, rather than encouragement,, and in 
conaequence Gieaebrecht laid all the emphaaia upon the threaten
ing elements in cc. 28-31. But haTe the hope elementa in thia 
group any place at all in nch a aituation i' or courae, it ia 
conceiT&ble that both the threata and the hopea could haTe been 
e:q,reaaed conditionally, according 88 the people refuaed or 
accepted the prophet'a advice. But unfortunately both are 
regularly e:q,reaaed unconditionally. Twice in the coune of 
the■e chapten haiah, bimaelC, aaya that the alternatiTe had been 
preaented earlier to them but that they had refused to follow 
the right way.18 As a matter of fact the anti-A.aayrian party did 

n See hie :&Urdge, pp. 86, 88-71. Thia theory of variolll re'riliona 
by Isaiah of hie own works ia also utilized to IICOOUDt for the equally 
abrupt changes at 8 t-11 aud 171s-11. The similar changes ill cc. ~l 
were uplailled exegetically. Gieeebrecht'■ theory wu of great YU1III in 
oallillg att.entiou to the problem of tbeae curiolll ohaugee, but hi■ ■olution 
of it bu clied a natural death. U wu too artificial to ■ur'ri't'8 long. 

11118u; 8011. 
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have its way; the revolt waa precipitated. How, then, could 
laaiah give such encouragements as we find in these chapters 
when the people refused to follow him? At this point a formid
able difficulty is uncovered. It is rendered still more acute 
when, on the one hand, c. 10 with all its trailers is brought down 
to the Sennacherib period and thus becomes associated with the 
hope elements in cc. 28-31, and, on the other hand, 22 1-u is 
associated with the threats in these chapters. The unmediated 
transitions from threat to hope in Isaiah, especially in the anti
ABByrian prophecies, have occasioned more difficulty than any 
other single problem in the book. If both these threats and 
hopes are located in the same period, the Sennacherib~period, 
as in the case of cc. 28-31, c. 22, and c. 10, the problem of 
their relationship to each other becomes doubly difficult, for the 
unchanging opposition to Isaiah's policies in this period would 
lead us to expect only denunciations, not promises. Furthermore, 
the question must again be raised: Were the hopes or the 
threats fulfilled? This depends upon one's views of the historicity 
of the Isaiah narratives which we have seen was seriously 
attacked by Stade. What happened in 701, a terrible disaster 
or a triumphant deliverance? Such are the factors in the problem 
of the anti-Assyrian prophecies with their expressed or implied 
doctrine of the inviolability of Zion. The chief attempts to solve 
this problem are the following. 

1) Robertson Smith held that the change from threats to 
promises was due to the reforms of Hezekiah which he locates in 
the midst of the campaign. 11 This is in agreement with the Well
hausen insistence upon the ethical element in Isaiah. Deliver
ance is inconceivable without repentance. Smith assumed the 
present order and historicity of the Isaiah narratives according 
to which 2 K. 18 1s-1e is the first episode in the Sennacherib 
campaign against Judah, and be locates the reforms between 
2 K. 18 1a-1e and 18 1711'. But if Stade's criticism of the 

" Delitz■ch and Orelli seek to mediate from threat to promi■e al■o 
through the goodne11 of Hezekiah. The main intere■t of these men iii in 
the principles of prophetio fulfilment, and their work iii therefore domin
ated by the apologetic, rather than the hi■torical, interest in tile above 
que■t.ion■. 
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Isaiah narratives is accepted, Smith'a theory cannot be carried 
through. 

l!) Dillmann assigns both cc. 28-32 and c. 10 to earlier 
periods in Isaiah's life 70 and th11S seema to relieve the liolent 
contrast between them which exists if both groupa of prophecies 
are placed in the Sennacherib period. But this is of liWe avail 
as long as he keeps the equally contradictory prophecies, c. l!2 
and c. 37 2211'.1 in this period. Be says: the former threats ha·t'e 
been fulfilled in 2 K. l81s-1&; as the facts speak for themaelvea, 
it is no longer necessary to renew them; the time is now ripe 
for promises. But is not c. l!2 a threat and the moat unqualified 
of all? Yes, but though it is also placed after l! K. 18 1s-1s, it 
is only an episode, Dillmann t.ella us, only a momentary outburst 
or anger! 

3) The usual theory has been that Isaiah was so outraged by 
the blasphemo118 arrogance of Aseyria as to overlook, for the t.ime 
being, the sins of Judah. Thia theory is based mainly on 105-15 
and it emphasizes the religious rather than the ethical interest. 
Auyria is guilty either of lese majeste against J abweh or sacrilege 
against his t.emple. Thia theme is repeat.ed with almost endlesa 
variations by scholars of all schools." The fundamental objection 

71 See above, n. 89, 86. 
71 E. g. Ewald (a claaaic formolation of tbia theory), Stade (in hi1 

Gt11cliclite), Gnthe, Gie■ebrecbt, Driver (l111iali, in the Men of the lhl>le 
Series), Kiicbler, Wilke, Kittel. Sometimes the conflict between the hope 
and the doom prophecies ia dnlled 1, little by referrinir them to different 
periods. Ewald places cc. 1151, l!8--3ll before 729 bnt c. 10 and the anti
Auyrian propheciea in the Sennacherib period. Gnthe and Gieeebreoht 
revene this and place cc. 519, 28--81 (in part) in the Sennacherib period 
and o. 10 earlier. Snch methods do nothing to relieve the dif&cnltie■ of 
the abrupt changes within cc. 518-81 or between o. 1151 and 87 n f. when 
both are located in the Sennacherib campaign. Accord:ng to Driver, la.iah 
forgot all party intereata in the great national crisis, jut aa Ariatidea did 
in the orisis of Athenian hiatory, and promiaea took the place of denun
ciations (aa if Isaiah wonld enconrap thoae who nipndiated hie policy!). 
The arrogance of Auyria mnat be challenged. "Theni are bonnda .which 
enn a deapot cannot pass" (l111iali, lie Lif• llftd Ti111e1, p. 89). Similarly 
Kittel: •When Aashur treapaaaea upon Zion, where Jahweh baa his altar 
and where Isaiah himlelf in the moat ualted moment of hie life was 
honored with a Yiaion of him, then i■ Jndah's gnilt forgotten for a 

a 
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to it is that in th~ situation of the Sennacherib campaign promises 
are the last thing we would expect Isaiah to indulge in. He had 
spent his life in protesting against foreign alliances. Faith in 
J ahweh, not in Egypt, was his solution for the ills of the times. 
uEgypt ia man and not God; his horses are flesh and not spirit. 
In returning and rest ye shall be saved; in quietness and con
fidence your power shall be. If you do not believe you shall not 
be establiahed." 71 These are the expressions of the fundamental 
religion of Isaiah. His kingdom ia the kingdom of the spirit and 
he aeta it in irreconcilable antithesis to the kingdom of force. 
They are to trust in the gently-flowing waters of Siloah, symbol 
of the power of the spirit, not in the muddy, swirling flood of 
the Euphrates, symbol of the power of the material and the 

moment-not for ll't'er-and the judgment upon Assyria becomes controll
ing." (6e,cliieAte dell Volka lmw' II, p. 1111). According to Dillmann 
the artgff' of c. 29 was a paasing mood; according to Driver and Kittel, 
in the pr091ille, to Judah IBBiah momentarily ignored its sins. One of 
these Hplanations is just as improbable, when the bistorical situation is 
realiud, as the other. Stade, in bi■ History, having thrown doubt■ upon 
the hi■toricity of the Isaiah narratives, logically bolds that both threat■ 
and promise■ were fulfilled in the Sennacherib campaign, the former in 
the laying wute of Judah, the latter in the withdrawal of Sennacherib. 
But be baa so reduced the glory of the deliverance that it is bard to 
think that it represented any adequate fulfilment of the triumphant 
challenges to A11yria expressed in the anti-Assyrian propbecieL In 
Kiicb.er'1 view Judah doe■ not escape by any virtue of it■ own but 
solely because Auyria, owing to it■ brutality and arrogance, is not a 
titting in■trument with which to puni■h it. But further, he adopts Stade'• 
critici■m of the Isaiah narratin1 and draws the inference, which Stade 
him■elf did not at first draw 10 bluntly, that Isaiah's promille1 were not 
fulfilled in any true sen■e. Jerunlem was spared, but Sennacherib aecomp• 
li■hed all he desired to do. Wilke draws a ■harp distinction between lsaiah'a 
attitude down to the Sennacherib period and bis attitude i11 that period. 
Before the campaign be bad been con1iatently favorable to As■yria, but 
in the Sennacherib period be was opposed to it. The primary reason was 
not a change in Judah, though Wilke refers to Hezekiah'■ reforms, but 
a change in All■yria ! Wilke, following Winckler, draw■ a contraat betw
the reforming Iring, Tiglath-Pileser, and the later ■avage brutality of 
Sennacherib I The attempt of Winckler and Wilke to construe the 10-
called pro-A■■yrian policy of Isaiah aa a policy in any true aen■e favor
able to A■ayria i1 totally to miaconceive the real teachings of the prophet, 

n IL 81 a; 80 11; 7,. 
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flesbly.73 All this was impractical idealism, if yon will, but it 
was the heart of Isaiah's meaaage to the world. Now the point 
is, in the Sennacherib campaign Judah did the very thing against 
which Isaiah had protested all bis life and in no oracles more 
powerfully than in cc. 28-31. The anti-Auyrian party got 
complete control, repudiated the advice of Isaiah and formed 
an alliance with Egypt. Would laa.iah now turn around and, in 
the face of this complete apostasy, promise delinrance? It is 
unthinkable. The suggestion that enn for a moment he could 
have forgotten the sin of Judah, now in open rebellion against 
the word of J ahweh spoken through him, cannot be, itself, for 
a moment entertained. It would mean that he had not only 
forgotten Judah's sins, but the very eaaence of bis own mission. 

4) Though Duhm does not refer to the difficulty just mentioned, 
he seems to be subconsciously aware of it. At least that seems 
to be the clue to bis treatment of the anti-Assyrian prophecies. 
Like the Messianic prophecies, they are not intended for a 
general audience, but rather for the group of believen which 
gathered round him." This theory would get rid of the difficulty 
which inheres in the supposition that these challenges to Assyria 
were hurled against it in public, in which case Isaiah would have 
only strengthened the anti-Assyrian policy which he was in 
reality opposing. But is there any evidence in the anti-Assyrian 
prophecies as they now stand that they were spoken in private? 
Not one bit of reliable evidence is produced for such a theory." 
It is possible to hold it only after the moat drastic criticism of 
this group has been made." 

11 811-s. 
n See OIMIIMlllfary, Ed.•, at 29 1.a; 30 w-1111, pp. 189, 1115, IIOl. Stamt, 

alao, p. 123, avail■ himaelI or this theory, though hie final 10lution or the 
problem is a different one (aee below). 

71 Duhm'a treatment or the entire group or uti-Aa■yri&D prophecies 
incidentally suggeative as it ia, moat be considered quite inadequate. 
The date■ for thoae which are received are generally aaaumed rather \ban 
proved; the criticiem of them is in unatable equilibrium, £or some are 
rejected while othen are retaiued without adequate juatification £or the 
di1crimination ; and the problem which they preaent, if placed in Iniah'■ 
life-time, and the conflict between them ud laaiah'a meauge receive no 
adequate diacuaaion. 

" See below, p. '9, n. 107. 
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6) Overwhelmed by the difficulties of finding any place or 
meaning for the anti-Assyrian group of prophecies in the life
time of Isaiah down to and including the Sennacherib campaign 
of 701, Staerk seeks a place for them still later, in connection 
with a conjectured second campaign of Sennacherib. His two 
chief reasons for this solution are: a) his acceptance of the logic 
of Stade's criticism of the Isaiah narratives and consequent 
denial of any ma"elous deliverance of Jerusalem in 701; and 
b) the psychological impossibility of Isaiah promising deliverance 
in 701 to a people who were in the act of rebelling against 
Jahweh's will.77 The terrible devastation to which Judah was 
subjected in 701 caused Isaiah to change his views of Assyria. 
The ~fJp1r of this military power must be rebuked; hence, when 
Sennacherib came again against Jerusalem, Isaiah prophesied 
his overthrow.78 It is interesting to observe how Staerk pushes 
the anti-Assyrian group down into an unknown pe1iod oflsaiah's 
life, just as Duh.in pushes the Messianic group into the same 
period. This feeling that neither group of prophecies can be 
adequately explained out of that part of Isaiah's life of which 
we have definite information is a very suspicious circumstance. 
Further, the fact that thus far no reliable evidence of a second 
campaign against Jerusalem has been discovered is an obstacle 
of the most formidable kind to the solution which I originally 
proposed, and, failing such evidence, I have been reluctantly 
compelled to resort to another solution (see below). 

77 Da, Aa,yr. Weltrlicli, pp. 81 tr., 86 tr., 106-124. The theory of two 
campaign■ of Sennacherib wu lint proposed by Winckler (.AlttetfmRent
licM UnterBtM:hvngm, 1899). Thie solution of the problem of the auti
ARByrian prophecies was already suggested by me two yean before the 
appear&11ce of Staerk's work in a discuHion of the two-oampaign theory 
of the Isaiah narratives. (See The Ineaaion of Sennacl,erib, in particolar 
p. 834, n. lM.) I still believe that this theory affords the readiest means 
yet propoeed for the defelllll of the anti-Assyrian group. It is aleo adapted 
by Baentach (ZW'l'h, 1908, p. 470). 

11 Staerk thus rauges himself with the writers referred to above in 
n. 71, though he places the change in Isaiah's attitude toward A11yria 
after 701 rather than in the campaign. 
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IV. The Final Neo-Critical Auault upon the Meaaianic and 
Anti-Assyrian Prophecies. 

In view of the foregoing discussion, it is not to be wondered 
at that in the later phases of the neo-critical movement the 
genuineness of both the Messianic and anti-Assyrian groups of 
prophecies should have been seriously questioned. Hackmann, 
Cheyne and Volz 71 delivered the main attack agaiDBt the 
Messianic group; Marti, Stade, and Beer carried on the 
operations begun by Stade against the anti-Assyrian group.• 

A. The Meaaianic Group. 

In the case of the MeBSianic prophecies, two main featurea in 
them, to which the earlier criticism bad failed to do justice, were 
now urged against them.81 1) The first is their nationalism. la 
the Messiah a political figure with a dash of religion and morals, 
or a religious and ethical figure with a dash of politics? Because 
of the close association of the Messianic king with the Davidic 
dynasty the former view would seem to be the more nearly 
correct one. His functions are neither priestly nor prophetic. 
But in that case there is a latent contradiction between the 
Messianic ideal and the prophetic opposition to nationalism. 
We have seen how Smend seemed to be dimly aware of this 
contradiction.81 Volz throws it into high relief.83 He claims that 
not only is prophecy in general antagonistic to nationalism, but 
Isaiah in particular is in the most pronounced opposition to it. 
He unceasingly com batted the various expreBSions of nationalist 
activities, intrigues, alli&!JceS, trust in military power. Through
out his life he was in conflict with the Davidic dynasty, some
times in the most violent conflict, as in 735, when he opposed 

1• Zukvnflamoarhlng; It1trodwfioft; Die Vorc,;ilileAe JaA~ 
11 KomrMntar; BiblillcAe T/teologie; Fmacltrift WellAa-. Thu pbue 

of the neo-critical development ia conveniently aummed np in Hiibcher'■ 
Die hoplaeten. 

11 Of., eapecially, Volz for what followa. 
H See above, p. 11. 
H When Konig, in criticising thia poaition, in1i1t.a on the .Prdriotial111 

of the prophet.a (Gt■clticl&te da .ATB, p. 410, cf. 389,400, L 4), he ebonld 
define more carefnlly jnat what he meana by it. 
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the pro-ABByrian policy of Ahaz, or in 706-701, when he 
opposed the pro-Egyptian policy of Hezekiah.84 Would a man 
of these convictions clothe his hopes in a nationalist form? Of 
course, it is psychologically quite conceivable that Isaiah might 
not have realized the implications of hie own theological poaition, 
and that, consequently, contradictory views might have been 
entertained by him. There is also the important prophecy, 
1 21-2&, which seems to look forward to the restoration of the 
golden age of the Hebrew monarchy, the idealized era of David 
and Solomon.• But several considerations make against this 
psychological explanation. a) So far as 1 21-2& is concerned, 
Isaiah no doubt seems to embody his idea.le in a state organization, 
but this is the one undisputed passage in which he does do this, 
and it is highly significant that in just this prophecy, where, if 
anywhere, we would expect to find a reference to the MeBBianic 
king, it is absent. One can hardly speak of nationalism in 
connection with 1 21-20. b) Again, in the doctrine of the 
Remnant Isaiah developed a hope of the future which was bound 
up with his doctrine of faith, and which was the appropriate 
expreBBion of the anti-nationalistic trend of eighth-century 
prophecy.81 But the fact that he expressed his hope in a form 

N Isaiah, it ia true, doea not ■eem to attack Hezekio.h personally as 
he does Ahaz. Was thi■ becauae Hezekiah really tried, though unavailingly, 
to make head againat the anti-Assyrian party of his day? Or have 
laaiah'a attacks upon Hezekiah been deleted by the redactora of Isaiah 
because there wu a tradition that the king had undertaken some reforma 
which these same revisers construed as deuteronomic in character? The 
fragmentary state of our aourcea permits .i>f no final answer to these 
questions. 

H The prophecy, l 11-20, hu often been used as a basis for the defense 
of the MeHianic prophecies. Cf. Nowack, Zuku11ft1hoff11u11gen lrratJ,, 
P• 50. 

H In cc. 7 and 8 there are hint■ of an important change in Isaiah's 
conceptions of the Remnant, doe to the experiences of 735. The fact 
that Isaiah takes hie son, Shear-jaahub, with him when he makes A.baa 
a promise of deliverance if he would believe (7 1-B), strongly suggests that 
Isaiah was still cherishing the thought of the poBBibility of Judah being 
saved, though the negative form of the condil.ion also suggests that he 
thought the poseibility to be remote. But when Isaiah turned to hie 
disciples (8 ll•IB), after his vain appeala to the court (7 10-11), and to the 
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eo entirely in agreement with hia fundamental con'ridiona 
ehowe that he moat have been aware, to some extent at 1eut, 
of the implications of these con'rictione. Thia maba the 
supposition that he was able to adopt the doctrine of the 
Messianic King because he was not aware of ita latent 
contradiction with the essence of hia own views quite unlikel7. 
c) Finally, the psychological defense of the genuineneu of 
the Meeeianic prophecies, which points to the poaibilitJ of 
a man entertaining contradictory viewe while the7 are still 
inchoate, and while their diff'erent implications are not 7et foilJ 
realized, breaks down at another point. The hopes under dis
cussion are not integral parts of an7 of Isaiah's prophecies, 
whose disagreement with their contexts would be obvious onl7 
to one who was familiar with the later developments of the 
docbine. The ¥essianic prophecies are, on the one hand, in 
themselves very highly developed literary compositions, but, on 
the other, they are isolated blocks among Isaiah's prophecies and 
only connected with them by links demonstrably redactional.8' 
Granted that it ie quite poeeible for a writer who is unaware of 
the conflict of hia own ideas to merge them at times into a 
literary unity, this ie not the case with the prophecies under 
discussion. The idea of the MeBBianic King is nowhere merged 
with the doctrines of the Remnant or the Day of the Lord, or 
with national repentance or the doctrine of faith. Whatever 
points of attachment the Meeeianic prophecies may have with 

people (8 1-6, w a), it ia difficult not to believe that he a&w in hia dilcip]ea 
the RemD&Dt, and in so doing caught at leaat a glimpae oUh&t diatinl:tion 
which we now know as the di1tinction between church and et&te, and 
which hu proved such a decisive factor in the apiritualuation of religion. 
It i■ true, the name, Remnant, does not occur again in any UDqaeltioned 
punge in l&&iah, and even in c. 8 la&i&h doe■ not directly call hia 
diaciples the Remnant. But the progrea■ of the two chapten, 7 and 8, 
and the insi1tence upon faith as the fondamental fact in religion, which 
is lniah'a great contribution to religion, onavoidably 1uggest t.be idati
fication of the company of believers with the Remnant. Thia thecuy of 
the Remnant ia particularly emphuiaed by Wellhauaen (the Renmut ia 
the party of reform) and Robertson Smith. 

17 Cf. the impouible verse, 8 u, ud the artificial contrut between 
the fore■t and the twig at 10 Bl f. ud 11 L 
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Isaiah's thoughts they are not revealed by the prophet himself, 
but are left to the exegete to discover. In view of the peculiarly 
detached character of these prophecies, the abstract possibility 
that Isaiah may have entertained fundamentally conflicting ideas 
cannot be regarded aa an adequate basis for their defense.88 

Accordingly, the nationalism expressed in the conception of the 
Davidic Messiah ia not what we would expect if Isaiah were the 
creator of the Messianic eschatology, and the psychological 
explanation that Isaiah could have entertained conflicting ideas 
without being aware of the disagreements, while abstractly 
poaaible, does not account for the peculiar literary isolation of 
these prophecies. In this connection the argument from the style 
of 9 1 11'. and 11 1 11'. might be introduced, but in the present 
instance this argument bas, admittedly, little force.89 Far more 
decisive is the argument from the bistol'ical background implied 
in cc. 9 and 11, particularly from 11 1, which seems to pre
suppose that the Davidic dynasty ia no longer reigning. But to 
follow up the evidence would lead to a discussion of exegetical 
details which would divert us from our main argument.'° 

2} The second objection to the genuineness of these prophecies 
to which I would call attention is the large amount of the 
miraculous element in them. At this point Duhm senses their 
true nature more correctly than W ellhauseo. The figure of the 
Wondrous Child and of the Descendant of Jesse is not a merely 
human figure, even though idealized, as W ellhausen and Smith 
would have us believe; it ia an eecbatological, that is, a miraculous 
figure, though strangely enough with historical connections. The 
child with the mysterious four names is no ordinary child. The 
attiibutes of equity and righteousness ascribed to the descendant 
of Jesse are supernatural charisma, and above all the peace of 

" By way of contraat, 81&b involves an idea, the locali.ation or Jahweh 
on Mt. Zion, which is in latent contradiction with the incipient nniverealiam 
of eighth century prophecy, but which is nevertheless, from a literary 
point of view, an organic part of the conte:11t (against Winckler, Gaelicllle 
I,,,-ael,, I. 107, n. 9, and Volz, p. 43, who reject it). 

" Hackmann, Volz, and Marti lay little emphasis upon it; Cheyne 
develop• it aomewhat more 

'° See especially Hackmann'• forcible treatment of the argument from 
the hiatorical background, pp. 136 f., 188 ft'. 
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nature is a miraculous peace, a peace of the golden age." All 
this contrasts sharply with the intelllle realism of Isaiah, with hie 
vivid ethical and historical interests. At the same time it reminds 
of W ellhausen's dictum that it was in the post-exilic period that 
prophecy gradually came to be detached from history. It is no 
wonder, therefore, when criticism became fully aware of the 
perplexing problem created by the presence of these prophecies 
among Isaiah's literary remains, that it waa gradually led to 
relegate them to a much later period. This is not capricio111Dess. 
It is method, and an honest method, too. Once granted Well
hausen's premise on the one hand and Duhm's exegesis on the 
other, and the attempt to bring these prophecies down to the 
post-exilic period becomes almost inevitable. Of coune, if neither 
premise nor exegesis is accepted, the conclusion drawn from 
them might have to be revised. But here a third datum is to be 
considered. 

3) Until the time of Ezekiel there is no reference whatever 
to a Davidic Messiah, and when he appears he is a very modest 
figure indeed. Little is made of him by Ezekiel." H the usul 
views of cc. 40-48 are accepted, the figure of the Messiah 
becomes quite faded in Ezekiel's later period; if the views ad
vanced in recent years by Begrich II and Herrmann" are 
adopted, and there is -excellent reason for doing so, it is washed 
out altogether. This absence of all reference to the Messiah for 
over a hundred years is the strangest sort of fact if the Messianic 
passages in Isaiah are original Its strangeneBB is increased by 
the further fact that when Ezekiel does refer to the MeBBiah, 
there is no evidence that he was acquainted with the p888&ge& in 
Isaiah. The same thing is true of the references to the Messiah 
in Jeremiah. Whether genuine or not, they show no literary 

11 It ia interesting to obaene how Wellhauaen (GncAiclile, p.129, n. 2f.) 
and Smith (pp. 301, 803) concentnte their attention npon 11 u1 and tarn 
va. w into poetry, whereu Duhm and Hackmann (p. 146 8'.) emphuiu 
the latter venea. 

H Cf.17 II-It; 21 Sllj 2911 (?): and the more important puaagea Sha(. 
and 37IWII. 

II Da, Jieaiaabild de, Eldin, ZWTh l!IIM, P• mr. 
N &eellidBtvdiffl, 1908. 
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dependence upon Isaiah. Now Is. 9 and 11 are so striking that 
in later times it became customary to interpret Isaiah's other 
prophecies in the light of them, and yet we m118t suppose that 
they bad no effect upon Isaiah's immediate successors!• This 

H It is this argument which gives pauae even to the very cautiou■ 
Kautzach (aee bis article on TlteBdigion of Iarad, H.D.B., E:dn VoL, 
p. 696). The argument would lose only a little of ita force even if the 
propheciea of a Davidic MeHiah in Jeremiah were admitted to be genuine. 
But I think it can be almoat demonstrated 1.bat they are not. It would 
require another essay the size of the present one adequately to dilcnu 
the MeBBianic element in Jeremiah, but in view of Cornill'a defense (see 
DtJ1J Br.eh JtffllllilJ 1906) of the conm>lling passage, :.18 1-1, a word upon 
it may not be amiss. 1) C. 22 ia a later redaction of genuine criticiBJDB 
paaaed by Jeremiah upon the last kings of Judah. With the Hception 
of Joaiab (2!110.) they are bad kings and come to an untimely 11nd. The 
prophecy in its present form ends with the curae upon J econiah (n. H-111), 
the nucleus of which ia certainly genuine i it says nothing about the fate 
of Zedekiah. 9) ll31-t i■ the usual antithesis appended to auch grim 
passages in the prophetical books. The e't'il shepherds, i. e. the wicked 
kinga in c. 119, will be removed (a q11ite nnnecesHry generalization after 
the concrete denunciations which had just preceded), and good shepherd& 
will be pot in their place, who will rnle over the remnant of Jahweh'a 
flock, now scattered abroad bot one day to be brought back. Obaene 
that VB. a-& are the appropriate antitheaia to va. 1-1 both in thought and 
form, and the passage, 10 far aa it ia intended to offset the gloom of 
c. 22, iB complete in itself. 8) But upon 981-t there follow■ the prophecy 
of the peraonal Meaaiah, v■. a and a. Thia prophecy contrasts with the 
one in va. 1-4 in form i va. 1., are proae, vs. •-• are poetry. It contrast& 
in thought; va. M refer to the dynaaty, vs. a-• to the individual Mea■iah. 
Strictly ■peaking, VB. 1-1 are quite auperflnous after va. 1-4. Tbna VB. 1-1 

have every appearance of being an addendum. 4) But vs. H imply the 
exile and are therefore late (note that the word 'remnant', IMIIII, is found 
again in its technical, theological sense only in the doubtful paBBage 81 7j 

in cc. 40--44. it refer■ to the historical group left in J udab at the time 
of the es:ile, moat of whom afterwarda went to Egypt). But if vB. M are 
late, they carry with them va. 1-t. If, now, the whole passage, va. 1-4, ia 
late and va. a and • are an addendum to it, it follows that va. a and • are 
still later. 6) Again, the word nm in v. a ia left unexplained. Why did 
Jeremiah choose just this wordf Neither the noun nor the verb occur 
again in Jeremiah except in the Bporiona parallel, 88 u If. Jeremiah cannot 
be dependent upon Ia. 11 1, BB ia 1ometil'les supposed, for be employ• a 
different word from those found there. Further. the word, thou~h figurative 
in meaning, ha■ no elrect upon ita context. If Jeremiah applied this name 
for the first time to the per1onal MeBaillh, we would expeot ita figurative 
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is almost incredible. Accordingly, when 91w. and 11 ur. have 
once been dislodged from their present connectious, especially, 
as in the case of 9 1 ff'., from the prophecies definitely daied in 

1nggeltivenes1 to penade the propheCJ. Thi■ ia not the cue. It .tad■ 
ab■olntely une:r.plained and without inftnence npon the thonghl or e:r.
preBBion of the prophecy. In other words it hu already become a technical 
term. Thia ia the really significant thing for the critici■m of thia prophecy, 
bot commentaton haTe ■trangely ignored it. Thia i■ probably becauee 
almo■t all commentaton hue been ob■eaaed with the idea that Zech. 811 f. 
ia dependent upon Jer. 23 & f. The revene of thia ia the true relation■hip. 
In Zechariah the word affect■ its conte:r.t (T. 1n. The claoae, l"IB' 'l'll"l'ID, 
i■ improperly rejected by Mitchell, International Critical Com. ad loc.). 
Above all, in Zechariah the choice of it c:an be naturally and hi■torically 
eicplained. It ia a play upon the name Zerobbabel, which ia beet e:r.plained 
aa meaning the "■eed" or •aproot" of :Babylon (So Sellin, &rwbllabd, 
p. 113, and Btvdillfl, II 83. For thia etymology - al■o Ed. Meyer, ».t
atemmg da Jvdmfhvm,, V, following Meia■ner and Smwmaier, Siegfried, 
Ezra 1111d NWlflliah ad Ez. 3 s, Bertholet, Ezra 111111 Ndte'Mialt ad EL 1 a, 
Bohl, Mitchell, l'omtftenfary on Haggai ad 1 I. The etymology ■oggeated 
by Haupt, J11L 1913, p. 108, n. 3, aeema to me far le■a probable. Bot 
even if it were correct, it would not prevent Zechariah'• punning play 
on the name). The attempt to get rid of the name in Zech 8 u by the 
anppo■ition of te:r.t corruption (Dohm and Marti) cannot be admitted u 
legitimate for II moment. The paauge ia corrupted, bot not at that 
point. 6) When once the trne relalionahip of J er. 23 H to Zech. 8 u i■ 
recognized, another interesting po1111lility comes to light. Coniab ia 
rejected thoorh he ia a signet ring npon Jahweh'a hand. Bnt Zerobbabel 
ia to be a ■ignet ring (Hag. 11 u). One who recognized the allnaion 
to Zerobbabel in Zechariah'• word, nm, and remembered at the ■ame 
time Haggai'• reference to the aignet ring, may nry well haTe plaoed 
thia oracle in its pre■ent poaition in Jeremiah a■ an off'■et to the terrible 
prophecy againat Coniah. Cornill ■ees that n. s and , are aporiooa and 
frankly rejects them. Thia ha■ the effect of bringing n. H into an anti
theaia to va. 1-1. Bnt thia ia to aob■titnte a nry poor antithesis for a 
very good one. Again, Comill completely ignore, the way in which the 
name rm1 ia introduced, which ia the critically important datnm in the 
prophecy, and concentnatea hia whole attention upon up,1. Thi■ name 
in hia view ia a play upon the name of the Jut king of Judah and 
occon just at the point in the ■eqnence or cc. 119 and 28 where we would 
eicpect a reference to hint. Cornill paraphrues a■ follow■ : •Thou, Zechariah, 
wilt meet thy fate. State and kingdom will be deatroyed. Bnt one will 
come aometime who will be in reality what thy name aignifiea and what 
thon ahouldst han been." The trouble i■, there ia nothing of all thia in 
the te:r.t. On the ba■ia of Cornill'a own ■bowing, n. H are brought 
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736, and set adrift on the stream of criticism, it is by no mean■ 
a surprising thing to find them landing upon the farther shores 
of the post-exilic period. In spite of the fact that W ellhausen 
originally defended these prophecies, it waa the inward urge of 
his own principles that led his followers in the neo-critical 
school to this final conclusion. But can a proper psychological 
environment for them be discovered even in this late period? 
Before an attempt to answer this question is made, it will be 
well to follow the further fortunes of the other group of pro• 
phecies which have especially interested us, namely the anti
Assyrian. 

B. The Anti-ABByrian Group. 

The data already brought to light for the solution of the 
problem presented by the anti-Assyrian prophecies are the 
following: a) The legendary character of the Isaiah narratives. 
This character raises in an acute form the question of their 
reliability. Was there such a magnificent deliverance of Zion as is 
described in them? b) The similarity of the group of "many-

into antithesi1 to the many bad kings in va. 1-1, and not to Zedekiah. 
If the pnrpose were to contrast n. 1-a with Zechariah, we would certainly 
e:r.pect an e:r.preBB reference to him such aa we find to the other king■ in 
c. 22. Furthermore, is it likely that Jeremia~ would take Zedekiah's name 
ae the key to a prophecy of the Meaaiah? Granted that Jeremiah doe■ not 
indolge in ench hitter penonal attack■ upon him as he doe■ upon the 
other Jewieh kings, and that he wae a weak king rather than a bad 
king, he ■ay1 nothing good of him, either. If a play upon his name were 
intended in the sense of the above paraphrase, it would certainly have 
to be e:r.preseed and not left to the ingenuity of later e:r.egetea. Oornill's 
defense of this pa11age is ingenioua, but anything but convinoing. But 
if l!8 11,-1 are rejected, the other Messianic 11aeaages in Jeremiah can 
scarcely stand the teat of aerio111 criticism. Caspari (Echtheit lier Ma-
1ianillchen W eissagwng, Is. 9 J.e, p. 89 r.) gives a curious explanation of 
Jeremiah's failure to allude to Ia. 91-a. The central idea of this prophecy 
is "peace". Thia idea waa taken up by the uncanonical prophet■ and 
became their watchword in Jeremiah's day (6 u; 811). His oppoaition 
to the uncanonical prophet■ and their miataken nae of Isaiah's idea of 
peace accounts for his own failnre to make nee of it. In view of what 
follows Oa■pari'a attempt to ■how a connection between Ia. 9 1-a and 
uncanonical propheoy ia noteworthy. 
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nations" pauages among the anti-ABByrian prophecies to the· 
Gog motif in Ezekiel cc. 38, 39. c) The dating of cc. 518-33 
and c. 5151, as a group, in the Sennacherib period. d) The strong 
tendency to date c. 10 and ·therefore the other anti-Assyrian 
prophecies in the same period. e) The wellnigh insoluble diffi. 
culties presented by the abrupt changes from threat to promise 
within cc. 518-33, by the presence of threats in 705-701 if 
there was a glorious deliverance, and by the presence of promise& 
in the same period when the historical occasion called only for 
warnings. In the face of such conflicting data iB it any wonder 
that there has been a resort to criticism? In what follows I shall 
follow the logical rather than the chronologicii,l development of 
the attack upon this group. 

I) In the first place, Meinhold followed a correct instinct when 
he began his series of Isaiah studies (unfortunately mdiniahed) 
with a thorough diacll88ion of the Isaiah narratives.• The correct 
appraisal of these narratives iB fundamental to the solution 
of the problems of Isaiah. The reault of the discussion, which iB 
based on Stade's analysis, iB to show that, whatever happened in 
701, nothing took place at that time to justify the feeling of 
absolute security and of proud defiance expreued in the anti
ABByrian prophecies in their present form. 51 K. 18 1s-1e give 
us the only authentic description of the condition in which 
Sennacherib left Jerusalem. But the growing recognition of the 
legendary character of the Isaiah narratives inevitably carried 
with it a BUBpicion of the anti-Assyrian prophecy, 37 22 «., 
included in them. These narratives, including the prophecy, did 
not originally belong to the collection of Isaiah's prophecies, 
but were taken from Kings, in itself a auspicious circumstance. 
Further, the prophecy agrees entirely with the temper of the 
narratives. If the narratives are untrustworthy, it becomes 
difficult to defend the prophecy which iB embedded in them and 
agrees with them. 

51) The present form of cc. 518-33 cannot be original. Thia has 
been a steadily growing conviction among all scholars of the neo
critical school, those of the right wing as well as those of the left. 

• Die JrA111j4er11Gll""{/ffl, 18118. 
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Ewald was the firat to e:s:pre88 sUBpicioDB of c. 33, which he 
asaigned to a disciple of Isaiah. But it was Stade who firat 
delivered the attack upon its genuineneBB from which it has 
never really recovered, and which at the same ti.me swept away 
c. 32 along with it.97 The appendices to the group having been 
thus disposed of, Sorensen, in 1885, raised the question of 
the integrity of the main body of prophecies cc. 28-31, by 
calling attention to the abrupt changes from threat to hope in 
them. But he gave only brief hints of the difficulties, and his 
work seems to have had little immediate inftuence. In 1890 
Giesebrecht made a formidable attack upon the integrity of c. 28, 
but obscured the significance of his criticism by his untenable 
theory of a revision of the chapter by Isaiah himself.98 Two 
years later (1892) Duhm's commentary appeared, in which he 
completely shattered the integrity of cc. 28-31 and discarded 
the bulk of the hope material in them as reftecting late eschatology. 
His criticism, however, remained in unstable equilibrium." He still 
left to Isaiah 28 18, 28 23-29 and, above all, the three anti-ABSyrian 
prophecies, 29 5-B (written mit echtjesaianischem Schwung und 
Feuer), 30 27-331 and the nucleus of 31 5-9, especially v. 9. 

In these three prophecies the inviolability of Zion is either 
expressly taught or implied. Duhm's criticism was confirmed and 
the logic of it still further applied by Hackmann (1893), Cheyne 
(1895), BrO.ckner (1897), and Marti (1900), with whose criticisms I 
venture to associate my own article on the Stone of the Found
ation (1920). The resnlt of all this work is to eliminate all the 
hopes from cc. 28-33.100 These chaptera now stand out grim 

n ZATW, 1118', pp. 966-971. 
" &itrllge pp. M-71, 7~ 
" See above, pp. 18, llO. 

toe It is interesting to observe the effect of thi• further critioiam upon 
Dohm in opite or hi• protests againot what he regards as ito ariificial 
achematizing. In the third edition of his commentary (1914) he finally 
give, up the genuinene11 of 29 11-a and 81 1. The importance of these 
conce11ion1 cannot be overeatimated. They are the moat aignifioant change• 
in the new edition. In view or them, it ia atrange to find Dohm •till 
clinging to the genuinene11 of 80 11'1-811. Thia turgid outburst of 'fincliotive 
fury againot Alayna i■ a■ little likely to have been written bJ the au.thor 
of c. 8 a■ &DJ puaage in the book. Oau it be that Dohm feela the 
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and unrelieved in their denunciations or the pro-Egyptian party 
and in their predictions or national disaster. We saw that our 
major premise for determining the attitude or Isaiah in 701 waa 
the dating or cc. 28-33 in· this period. 101 The minor premise 
is now furnished by the criticism or the group. The conclusion 
is inevitable: Isaiah was a prophet of woe in this period. Bat 
this, as we have seen, is in atrict accord with what we should 
expect, £or in 705-701 Isaiah carried on a desperate but losing 
fight against the pro-Egyptian, i e. the anti-Aasyrian, party. 
H, now, this conclusion is combined with the reaulta of the 
criticism 0£ the Isaiah narrati:,es, we arriYe at the further 
enormously important conclusion that in the Sennacherib period 
Isaiah was not triumphantly i-indicaletl in his promises but 111118 

tragically vindicated in his threats.'" The criticism or the Isaiah 
narrati•es has carried away 37 22 ff.; the criticism or cc. 28-33 
has carried away c. 33, 29 s-s, 30 27-33 and 31 s-e. What 
becomes or the other anti-Assyrian prophecies? 

3) C. 33 and 29 5-8 (remember Duhm's final rejection of the 
latter as well as the former) belong to the group 0£ "many
nations" prophecies, 8 e f., 17 12-a and H 24-27, which Stade 
had originally B&Bociated with the Gog motif 0£ Ezekiel and 
accordingly rejected. 8 er. and 17 12-u share with 29 ~ the 
guilt of contradicting their contexts in the most flagrant fashion. 
14'. 24-S7 does not sin in this respect and, further, refers specific
ally to Assyria as well as to "all nations"; on the other hand, 
in tone and temper it is exactly like the other "many-nations" 
passages and is especially closely related to Ezekiel, cc. 38, 39. • 
When c. 33 and aboYe all 29 5-8 are once rejected, it is not 
at all smprisingto find Stade'a original auapicions of the remaining 

ground ■lipping from under hi■ eachatological, ■upernatunlima inter
pretation or llaiah, and therefore c1inga duperately to a few nmaiDing 
patche■ such as this? Il this ia ao, bia footing ia very insecure. 

m Above p. 99 f. 
111 Many acholan have been dimly aware of this revolutionary renh 

to which their own critiaiam hu been forcing I.hem. But, 10 far u I 
have ob■-ed, I.hey have not formulated it to themselvea as preciaely u 
I have vied to do m the above ■tatement. 

IN or. the deatruotion of Jahweh'a enemies upon I.he mountain of 
l"aleatine with Ezek. 89 H. 
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prophecies of this small group becoming gradually intensined. 
There are left of the great anti-Assyrian group only cc.18 and 10. 

4) C. 18 is one of the obacurest prophecies in the book; but 
the conventional interpretation can hardly be correct, and any 
deductions from it as to Isaiah's attitude toward Assyria, which 
is not even mentioned in the prophecy (I), or toward the doctrine 
of the inviolability of Zion, are precarious in the extreme. 11

" 

There remains only c. 10. The case for the anti-Assyrian 
prophecies stands or falls with this chapter.1oe But here again 
Duhm led the way. All the chapter was rejected by him except 
va. s-e and 13-14. His grounds for this drastic treatment have 
seemed convincing to most of his successors in the neo
critico.l school.108 But, if even these remnants are left standing, 

m The prophecy i1 oaually ondentood to expre■s I1a.iah11 polite 
refusal of an oll'er of aaaistance by an Ethiopian emba11y, accompanied 
with an aaaorance that at the proper moment Jahweh will protect hia 
own, and Judah's eoemiea will be food for birds ancj. bea■ta of prey. 
But a) the land from which the embaaay ia supposed to come is not Ouah 
but ia loeatsd beyond the riven of Cush, if the preaent text i, aceepted. 
b) The aoppoeition that Iaaiah addre11ea the embassy at v. •• is very 
doubtfuL We should at least expect lllW rather than D',, c) The current 
interpretation of v. 1 a aa •an inaect-infeated land" is a aingular mode 
of addreH for one who ia aoppoaed to be expreesing himaelf with 
diplomatic oourteay. d) The interpretation of the description of the 
people in va. 1 and 7 aa complimentary ia beaet with the gnveet philologieal 
difficultiea. No one baa felt this more keenly than Gray (International 
Critical Com., ad loc.), yet, after pointing out very ably the difficultiea in 
the current interpretation, he lapaea into it at the end of hia diaooaaion. 
Herodotue' description of the Ethiopian, (Ill 20) baa too much influenced 
the interpretation of v. s. e) I would alao call attention to the aubjectlea■ 
verb, 'CIII', at v. •· It io nsoally aaB11med that the subject of this plural 
verb is the Aaayriana or the •many nations"; but there is no evidence in 
the prophecy itaelf for such an aBBomption. Moreover, what is the force 
of 1"111'? If we might judge from an original prophecy, 81 1, the nrr 
would naturally suggeat Egypt and Judah as the aesociated victims. 
O. 18 very inaiatently demanda a renewed investigation. Cf. also, Butten
wieaer, Prophet, of IINICI, p. 97811'. The above note was prepared before 
I waa familiar with hia aimilar critiuiama. 

m See my article on TA, ProbleM of I,aiah, C. 10. So alao Beer. 
Beer'■ 1111y appeared before mine, but it waa not acceasible to me when 
my own artiale wu written. 

IN The rejeotion of va. 17 - may, however, be questioned. 
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they atill imply the inviolability of Zion. Aasyria would destroy 
it, bot in so doing goes beyond the intention of Jabweh. Hack
mann, Marti, Volz and Buttenwieaer deny this inference, but 
their denials are quite unconvincing.107 Hence my attempt at a 
solution in the article just cited along a somewhat difi"erent line. 
Va. s-7 a and 1 a-a belonged originally together (n. 7 1>-t may 
rune been a parallel). The subject of these verses does not 
concern the extent of Assyria's conquests, but the theory upon 
which they were made. ABByria claims to make them in her 
own strength; Isaiah says, Assyria is only an instrumr.nt in the 
band of J abweb. The problem of the Assyrian conquests was 
the burning theological problem· of the day as well as the burning 
political problem. Could Judah still trust in Jahweb who was 
not able even to protect bis land from the invasion of ABBhur? 
Isaiah, who was so preoccupied with the religioUI! significance 
of the political crisis precipitated by Assyria, could not have 
avoided this question. At some time or other be must haYe 
answered it. His answer was not that J abweb would eventually 
step in and save bis people. That might have passed among the 
people. His faith reached higher than that. In spite of the coming 
destruction of the nation, he saw in Assyria only the instrument 
of Jabweb's righteous wrath. C. 10 in its original form, if my 
view is correct, is the highest expreBBion of supemationalism to 
be found in eighth-century prophecy. To infer from it the ulti
mate deliverance of Zion would be the euct reverse of what 
Isaiah intended.108 

6) But above and beyond the difficulties already encountered 
in the way of accepting the anti-Assyrian prophecies, there are 
three characteristics of them aa a group to which, in spite of 
their obviousness, sufficient attention baa not been paid. a) In 
this group we have a fairly large number of prophecies, some 
of them also quite long, purporting to deal with the military 

'°' Zvln,tt{funoarlvng, p. 106 n. 1; .Talau,eliprophetit, p. 63; eon.-ta,y, 
ad Joe.; Prophet, of [,rad, p. 285 ff. Their exegesis is improbable, 
especially in Hackmann 's and Butteuwieaer's case who accept v. 11 also! 
Marti suggests ■triking out the initial -,.-, u well u v. It. 

IOI In this reduced form c. 10 may have been lint spokau to the 
prophet's immediate followers (see above, p. 35), but this cannot be proved. 

' 
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power which dominated the horizon of every Jew and conditioned 
the mission of Isaiah for forty years; and yet, if the internal 
evidence of these prophecies alone is consulted, we could not 
date one of them with any certainty at a particular time in 
Isaiah's life. This is a most singular phenomenon when one 
stops to think of it. We would expect Isaiah to be 1111 concrete 
in facing this terribly imminent fact of Assyria as he is in facing 
the anti-Assyrian party; yet not once does he allow a hint to 
escape him of the historical background out of which these 
challenges are supposed to be uttered.1

01 Every one of them is 
expressed idealistically, rather than historically. They are 
theological rather than political. b) This fact gains further 
significance when it is associated with another fact. It might be 
supposed that the contexts would provide the historical frame
work out of which these prophecies are to be understood, even 
if the prophecies themselves do not do so. On the contrary, 
these prophecies are, as we have seen, frequently in historical or 
literary conflict with their contexts. It is they which furnish a 
large part of the material for the eachatological framework which 
surrounds the original prophecies of Isaiah and which so regularly 
cancels their threatening import.110 c) Finally these prophecies 
regularly assume that J ahweh will protect J eru.salem. Such 
protection is taken as a matter of course. It is never explained, 
never justified. The ethical element is almost entirely absent. 
Immanuel, God is with us (8 10 b)-that text might be prefixed to 
all these prophecies. But is this not an extreme instance of 
religion in the service of nationalism? 111 If difficulty has been 
found with the nationalism of the Messianic passages, certainly 
this difficulty is greatly intensified in the case of the anti-Assyrian 
prophecies. Thus from every point of view-the difficulty of 
relating them to the various historical contexts of Isaiah's life, 
their suspicious relationships to their literary contexts in the 

tOI We have aeen that the int.erpretation of c. 18 as anti•Al■yrian ill 
more than que■tionable, 10 • fumi1he1 only a terminu a quo for v. ef~ 
bu, nothing further. 

110 See the Table. The original part of c. 10 has been remonlded by 
the redaction in the aame intereat. 

111 See the prophetic critioiam of this at Amoa II H, 
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book of Isaiah, and the pronoUDced type of nationalism expreaed 
in them combined with their general lack of ethical interest
these prophecies come under the gravest BUBpicion, and it 3hould 
occasion no ltll'prise that criticism has slowly but surely advanced 
toward their complete elimination from the collection of Isaiah's 
genuine prophecies.111 

6) In the case of the MeBBianic prophecies we have aeen how 
the silence that settles down upon them in the writings of Isaiah's 
successors is almost impossible to explain, if they were really 
composed by Isaiah. This silence was foUDd to give added 
significance to the difficulties which an attempt to eiplain these 
prophecies as Isaiah's must encounter. Similarly, the doubts of 
the anti-Assyrian prophecies which originate in the discovery of 
their fundamental conflict with Isaiah's mission and mesaage are 
also greatly increased when they are examined in the light of 
subsequent developments. Here two facts, far more striking than 
the later silence with respect to the MeBBianic prophecies, are 
obsenable. a) In the first place, in proportion as the motif of 
this gronp disagrees with the fundamental conceptions of Isaiah, 
it is in harmony with the fundamental conceptions of Ezekiel 

111 In view of the abon di10U111ion1 Staerk'a ■eYere criticiam of Marti 
ia not pertinent. He eaye: "What Marti IICl'llpl together by way of 
exegetical arguments out of hia own and othen' notions with reepect to 
the propbeciee just mentioned, without once shrinking before the mutilated 
figure of Isaiah [lying] in the Procro1te1 bed of the 'religionagescbicbtlicben' 
theories, deaerves to be commemorated u a document of an era in Old 
Teetament science finally, it is to be hoped, superseded" (Do, .A,.,;_,ie 
Weltreicla, p. 211if.). This ia epoken of Marti's view of the Meaaianic 
propheciee, but Staerk would undoubtedly apply it to Marti's attack upon 
the anti-Assyrian prophecies ( cf. hie remarks upon Marti'• treatment of 
c. 10, p. 1119). Kittel also protests again■t theee admittedly dru1ic 
elimination,. He says with special reference to this method of avoiding 
the difficulties created by the anti-Aeeyrian prophecies: •In view of the 
no email number of auch oracles, and in view of their cbaraoter which, 
for the moat part, either betrays iu Iaaianic origin or atrongly recom
mends the assompt.ion of it, I hold this way out to be abeolutely 
impassable" (Ge,cllicllfe Irraelat II. p. 609). The wholesale deoial of laWB 
to Mose1 at one stage in Old Testament criticiam aeemed equally dnatic 
to some 1cholan. The severity of Uie surgery in this preNnt caae ia 
admitted; it i1 a major operation. The real queation, howeTer, Ml be 
decided is whether the disease ia not so deep-seated as to require il ,. 
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Stade's original obsenation of the close relationship between 
the "many-nations" passages and Ezekiel has been substantiated, 
but it has been extended to the group as a whole. b) But equally 
important is a second fact of a very different kind. Jeremiah is 
in as violent antagonism to this group at one point as Ezekiel 
is in hearty sympathy with it at another. The doctrine of the 
inviolability of Zion which is preached in these prophecies is the 
doctrine preached by those great exponents of nationalism, the 
uncanonical prophets, in other words, the doctrine which Jere
miah spent the greater part of his life in opposing. Scholars 
have vainly tried to tone down this aggressively obvioUB fact. 
What for Isaiah is a matter of faith is, they tell us, for his 
followers a dead dogma. Isaiah did not base his doctrine of the 
inviolability of Zion on the fact that it was the cult centre, as 
those who came after him supposed; the Deuteronomists, who 
regarded Zion in this light, quite misunderstood him. That is, 
according to these scholars, they quite misunderstood the anti
Assyrian prophecies. But did they? Duhm, who argues along 
these lines, has to admit that not the Deuteronomists, but he, 
himself, has misunderstood a couple of the most important of 
these prophecies.113 After explaining, in the first edition of his 
commentary, their relationship to the later eschatology as that 
of seed to flower, in the third edition he concludes that they 
themselves are the flower. No, if Isaiah was responsible for the 
anti-Assyrian prophecies, the Deuteronomists did not misunder
stand him, but built upon his work and could do so with a 
perfectly good conscience. The doctrine of the inviolability of 
Zion expressed in these prc,pheciea is not explained or justified; 
it is simply assumed. In other words, it has already become a 
full-blown dogma, ready to the Deuteronomist's hands. In that 
case a violent and moat unfortunate contradiction is constituted 
between Jeremiah and Isaiah, the two most outstanding figurea 
in Old Testament prophecy.u• Here is a remarkable situation. 

111 See above pp. 18, '8 on 119 H and 81 H, 

11& Weatphal recognize■, quite frankly, the fact of thie contradiction. 
•The conviction of Zion'• inviolability, apparently fint cheriehed and 
e1:pre11ed by Iaaiah, burned intenaely among the people; it beoame a 
popular idea against whoae dangeroue consequences the later propheta, 
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In their fundamental religions and ethical outlook there ii a 
remarkable agreement between the two men. Isaiah's doctrine 
of faith and his doctrine of the Remnant naturally lead on to 
that great development of inwardn888 in religion and o£ the im
portance of the individual which makes Jeremiah's meaaage so 
epochal in the history of religion. In Jeremiah we see the break 
with a nationalistic conception of religion, implicit in the two 
doctrines of Isaiah just mentioned, still further accentuated. 
The hearts of the two prophets beat in mrison. On the other 
hand, the two doctrines which have been discovered to be most 
out of accord with Isaiah's theology and political activities, 
namely the doctrine of the Me88ianic king and the doctrine of 
the inviolability of Zion, are either entirely ignored 1111 or positinly 
opposed by Jeremiah. But, it may be said, the fact that Jeremiah 
does not agree with Isaiah does not necessarily make against 
the genuineness of the doctrine of inviolability in Isaiah. It is 
not necessary, except on the traditional theory of inspiration, 
that prophets should always agree. As a matter of fact, does 
not Ezekiel disagree with Jeremiah at a point closely allied to 
the disagreement predicated between Jeremiah and Isaiah? Be 
does, but the disagreement in the former case can be very 
readily accounted for. Ezekiel has adopted con amore the 
deuteronomic theories of the central sanctuary and its holineaa; 
but in the circumstances this was the natural thing for him to do. 
It was the deuteronomic theory of the cult significance of Zion 

like Micah and Jeremiah, were obliged to contend" (.TaA!oe'• W'aAlldcl"-, 
p. 176), The later theory, he tello ns again, ia to be n(erred back to 
•possibly in part misunderstood sayings or Isaiah". What ia the -
for this cautious qualification •in part"? Does it betn&y Westphal'■ 
uneasy feeling that after all theoe prophecies were IIOt mi111Ddentood? 
In an article in the Church Quarterly Review for 191.ll on De Boolt of 
Iaaiah. A NelD View, Burney baa tbia aignilicant oentence: •We can 
imagine Jeremiah's opponents quoting Isaiah's words agaimt him and 
reminding him bow the earlier prophet's patriotic [ note the word] poliey 
had been triumphantly vindicated in the event" (p. 107). Cf. Smend'■ 
statement at the end of bis discuaaion or the anti-As■yrian propbeoietl: 
•Isaiah prepared the way for Judaism" (Bdigioug-Aieltle, p. 5139). 
See, also, above, D, 95, end, and Sellin, ProplietiBmva, p. 119. 

tu See al,ove, n. 96. 
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that helped to presene the unit, of the people in the suffering 
of the exile. Whatever criticism may he passed upon the doctrine 
of centralisation from the point of view of a pure spiritual 
l'eligion, undoubtedly it did a great service during the exile, and 
a deeply religious man, such as Ezekiel unquestionably was, 
may well have attached himself to this theory, even though it 
had been opposed by Jeremiah at a time when the historical 
circumstances were quite different.11' But in the case of Isaiah 
and Jeremiah, the circumstances which they had to face were 
almost exactly analogous. The conflict between them, if the anti
Assyrian prophecies are genuine, would be a conflict in the 
fundamental conceptions of religion, unrelieved by differences in 
circumstances which might explain it. The fa.ct is, Jeremiah's 
opposition to the doctrine of Zion's inviolability only senes to 
throw the disagreement between the anti-Assyrian prophecies 
and Isaiah's fundamental conceptions into still higher relief. 

7) But not only Jeremiah was opposed to the doctrine of the 
inviolability of Zion, Isaiah's own contemporary, Micah, was also 
opposed to it. And it is important to notice that this doctrine 
was a popular doct1ine in Micah's and Isaiah's day exactly as it 
was in Jeremiah's.117 ,vould Isaiah have been leBB true to his 

111 Into the vexed question of Jeremiah's general attitude toward 
Deuteronomy it is im11ossible to enter in this connection. There were 
certain elements in th~ deuteronomic reform with which Jeremiah might 
well have had some sympathy, but he wae undoubtedly opposed to ite 
fundamental idea, the centralization of the sanctuary at Zion, for he tells 
ue this himself, or at least hie biographer, Baruch, does, in a pauage 
( c. 26) the substantial historicity of which is admitted even by the moat 
aceptical of critics. Compare al10 c. 7, the essence of which mnst be 
regarded aa genuine, even though, with Dubm, 11 considerable amount of 
redaction may be admitted. 11 1-1,, on the other hand, must be regarded 
o.s wholly redactional (Duhm, Cornill, Puukko, Jertmiaa Btdltmg .111111 

Deuleronomium, 1913). Erbt'e ingenious attempt (Jeremio tmd 1eine Zeit) 
to save some of it for Jeremiah is qnite unconvincing. 

1n •Jahweb ie in our midst; evil shall not come nigh us" (Mi.311 f.). 
"Let Jahweh, God of Hoats be with you as ye have said" (Amoa Ii 1'). 
Both prophets put the aame sentiment into the mouths of the people, 
but the context in Micah showa that it involves the belief in the in
violability of Zion. Immanuel at la. 8 ab-10 npreaaes exactly the same 
thought. 
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great prophetic convictiona than Micah wu? Would he ha•• 
made concessions at this point to popular fanaticiam that Micah 
sturdily refused to make? The fact that Micah repudiated the 
doctrine of the inviolability of Zion should give us pauae. ua 

V. The Place of the Anti-Assyrian and :Meuianic Prophecies 
in the Religion of Iarael, and the Theory of the Revision. 

But there are three objectiona which may be urged against 
the neo-critical attack upon the anti-Assyrian prophecies and 
which demand an anawer. A brief conaideration of them will 
also give opportunity to round out the neo-critical theo11 of 
this group. 

a) It hu often been held that the anti-Assyrian prophecies 
precede the deuteronomic reform and prepare the wa7 for it, 
and hence are to be located in Iaaiah'a day. b) Again, if there 
was no glorious deliverance in 701, how is it poBBible to account 
for the rise of the legend found in the laaiah D&rl'atiTea? 
c) Finally, if Isaiah's meBBage was one of national disaster, how 
did it come to pass that the anti-ABByrian prophecies as well as 
the :Meuianic prophecies were attributed to him? Ia not the 
supposition of a revision so totally alien to the original int.ent 
of Iaaiah's message most unlikely? 1u 

I) In the first place, granted that the anti-ABByrian prophecies 
might be regarded as precuraera of the deuteronomic reform if 
their genuineness were once established, ia it neceasary to accept 

111 Robertson Smith and Sm end Celt thia dif.&colty, but their attmnpta 
to solve it are moat inadequate. Micah'■ attitude toward Jeruulem ia 
111ppoaed to be that of a provincial for whom the capital ia a kind of 
Sodom. He woold therefore contemplate the deetruction of the city with 
more eq11animity than Isaiah was able to do. The latter lived in the 
capital and had a more aristocratic turn of mind (Smith, p. 289 f.; Smend, 
p. 1137, n. 2 f.). Smend also s11ggeab that Micllh may have anticipated 
the destrllction of the city without at the same time anticipating the 
destruction of the nation. A difficolt abatraction in the day■ of cily
atatea, when the Call of the capital uaually meant the de1truction of the 
nation also ! 

111 For thia last objection compare, especially, Westphal, p. li8, and 
Miss Louise Smith, The MeBBia11ic Ideal of baiaA, JBL 1917, p. 100. 
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their genuineness in order to account for that reform? By no 
means. A brief sketch of the development of the idea of a cen
tral sanctuary will make this plain.11° Fortunately, the idea can 
be studied in the broad light of history, from its origin in the 
time of David and Solomon to its cwminating expreaaion in 
Deuteronomy. The origin of the doctrine is to be found in 
David's purchase of the threshing-6.oor of Araunah the Jebuaite 
for the purpose of erecting an altar there,· in order to commem
orate the cessation of a plague which threatened the city in 
his da.y.m On this site Solomon later erected the temple. The 
temple wu the royal sanctuary. The prestige acquired by the 
monarchy under David and Solomon accrued to the temple, and 
it speedily became the most famous sanctuary in the land, in 
spite of the fa.ct that it was later in origin than many other holy 
places. Undoubtedly the priests who ministered at this royal 
shrine took advantage of the royal favor to elaborate a cere
monial corresponding in magnificence to the splendor of the 
court. After the Schism, two royal sanctuaries sprang up at 
Bethel and Dan, but this did not lower the prestige of the 
J eruaalem temp!e in the minds of the citizens of J uda.h. On the 
contrary, its supremacy was all the more insisted upon. When 
Judah became vassal to Israel and the monarchy suffered political 
eclipse, it was the temple alone that represented the ancient 
glory of the kingdom. It was in the temple that the national 

m See especially, Well. Proleg.•, pp. 18-26; Smend, Die Betlnlwtg 
de, Tempels, (STK, 1118', p. 6891l'.); Westphal, Jahwes WoA111tciffen,paali111. 
These soholars all emphasize the great importance of Isaiah and of the 
events in 701 for the growth of the centralization ideL What follows 
suggests modifications or the general Wellhanaen theory at these points. 

m 2 Sam. 24. There ia no good reason to doubt the substantial ac
curacy of the narrative in this chapter. (See capecially Westphal, 161, 
and Budde's Oommenfaiy on Samuel ad loc.). Thia implies that the rock 
which fixed the site of the temple had not been a sanctuary in pre• 
Davidic times (See Kittel, Sfudielt Nr Hebrilischen .Archaeologie, I. Der 
Heilige Fels, for a different view). The sanctuary of the old Canaanite 
town waa more probably at Gihon, It waa there that the tent for the 
ark seems to have beeii pitched (1 Kings 1 32-to). Smith's doubt of the 
reaaon for the choice of the temple site aasigned in 2 Sem. 24 seem■ to 
be unduly sceptical (sec his Co,nmentary 011 Samuel ad 2 Sam. 24). 
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pride could atill find expression ... Farther, W e)lhauen rightly 
calla attention to a striking difference between the two Hebrew 
kingdoms which would greatly favor the temple. Whereu in 
Israel outstanding penonalities were developed, in Judah in
stitutions were developed. 111 The priesthood u well u the 
monarchy was far more stable in the southern kingdom than in 
the northern. The power of the priesthood at the capital and 
therefore the prestige of the temple would thll8 tend constantly 
to increase. When Israel finally succumbed to the fint great 
rushes of Tiglath-Pileser IV, Shalmaneser V and Sargon, and 
Samaria fell in 7ll2, whereas Judah escaped., the priests at the 
temple of Jerusalem would not have failed to point the lesson, 
and the unscathed temple at the Jewish capital mUBt have still 
further gained in prestige. Hence, even before the events of 
701 the temple must have come to exercise a great fascination 
upon the minds of Isaiah's contemporaries, and, u we see from 
the pages of Micah, the dogma of Zion's inviolability wu already 
begiuning to exercise its baleful influence. It is therefore entirely 
superfluous to call iu the aid of the anti-Assyrian prophecies in 
order to understand the later development of the deuteronomic 
idea. The current which was setting in the direction of Deuter
onomy was already running strong. But it was a current which 
ran in a very different channel from that in which Isaiah's 
thoughts were accustomed to flow. The waters of Siloah that 
flow softly could mingle scarcely more readily with this great 
popular flood of nationalism than they could with the waten of 
the Euphrates (ls. 8 s-e"'). I do not mean to deny that Isaiah 

m The immediate connection between t.he temple, as t.he ragal 11&11ct

nary, and nat.ione.lism is obvions. It i1 still more obvion1 if t.he nsnal 
view of the ark may still be retained, which regard■ it as t.he molt 
sacred cult object of Israel and connects it very cloaely with J&hweh as 
a war-god. The war-like o.nd nationaliatic asaociationa which gathered 
around the ark would thus come to centre in the temple. The recent 
brilliant monograph of Arnold (Epiotl and Ari, 1917) would modify the 
current conception of the importance of the ark very materially, if its 
conclusions were adopted. They have been subjected to a aearchiug criticism 
by Bndde (ZATW, 1921). H is, perhaps, too early to pronounce a final 
judgment upon them. 

m Geacllichte, p. 68. 
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was at times attracted by the temple. It was there he had his 
Tision (c. 6) and it was there that Jahweh seemed to him to 
dwell (8 ta). If one wishes to find a psychologically natural in
consistency in Isaiah, he can find it at this point.1

" But auch 
an instinctive participation in the current modes of expreasing 
a belief in the nearneBB of J ahweh is very different from aharing 
in the popnlar dogma of the temple's inviolability. As a matter 
of fact, Isaiah as distinctly repudiates that dogma in the Ariel 
prophecy as Micah himself does. The enigma of Ariel is only 
an enigma to those who are still dreaming in the older exegesia 
and criticism and who sadly need to be awaked. Thia prophecy 
in its present form in 29 1-s illustrates, perhaps m9re clearly 
than any other single prophecy, how thoroughly nationalistic 
the anti-Assyrian prophecies are, and how flatly they contradict 
Isaiah's own convictions.1• 

m See above p. 89 f. 
m It ia unwioe to begin the interpretation of 99 1-• by attempting 

to determine the preciae philological me:>ning of the very obacure term 
'Ariel. It is better firat to ascertain how it is used in I.his pu1age. The 
following points seem to be clea.r. 1) 'Ariel is evidently the name of a 
city. 2) The city can be no other than Jeruoalem; at least it waa under
stood to mean that by the writer of v. e. 8) The name, and this is all 
important, mu,t be capable of a d!Jllbk meaning, one suggesting honor 
and the other dishonor. The latter meauing is absolutely required by 
ve. t, 1. In view of Jahweh'a terrible dealing with her, 'Ariel shall be u 
'Ariel! The former meaning is required by v. 1. Isaiah does not explain 
the name in this verse; it ia therefore altogether probable that he usea 
a Dllme or title of Jeruaalem already familia.r to the people. If ao, it 
muat have been uaed by them in au honorific and not in a derogatory 
sense. Thus tbe name which the people were accustomed to give to 
Jerusalem in reverence Iaaiah gives to it aa a threal Thia conolu■ion 
seems to be absolutely neceuary. It follows that no interpretation of 
• Ariel which is unable to explain it in two opposite eenoes will meet the 
demands of the context. 4) But there ia another antithesis in the puBBge 
which is often overlooked. 'll"l", v. II, is clearly ueed in a hostile aenae, 
One reason why Jerusalem io likenod to 'Ariel is because Jahweh ia to 
encamp against it (r,J). But in what sense is :i.111 need in v. la? There 
is no defining word like ,..,, to tell ns. It is commonly auppoaed to 
hove a favorable sense in v. la e. g. to •take up hie abode'. This would 
agree with the meaning of 'Ariel in "· I and with the interpretation which 
the hearer would no doubt give when he heard the opening phraae of 
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!) But, it ia 11S11ally said, the 8'fenta of 701, aa well aa the 
anti-Auyrian prophecies, contributed Tery greatly to the 
atrengtheniDg of the tendency toward a centralization of the 

the prophecy. The phrue u a reminder of the capture of the my by 
David, who thereupon made it hil capital (9 Sam. 6t-t). Tbe anditor 
would undentand Iaaiah to be alluding to Jerusalem, which Darid made 
hia capital and which u rightly called 'Ariel, a title of honor. But the 
phrase ,n nJn ,,.,, is, like the name • Ariel, capable of a double meaning 
The ellipsia suggested by the conatruction might be m, ... "'llhl, •the 
city toliere David encamped", or it might be IMJ ... "IIJII, •the city 
agairuf toliiclt David encamped", u the LXX actually undentanda it {., 
lnMl''lfllO). The qneation at onC41 arises whether the phrue in v. 1 u not 
plll'pOaely ambiguous, exactly u the title, 'Ariel, is a.mbiguoua. Bat in 
that cue, since Ieaiah makes it clear that he intende to nae • Ariel in an 
unfavorable aense in v. I, it u probable that at v. a he intende to uae 
:un in ita unfavorable sense. Accordingly, the hro phruea are to be 
brought into the same sort of antithesis u the hro n- of the name 
'Ariel Thia can be done very effectively and at the ume time the impoa
sible m:a of the :M. T. be eliminated by reading with the Lll •u David". 
The people thlnk of Jerosalem u 'Ariel, in the Cavoreble sense of that 
term; Iaaiah thinks of it in the unfavorable aenae of the term. Tbe people 
think of it u the city where David encamped, i. e. made it hia capital; 
Isaiah thinka of it u the city against which David once fought. There 
is nothing intrinsically inviolable about J ernaalem. David once fought 
against it and captured it; Jahweh can do the ume. The 1nbtle but 
atingiug irony of the passage on thia interpretation u parallelled almost 
exactly by 28 11, where Isaiah naes another historical allusion with which 
pleasant uaociationa were attached in the popnlar mind in an euctly 
opposite aenae; and compare, alao, what I belian to be his ironical nae 
of Immanuel at 7 H. Thna the passage Cll1 be very well understood even 
though the exact nature of the play on 'Ariel eludes u■. The hro inter
pretation, of the word moat current in recent yean which do moat juatice 
to the demand of the context that it should be capable oC a double meaning 
are 'altar' or •altar-hearth', and 'mountain of the world' and •underworld'. 
The latter meaning is hued on the Babylonian 'aral(l)w. The former u 
the naual Jewiah interpretation and baa been given special currency by 
Dahm. The latter wu suggested by Jeremiu (ATAO1 p. 668), WIii tent
atively adopted by Staerk, p. 908, and bu recently been championed by 
Feigin and Albright (JBL 1920, lal ft', 1378'.). Either view ■uggeats a 
very forcible play on the name. If •altar-hearth" ia adopted, the contrast 
is between the popular conception of the altar, aa symbolic of all that u 
aacrcd and inviolable, and the prophet's very unconventional conception 
of it, as a place of blood and fire, where the victims are alaugbtered or 
burned. Jerusalem, which is Jahwch's sacred altar in the popnlar view, 
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cult at Jerusalem. If there was no auch signal deliverance at 
this time, we lose the benefit, it is claimed, of one of the moat 
interesting historical events out of which the growth of the 
deuteronomic idea could be explained. And again the question 
presses: How can the legend of such a deliverance have grown 
up if there was no historical fact to which it could attach? But 
we have seen that the tendency toward ceutralization wu already 
in existence, and therefore a signal deliverance in 701 was no 
more necessary to account for the culmination of the tendency 
in the deuteronomic reform of J oaiah's day than were the anti.
Assyrian prophecies. NevertheleBB, the events of 701 probably 
did stimulate this tendency, though in a somewhat different way 
than has been commonly supposed. If the views of the Isaiah 

will become a shambles, dripping with the blood or its own citizen■. It 
i• interesting to realize that Calvin already suggested this interpretation. 
If the view or Jeremias is adopted, then Isaiah says that Jerusalem, the 
sacred mountain, will become a Hade■ where only shades live their ghoatly 
life (cf. v. ,). The significance of the pa■■age is the same on either view. 
In favor of the former, however, is the fact that Ezekiel actnally naes 
'Ariel in the sense of •altar-hearth', and also the fact that loaiah had little 
respect for the ceremonial (cf. 11011'.). Profeaeor Clay explains 'Ariel BS 

meaning •Uru is God", with reference to the original chief deity or Je
ruealem. This name we are told •was appropriatdg substituted by Isaiah 
£or the name Jerusalem in his address to the city, which, doubtleaa, had 
continued to worship that god" (J onrnal of the Palestine Oriental Society I, 
p. 32). But what is the exegetical significance of the adverb •appro
priately"? Not only 'Ariel in v. 1, but 'Ariel in v. 1 must be explained. 
Now the point of this discuBBion for our purposes is this. However• Ariel 
i1 explained, it i• clear that Isaiah is playing upon it and oiling it in 
v. 1 in a totally diflerenl Bffllle from tlie popular 11Be of it in 11. J. But in 
vs. IHI 'Ariel is undoubtedly used in the popular sen1e. Moont Zion BS 

'Ariel is sacrosanct and inviolable. Those who wage war against her will 
be scattered ae a dream, a rather adventurous suggestion in view or the 
fact that Jahweh himself ie to encamp against her according to v. a. A 
denial of the real thought intended in ve. 1-, coul,l not be more expreaely 
formulated than is done in ve. &-a. The popular conception of the in
violability of the sacred city which Isaiah repudiates in vs. 1.f. ie reas
serted in va. G••· The astonishment at v. u r. is not occasioned by tlie 
•enigma" of• Ariel's sudden glorious deliverance out of its deep humiliation 
(cf. Delitzsch), but by the £act that thio supposedly sacrosanct city is to 
be the scene of pillage and massacre. Strange and outlandish is Jahweb'■ 
work (28 21)! 
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narratives presented above are adopted, there was no deliverance 
which would seem at the time to be any justification of the un
qualified promises in the anti-ABByrian prophecies. What con
temporaries of the events must have thought can be gathered 
from c.1, where Jerusalem is described as "a tent in a vineyard, 
a shack in a cucumber-patch". Isaiah e-ridently 888Ullle& that 
his hearers will realize the melancholy character of the 11ituation 
as vividly as be does bi111Be1f. But with the lapse of time a very 
different theory might grow up about what happened in 701. As 
a matter of fact Jerusalem was not sacked; the temple still 
stood. Sennacherib is as clear on this subject as the Bible 
it.self. What seemed to Isaiah's contemporaries to be a complete 
vindication of the prophet's predictions of disaster could easily 
take on a very dift'erent aspect in the eyes of a later generation. 
The doctrine of the inviolability of Zion, in the confidence in 
which the nationalist party had revolted against Assyria, no 
doubt received a rude shock when, at the time of the invasion, 
Hezekiah had to strip the temple doors in order to pay bis in
demnity (SI K. 1813-16). But as the memory of the bitter desol
ation gradually faded out, as such memories almost always do 
fade out, the fact that the capital and the temple were saved 
began to assume greater. and greater importance. How was it 
possible for Jerusalem to escape the fate that overtook so many 
of its sister cities? J ahweh's hand must have signally intervened 
to deliver it. It so, he must have especially chosen Zion to place 
his name there. The countryside had been devastated. It.a altars 
had been desecrated. Jerusalem alone must be the place to 
worship J ahweh in; Jerusalem alone is inviolable. Surely there is 
no difficulty in accounting both for the development of the deuter
onomic legend in the Isaiah narratives and the strengthening of 
the deuteronomic doctrine on the basis of the actual facts in 
701 after "the unimaginable touch of time" had begun to soften 
their original asperities.111 As time went on doctrine and legend 

•• The above argument is an expansion of binta by Meinhold (Jaaja
flf'Ziilllllfl{/, p. 108). Retrospective judgments upon the aignifi.cance of 
Sennaoherib'a invaaion and contemporary jodgmanta opon it by thoec 
who experienced ita horrors could be very difFerant. It is thia diatinction 
between contemporary and ■uhaequent impreaaion■ upon which I would 
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supported ea.ch other, and when it is remembered that it was t.o 
the varioue intereete of both prieete and prophet& at the time 
of Josiah's reform to cultivate the one and confirm the other, 
it is not surprising to find them bloesoming and burgeoning ever 
more lm.uriantly.117 The anti-Assyrian prophecies are not the 
precursors of this development bnt the reflections of it. But how 
did these prophecies, along with the Messianic prophecies, be
come attributed to the man whose ideas are so diametrically 
opposed to them jl In order to answer this question it is neceesary 
to trace the development beyond the time of Deuteronomy. 

3) H the suggestions thua far made have been approximately 
true, it will, by this time, be realized that the doctrines of the 
Messianic king and of the inviolability of Zion, which have been 
the special subjects of our study, are closely allied with national
ism. Bnt in the deuteronornic reform the ecclesiastical theory of 
the state began to encroach upon the political theory of it. It 
is interesting to obsene that the law for the king in Deuter
onomy (17 1'-20), even if ite originality is admitted, does not 
emphasize the political duties of the office. 118 The downfall of 

lay special emphaaie. Some of the concrete details in the leaiah narratives, 
certainly the mention of Tirhaka, and poaoibly the plague, are confnsione 
with later events. The recent excavations of Reisner at Napata (Harvard 
Theological Rev. Jau.1920) show how increasingly dirficult it is to enppoae 
that Tirhaka conld have been called king of Cush in 701. The plague 
may have been a confused reminiecence of what seems to have been a 
failure of Esarhaddon in the Egyptian campaign of 675 (673?). See 
Winckler, KAT 88. Rogers, Ouneiform Parallel1, p. 351 for this defeot. 
It is a pity, howeve1·, that Reimer revives Winckler'• mythical kingdom 
of Mn1ri. It was to be hoped that Meyer's and Olmstead's attack had 
forever pnt to flight the forces of that shadow realm (see Meyer, [llr(l.el 

und seine Nachbaratam,ne, p, 459ft'~ and Olmstead, SargO'II of .Anyria, 
p. 66--71). So far 88 Reimer argue, againat the credibility of the l1aiah 
narrative, on the baeia of Winckler'a ■peculations, hie argument muet be 
dieco11J1ted, but apart from this he ahowe how unlikely it wae for Tirhaka 
to take the poaition in 701 ascribed to him in the leaiah narratives. 

m le it fanciful to think that the deuteronomic reformers may have 
utilized the legend to carry through their reforms, which no doubt met 
with a coueiderable resistance on the part of the conservative peaeantry? 

m Cf, especially, Boehmer, Der alttestamenUicfte U11terba11 tie, B,icftej, 
Goffes, pp. 61>-67. The law ia quite generally regarded 88 a later addition 
(e.g. 1,y Wellhauaen, Cornill, Steuernagel, Puukko). 
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the dynasty and the temple in 686 might have proved equally 
diaastroUB to both institutions, but as a matter of fact it was 
not. The temple stood the teat of the disaster better than the 
monarchy. The great theocratical development which now set in, 
stimulated as it was by the exigencies of the political situation, 
worked to the advantage of the former rather than of the latter. 
Ezekiel's hopes centre in a restored temple rather than iu a 
restored monarchy, though hopes of the latter are not altogether 
wanting.111 In Ezekiel 37 24-281 for the firat time in our docu
ments, temple and monarchy are brought together in the picture 
of the glorioUB future.130 The two kingdoms .are to be united, 
indeed, under one bead; David, probably an individual rather 
than the dynasty, shall be their prince or king (v. :u, 25). But 
the culminating feature in the eachatological landscape is the 
temple, not the palace: uTbe nations shall know that I am 
J abweb that aanctifieth Israel when my sanctuary shall be in 
the midst of them for evermore" (v. 28). It was this vision of 
Ezekiel, in which monarchy and temple are combined, which 
seems to have moulded the hopes of the leaders of the returning 
exiles some seventy years later. At the return under Zerubbabel 
we have the one distinct attempt of prechrietian times to realize 
the Messianic royal ideal. It is therefore very interesting to see 
how closely Hagga.i and Zechariah associated the Mesaiahahip of 
Zerubbabel with the temple. It is the completion of the temple 
Uiat is to UBber in the Messianic kingdom. 

Now the moat remarkable characteristic of this moTement, at 
least in its inception, is its idealistic abandon. Haggai and 
Zechariah are not (consciously at least) political intriguers. They 
eschew all political means to accomplish their ends. uNot by 
might, ncn- by power but by my spirit, saith J abweh of Hosts" 
(Zech. 4 a) - that was their slogan. The people were not eTen 

1n Cf. 8011-1&; 37 D-IS1 N-IT. A.ytollll has recently auggeeted the eli
mination of these propheciee as apnriom (JBL~ 1920, p. 36, n. 30); b11t 
see Begricli. (ZWT, lll<M, pp. 433 ft',), and Hemnann (Eut:Awfwliets, 
pp. llM-ll!6) for their relation to Ezekiel'• hopes of the fut11re, on the 
more probable aoppoaition of their genuineneaa. 

111 In the later puaage, Jer. 30 n, the i"III and the• -m to h&Yc 
m11ch the aame poaition as Ezekiel'• ftl ill cc. (0........(8, 
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to begin with building the walls of Jerusalem; J ahweh himself 
would be a wall of fire (Zech. 2 e). The only thing the people 
were to do in order to insure the great Messianic epiphany was 
to build the temple; J ahweh would see to the rest. He would 
shake the nations, the Persian empire would fall, and the temple 
would be glorified (Haggai c. 2). It is a singular mixture of 
realism and idealism, of the historical and the miraculous, that 
we have in these prophecies. The hopes attach to an historical 
character, Zerubbabel, and to the historical foundation of the 
temple, but they are incapable of historical realization in any 
literal sense. Do we not see in this episode actually unfolding 
before our eyes the dissociation of history and eschatology to 
which W ellhausen refers as so characteristic of the post-exilic 
forms of prophecy? Is it not out of such a time, or at least out of 
the ideas and hopes which controlled this period that prophecies 
like cc. 9 and 11 can be moat satisfactorily explained? In these 
prophecies, as in the visions of Haggai and Zechariah, the super
natural is prominent, though attached to history through the 
Davidic dynasty. The insistence upon peace as one of the prime 
characteristics of the Messiah's reign, the lack of emphasis upon 
any warlike activities, are in exact agreement with the idealism 
of Haggai and Zechariah. 131 The nationalism in the figure of the 
Messiah bas been sublimated by the close association of the 
Messiah with the temple. Those elements in Is. cc. 9 and 11 
which have been held to express Isaiah's revolt against national
ism and have therefore served as a basis for the defense of these 
propbecies,16 are far more easily explained, not aa an antithesis 
to the nationalism of Isaiah's day, but as the natural expression 
of the new conception of nationalism in the post-exilic period, 
in which the nation is no longer, strictly speaking, the nation, 
but is rather a nascent church, and the king is a servant of the 
temple. Dubin himself baa pointed out the close affinity of 
Is. 51 24 (5) with the MeBBianic prophecies in cc. 9 and 11. It 
is by no means an improbable supposition that the three poems 
are by the same author, even if he is not Isaiah. In that C88e 

n, Hag. lh; Zech. 811 (read: •I will sow peace", and cf. LXX). 
m See Caspari, Echtlleif tkr- Jl"8ria11iachen Weia,agwig, Ia. 9 t•L 
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we have exactly the same asaociation of temple and M:8118iah in 
these three prophecies as we have in the prophecies of Ezekiel, 
Haggai and Zechariah.133 As for the anti-Aaayrian prophecies, 
those which have been denied to Isaiah, even by the more 
cautiou critics, have been 11B11ally referred to the Greek period, 
on the supposition that Aaayria refers to the Seleucid kingdom. 
But it ia by no means impoaaible that aome of these may come 

111 The above paragraph aoggesta, very tentatively, the anociation 
of l1. 11 w, 9 1-1 aod 11 1-1 with the ideu of Haggai and Zechariah.. Thia 
i1 the date to which they are u■igned by Sellin in hie &ni6liaW (not 
accealible to me) and his Slvdien (II, p.17lUt), and by Marii, and very 
caotiolllly by Gray, with variatiODB u to the more preci■e time. (Sellin, 
whon agile mmd i1 aa ■enaitive to new impression, u LIOJd George'■, 
hu 1ince accepted once more the genoioeoeaa of the■e propheciea, under 
the iofloence of the Gunkel-Gremnaon met.hoda. See hi■ Eiftkifvng ill 
,la, Alie TafallNlllf, p. 71, and Der alttalafflftltlicAe hopidi■Mu, p. lfiO, 
and pa,ai111). Hackmann, Cheyne, and Volz do not ■eel1:' to dale the 
propheciea with any e:uctoeaa. They refer them, generally, to the pon
exilio period. Stade ( Geachichk, II, p. 909) -m• to usigo them to the 
period between Nehemiah and Alexander the Great. Keonett (Journal of 
Theological Stodiea, VoL VII, p. 391 lf., aod O>lllpOlitioil of tu Boolt of 
Isaiala, p, 86) aa■igna these propheciea to the Maccabean period. Similarly 
Aytooo (JBL, 1920, p.40tf.). The IIIIIDe objection might be urged against 
a date in the early poat-exilic period that hu been urged againat the 
Iaaianic origin or these prophecies: Should we not expect aome reference 
to them in the later literature (see Gray, ai.menta,y, p. 166)? There 
seems to be snch a reference at la. 6611 (cf. Is. 117, 1). Bot the meagreoe11 
or alluaioos to them muet be admitted. However, thia can be better 
acconoted for oo the ■oppoaitioo that they came out of the time of 
Haggai and Zechariah than ii they were wri tteo by Ieaiah. In the Conner 
ca■e they were anooymou1 propheciea and would presumably not have 
the weight that they would have in the latter cue (Hackmann, p. 156). 
Bot far more important than thie consideration is the fact that, if these 
propheoiee are usociated with the Meallianic movement io the time of 
Zerubbabel, they are uaociated with a movement which ended in a fiasco. 
At that time it i1 qnite clear that the Meaiaoic hopee received a blow 
from which they did not 1000 recover. Oracles which encouraged theae 
hopee would oatarally lo■e imlueoce when the hopes were diappomted. 
Bot into a detailed di■c111■ioo or the real dat.e of these prophecia it ia 
not oeceaaary for my porpoee to go. All I am concerned to do i1 to 
ahow that they can be better ondentood out or the political lituation 
aod theological ooovictioDB or a later age than they can out or haiah'a 
day. 

Ii 
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out of the pre-exilic period and refer to the Assyrian empire 
itself. Na.hum is not likely to have been the only nationalist 
prophet to cherish a fierce hatred of Assyria.. Beer has suggested 
that 10 s-10 came out of the time of Nahum and Zephaniah.1st 

If the views advanced above are accepted, the original part of 
this prophecy is by Isaiah himself, but a renewed consideration 
of a date before the fall of Nineveh for some of the anti-Assyrian 
prophecies is desirable. 

When we tum to examine the Book of Isaiah in the light of 
the development just sketched out, we can, for the first time, 
fully understand the significance of its peculiar structure. Under 
the changed conditions of the post-exilic period the original 
threats of eighth-century prophecy have become surrounded with 
a great framework of eschatological hope. How long it was in 
preparing, whether any materials for it were furnished by pre
exilic sources, these are questions of detail which do not 
immediately concern our problem. The one thing needful is to 
realize that there was such a revision. It is the great merit of 
Duhm to have concentrated upon the fact and the importance 
of this revision for the proper understanding of Isaiah. With 
the assumption of such a revision we have at last arrived at the 
place where it is in order to attempt an answer to the third 
objection to the critical view urged above. How is it possible 
to suppose that the two great groups of hope prophecies became 
attributed by the redactors to a man whose fundamental con
victions they so flatly contradicted? 

a) In the first pll\Ce, Isaiah was the most out-standing figure 
in eighth-century prophecy. Moreover, this greatest of all the 
early prophets was a citizen of Judah. What a deep impression 
the fulfilment of the warnings of these pre-exilic prophets made 
upon the post-exilic Jewish community is revealed in the very 
instructive passage Zech. 7 1-1~.1ao But did the significance of 
the message of such a man apply only to pre-exilic times? This 
would hardly seem credible to those of a later day. But after 
the exile threats were no longer in order. There must have 

m Wdllaat1M1-Fabc1wi(t, pp. 115-36. 
m Delete v.e, with Well., Marti, 1111d Mitchell; perhaps also v. u (Marti). 
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been a meBBage of hope also in the great prophet.a, adapted to 
the needs of the returned elliles. Th111 there would be the 
strongest dogmatic interest in the attempt to make Isaiah, the 
greatest of the pre-exilic prophets of J ndah, serviceable to the 
needs of poet-eiilic Judaism. 

b) Again, there are admittedly genuine hopes in Isaiah 
(l 21-2&, the doctrine of the Remnant, and the doctrine of faith), 
to which • the dogmatic eschatology of the later times might 
conceivably attach itself. When the poat-ellilic community identi
fied itself with the Remnant, 1H it would be very natural for them 
to read back their ideas of the Remnant into Isaiah's, though 
Isaiah meant something quite dilferenl They could even make 
capital out of Isaiah's doctrine of the Day of the Lord. That, 
too, became popularized again in later times, and was conatrued 
as implying hope for the Jews. Since it is unquestionably one 
of Isaiah's doctrines, it would not be a difficult task for poat
exilic revisers, who were without an historical sense but were 
controlled by a very strong theological bias, to construe it in a 
sense favorable to themselves, just aa Christians of the present 
day often read hack their own ideas into New Testament paaaages 
which originally meant something quite different from what they 
suppose. Thus there are a number of genuine paaaages in Isaiah 
which later could be utilized as starting-point.I for a dogmatic 
revision. But much more important than these considerations 
are three other special fact.a which will account for the in
corporation of the two groups of prophecies under disc11111ion 
into a collection of Isaiah's prophecies. 

c) We have seen how there gradually grew up a very different 
judgment upon the events of 701 from the judgment of con
temporaries. The bare escape of capital and temple from 
massacre and pillage beC&Die construed as a signal deliverance, 
wrought by J ahweh, himself. But Isaiah was the outstanding 
figure at that time. Was it pOBBible for a prophet not to be 
aware of Jahweh's intentions to save the city, and, being aware 
of them, was it poBSible for him to keep silent?117 Once grant 

111 Hag. 1 u, 1&; ll 1; Zech. 8 ,, 11, u. 
111 or. A.mo■ 8 ,, a. 
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the development_ of the legend of deliverance, and it is an easy 
step to associate Isaiah with that deliverance and to suppose 
that he must have defied Assyria. 

d) This last conclusion would be confirmed by a very natural 
misunderstanding of one of his most striking prophecies. 1£ our 
view of the original meaning of 10 s-15 is correct, Isaiah did 
defy Assyria and threaten its final overthrow, though he did not 
draw any inferences from this as to the deliverance of Judah. 
But it was certainly a very nat.ural inference that he must have 
done so. The revision of c. 10, which brought it into harmony 
with the legend of the Isaiah narratives and the dogma of the 
inviolability of Zion, was a most natural revision to make, and 
this could furnish the starting-point for the gradual incorporation 
of the remaining anti-ABByrian prophecies into the original 
collections. 

e) A similar very natural misunderstanding probably led to 
the incorporation of the Messianic prophecies. In 7 14 Isaiah 
predicted the birth of a child who should be given the name 
Immanuel. The name sounded to the ear full of promise. It 
was the most natural thing in the world for later students of the 
old te:rla to interpret it in an altogether favorable senae and 
even to aee in it a reference to the Messiah. The later Messianic 
interpretation seema clear at 8 sb-10. But granted the originally 
independent existence of 9 1-a, where again the birth of a child 
of Mesaianic significance was prophesied, it was almost inevitable 
that the two children ahould be identified, and 9 1-8 be in
corporated into the collection of Isaiah's propheciea in order to 
confirm the interpretation of 7 1•; 9 1-8 would, of course, carry 
along with it its companion piece, 111-9. T"nus the preaence 
of the two great groups of the Messianic and anti-Assyrian 
prophecies among Isaiah's oracles can be very readily accounted 
for as due (1) to the very atrong dogmatic desire of the poat
exili.c Jewiah community to interpret the great Jewish prophet 
in a way aerviceable to the later religioua needs, and (2) to the 
ease with which many genuine elements of Isaiah's prophecies 
could be misunderatood by commentators who were indifferent 
to hiatorical inveatigationa. 

It is not claimed that the revision muat have worked euctly 
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along the lines just indicated. But it ia claimed that it could 
have done ao. The drastic nature of the revision, if both the 
great groups of prophecies under diaeuasion are eliminated, ia 
admitted. But I have tried to show that there ia nothing either 
incredible or even unlikely about it. The theory of Isaiah, the 
book, here adnnced results in the ethical and spiritual inter
pretation of Isaiah, the man, which W ellhausen, Smend and 
Robertson Smith advocated, as opposed to the supematnraliatic 
and apocalyptic interpretation of Dnhm. But this interpretation 
is arrived at, not by means of an improbable exegesis of the 
oracles in question, but by their critical elimination. Well
hausen's theory of Isaiah, the man, was correct; but his exegesis 
of the Messianic and anti-Assyrian prophecies was wrong. 
Dubm's exegesis of these oracles ia more nearly correct than 
W ellhausen's, but his criticism ia in uustable equilibrium, and 
this leads him to a false estimation of Isaiah, the man. Neither 
scholar should take it amiss if his principles have been carried 
out a step farther than he himself was willing to go. That ia 
usually the fortune of men of original ideas. They are unable 
to check the momentum of their own creative thoughts. The 
work initiated by W ellbansen, Dnhm, and Stade has thus 
logically culminated first, in the relegation of the Messianic and 
anti-Assyrian prophecies to a later date, secondly, in a theory 
of Isaiah, the man, which emphasizes as no other theory does 
what is permanently valuable in his meBSage, and thirdly, in the 
only theory of Isaiah, the book, which does any sort of justice 
to its peculiar nature. These are great accomplishments. Are 
they to be repudiated as artificial schematization, as an ille
gitimate attempt to modernize Isaiah? A formidable attack has 
been made in recent years upon the whole development of the 
neo-critical school, and before it is pOBBible to rest at ease in its 
interpretation of Isaiah, it will be neceaaary to examine with 
some care this attack. 
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Table, illUBtrative of the Revision of cc. 1-- 39. 

C. 1 
28-41 
61-211 

I 

Chapa. 1-12. 

Judgment cancelled by 2 2-4 (5) Eschatological hope 
n n n 4 2-8 n n 

n 
" 

" 6 30 " " 6 1-8 18 (19-22) " 
" 

,, 9 1-6 (see 8 8 b-10) n 
" 9 7-10 4 

" " 
,, 10 5-12 6 

" " 
or 

C. 1-9 aa a whole culminating in cc. 10-12 
" 

n 

II 

Chaps. 13-27. 

Cc. 13-23 Judgments on the senral nations, culminating in 
cc. 24- 27, the Eschatological world-judgment. 

Note. 17 1-11 cancelled by 17 12-14, and compare 17 12-14 with 
8 sb-10 and 29 5-11. 

281--4 
28 7-22 
29 1--4 

ill 

Chapa. 28-36. 

Judgment cancelled by 28 5, e 
n 

n 

n 

" 

n 28 2a-211 
,, 29 5-8 

Eschatological hope 

" " 
n n 

29 9-15 ,, n n 119 16-24 n n 

30 1-17 ., ., n 30 18-26, 27-83 n ., 

311--4 n " n 31 5-9 " ,, 

C 118 31 h l ul . tin . { cc. 32, 33 Append I 
c. - as a w o e c m1na g 1n cc. 341 36 Append 11 

IV 

Chapa. 36-39. 

Historical Narratives. 
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PARTil 

THE ARCHAEOWGICAL SCHOOL 

The Attempt to rehabilitate the Doctrines or the Meuiah and 
the Inviolability or Zion as authentic Elements in Isaiah'• 
Teaching, and the renewed Emphasia upon the Supematuraliltic 

in Terms oC the Mythological. 

I. Principles and Methods. GUDkeJ. 

IC the attempt ia made to S11Jn up the chief characteristics or 
the neo-critical hypothesia so Car as its results and its methods 
of arriving at them are concerned they are the following: 

l} The present book or Isaiah is a prophetic anthology in t.be 
compilation or which Isaiah himrelC had little share. 2) The 
evidence for this is found, at the outset, in two ma.in groups or 
phenomena: a.} in the presence of certain prophecies in cc. 1-39 
(the Babylonian} which cannot have been composed by Isaiah 
because or their historical backgrounds; and b} in the peculiar 
nature or the transitions between the prophecies or threat and 
consolation. These are not or the character that Isaiah himselC 
would have been likely to make. Isaiah was a. creative genius 
and a master stylisL He had Cull power to expreBB hiB thoughts 
in the way he saw fit, whereas the transitions are artificial and 
suggest the hand of one who was working over ma.teria.l furnished 
by tradition. Moreover, in the most of these transitions a distinct 
tendency is observable, namely, to supply to the prophecies of 
woe consolatory additions. This purpose cannot be attributed 
to the prophet himself, for it results in a conscious cancellation 
or the threats by the hopes. 3) But it is conceivable that, while 
the present sequence or the oracles is uot due to Isaiah, the 
consolatory passages themselves, or at least the greater part.or 
them, may still be genuine. It may be conjectured that the hopes 
and the threats were spoken under different circnmstances and 
were only at a later time brought together in ·their present 
singular sequences. The next step ia, therefore, to examine each 
or the prophecies with respect to its genuineneBB. Again two 
lines of investigation are open, the literary and the historical. 
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a) The literary investigation involves an examination of the style 
and vocabulary of the disputed prophecies. In what has pre
ceded, this argument has hardly been touched upon. Thia is 
because the argument, though yielding excellent results in the 
case of some of the prophecies (e. g. c. 4 or 29 16-24), is of much 
less certain application in the case of the more important ones. 
b) The historical investigation involves an examination of the 
historical background of the hope prophecies, and when that 
fails, as it usually does, an examination of their ideas. Could 
their ideas be understood in the age of Isaiah and were they 
likely to be entertained by him? 4) At first glance it might 
seem as if the task were a hopeless one. The danger of the 
vicious circle is obvious. Fortunately, however, there is a con
siderable body of material as to the genuineness of which there 
is universal agreement. Thia material is marked by a uniform 
style of the greatest originality and power. In subject matter it 
agrees with the commission given to the prophet in his inaugural 
vision to announce destruction to his nation. It a.1110 corresponds 
to the known political and religious situation in Isaiah's times. 
In its political aspects this material regularly urges a policy of 
non-interference in world-politics. Religiously and ethically it 
castigates without mercy the sins and excesses in the national 
life. In view of the political antagonism to the prophet on the 
part of the king and people, reflected in this material and 
corroborated by the Assyrian inscriptions, which show that 
Judah inclined to follow a political policy the reverse of that 
advocated by Isaiah, and in view of the religious antagonism 
reflected in the same material with equal clearness, Isaiah's 
anticipations of destruction are readily understood. Not so easy 
to understand are the groups of prophecies which deal with the 
Messianic King and the Inviolability of Zion. When judged by 
the admittedly genuine prophecies these prophecies come under 
the gravest suspicion. They are found to be out of harmony 
with Isaiah's most characteristic thoughts and deepest convictioDS 
and at the same time with the needs of the political and religious 
situation in his day as he understood it. 6) But in proportion 
as they are out of touch with Isaiah's own modes of thinking, 
they are in agreement with the hopes which prophecy cherished 
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from the time of Ezekiel on. It ia the propheciee of Ezekiel 
which form the great watershed between the pre-e:mic 1111d the 
post-e:ulic canonical eschatology. 118 The prophecies of eachatol
ogical hope in cc. 1-39 are in general accord with the ideaa of 
Ezekiel 1111d hia successors. 6) It ia this obaenatjon which haa 
led to the neo-critical conclusion that the original Iaaianic 
material has been surrounded by a great frame-work of eschatol
ogy which was constructed in the poat-e:ulic period. 

In the mode of arriving at this concl11Bion three thinga are 
especially noteworthy. a) The neo-critical school operatea cbiefty 
with the criterion of ideas. If an idea ia alien to Isaiah, it is 
concluded to be spurious and therefore later. b) But in operating 
with the criterion of ideas, the neo-critical school ia operating 
in the sphere of psychology; it.a criticism may be called a 
psychologizing criticism. It seeks to explain the genesis of ideas, 
just so far as it can, out of known hiatorical situations. Or when 
it pronounces an idea to be alien to laa.iah, this ia also a 
psychologieing judgment; the idea cannot be understood in the 
light of Isaiah's other ideas or hia mission to hia generation. 
c) In the third place, the neo-critical school is primarily a achool 
of literary, or, more preciaely, documentary criticism. By this is 
meant that it has sought to explain the development of the 
religion of Israel out of the Old Testament it.setr. It has fint 
attempted to disentangle the various document.a now found in 
the Old Testament and then has attempted to date them. Nen, 
it too often makes the aaaumption that the dates of the fint 
literary expreaaion of ideas are largely determined by the dates 

111 The substantial genainene1& of Ezekiel ia here u■umed, in common 
with the great majority of scholar■, and also the propriety of the dis
tinction of pre-e:wic and po■t-u:ilic. The attack made upon this diatinetion 
in ProfeBBor Torrey's brilliant E.mJ 8tvdin (cf. p. 2119 especially) -• 
to me to be exposed to practically insurmountable difficulties. It certainly 
cannot be carried through so long a■ the substantial pnniDene11 or Ezekiel 
ia admitted. It ia therefore very interesting to discover in a moclien little 
foot-note, (p. 288, n. 8, cf. also hi■ Nofa OIi tu Ara-ic Parl of Dawia, 
in Tranaaction■ or the Connecticut Academy or Art■ andSciencea, VoLXV, 
p. 248, n. 1) that Eaekiel ia relegated to the Greek period! Until that 
foot-note i■ established by a completely wrought-ont argument, one may be 
permitted at this point in J udah'a hiatory still to travel in the beaten path&. 
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of the documents in which they occur. Thus the history of the 
religion of Israel bas been very largely constructed on the 
theory that the relative position of an idea. in the religio111 
development is to be determined by the time of its first certain 
appearance in the literature. Again, and this is all-important, 
the place where an idea. is supposed to appear for the first time 
with certainty is where it is found in a self-explanatory passage, 
where it is expressed in a distinct and intelligible fashion and is 
in some sort of an organic connection with its context. (Note 
the peychologizing interest at this point.) On the othel' hand, 
in case an idea happens to occur in two passages, if in one of 
them it is expressed intelligibly and in organic connection with 
its context and in the other only allusively and in a way that 
cannot be fully understood, the second passage is commonly 
held to be secondary to the first. If the allusive passage happens 
to be attributed to an author earlier than the time of the clear 
passage, then the inclination is to deny the authenticity of the 
allusive passage. We have seen how the anti-Assyrian pauages 
in Isaiah were gradually weeded out because it was difficult to 
explain them out of Isaiah's life-time, but easy to explain them 
out of Ezekiel's.1st 

This method of utilizing the criterion of ideas has played a 
large part in the views of the Old Testament commonly accepted 
at the present time. And there is o. good reason for this. In 
all historical study the documentary evidence, provided it exists 
at all, m111t be the controlling evidence. It is the first duty of 
the historian to register the phenomena of hie documents and 
to start from these in any attempted reconstruction. Yet there 
are two other factors which must be reckoned with in estimating 
the value of the criterion of ideas. In the first place, an idea 
may be unintelligible or seemingly allusive because it is inchoate. 
When is an idea unintelligible because it is inchoate and when 
is it unintelligible because it is allusive? To decide this question 
is not always easy. In the second place, the school of criticism 
which uses this criterion moat freely also admits that the docu
ments we now have in the Old Testament represent only the 

111 Cf. Stade's formulation of thi1 principle above, p. 20 f., and n. 4lL 
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wrecks of pre-exilic literature. But when tbia is recognized, the 
method of argument j11Bt described becomes at times somewhat 
preca.rious.1'° Of two passages in which the same idea occun, 
will the allusiTe passage always be subsequent to the aelf-u:
planatory, and in case the allusiTe p81111age is aacribed to an 
earlier writer, must its genuineness necessarily be denied? May 
not both the allusive and the self-explanatory passage alike 
depend, at times, upon some primitiTe tradition, either written 
or oral, but now lost? In that case the origin of an idea may 
be, hypothetically, much earlier than the time of its first ap
pearance in a giTen document. Late document& may now be 
likened to fossil beds; the literary strata may be very late, but 
many ancient ideas may be found in them. m The criticism 
which thua seeks to get back of the documentary evidence in 
its investigation of the development of ideas may be called, for 
want of a better name, the archaeological school of criticism as 
distinct from the documentary.161 Yet at one point the schools 
are in striking agreement. Both start from the 81111umption, usu
ally a correct one, that a passage in which an idea is only al
l11Bively or obscurely referred to is secondary. The difference 
between them lies in this, that, whereas the literary school tries 
to show that the allusive passage is secondary to some known 
dQcument in which the idea is more clearly deTeloped, the 
archaeological school raises the question whether both passages 
may not at times be secondary to a still earlier and undocum
ented tradition. The result of the application of this suggestion 
to the study of the religion of Israel in general or to Isaiah in 
particular may easily become reTolutionary. For example, the 
neo-critical school argued that beca11Be an idea was alien to 
Isaiah, therefore it was spurious and there( ore later, but the 
archaeological school argues that, if an idea is alien to Isaiah, 
therefore it may be earlier. But if earlier, it is quite concei1'• 

ico To take an illostration oot or &not.her li.eld, an analylil or the 
development or the doctrine or the Trinity ahoold not place wo moch 
weight on the £act, even thoogh it ia II very interesting one, that the wmd 
t,-initaa lint occon, so £ar III we know, in Tertollian (Ail~ c.11). 

tu Compare the •Prieets Code". 
,u See above, n. a. 
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able that in spite of it.a alien character Isaiah may haTe 
borrowed it. The archaeological school thus seeks to deTelop 
the strategy of a flanking movement against the attack of the 
neo-critical forces. 

But this is by no means all of il Has anything really been 
gained, it might be asked, for the defense of the disputed pas
sages in Isaiah? Is not the idea in question still alien and can 
it, therefore, even yet be admitted to be genuine? At this point 
the second main feature in archaeological criticism comes to 
'fiew. It scorns the psychologizing of the neo-critical school. li 
it can only be once established that a given idea is older than 
Isaiah but is now found in Isaiah's prophecies, its genuineness 
cannot be rejected just because it happens to be out of touch 
with Isaiah's thinking. By the time it gets to Isaiah the idea 
may have lost its oliginal meaning and become simply a con
vention and Isaiah may have used it without being aware of its 
real conflict with his 'fiewa. Luther undoubtedly carried a large 
amount of Roman Catholic ballast over into Protestantism 
without being aware of its inner disagreement with his own 
fundamental conceptions. Why may not Isaiah have done the 
same? Thus the attempts of the nco-critics always to relate a 
given idea in Isaiah to his other ideas, and, if this cannot be 
done, to declare it to be spurious is, it is claimed, an illegitimate 
attempt at psychologizing. But how can it be proved that a 
given idea is earlier than Isaiah, or the eighth-century prophet.a? 
In certain cases, it is maintained, by o. very easy method. li 
the idea. is mythical, it is primitive and therefore pre-prophetic. 
At this point the archaeological school advances beyond the 
limits of the Old Testament into the field of comparative religions 
in order to point out analogies and show the essentially mythical 
character of certain ideas that had never before been suspected. 
Thus, over against the neo-critica! insistence a) upon the crit
erion of ideas, b) upon their documentation within the Old 
Testament canon, and c) upon psychological considerations in 
the endeavor to relate them to each other, the archaeologist.a 
lay the emphasis a) upon the great body of undocumented 
tradition of which there are many hints in the document.a them
selves, b) upon the larger background of ancient oriental thought 
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oub!ide the canonical scriptures, and c) upon the mythological 
character of much of this tradition and thought. In a word, 
where the neo-critic insists upon psychology, the archaeological 
critic is apt to insist upon mythology. Now the danger in archae
ological criticism is even more apparent than in literary criticism. 
As soon as the historian leaves his documents, he embarks on 
the uncharted sea of conjecture. Still, that is what Columbus 
did, and he discovered a continenl It remains to be seen whether 
the archaeological critic will be as aucceest'ul. 

Gunkel may fairly be called the founder of the archaeological 
school. He was very happy in his choice of a field in which to 
try out the new method. 11In his &hopfung und Chaos in Ur
zeit und Endzeit (1895) he proved that in many passages in the 
Bible, and particularly in the first chapters of Genesis, there 
are bonowinga, reminiscences, and allusions which can be traced 
to the Babylonian Cosmogonic Poems. The method he pursued 
was to take many phrases, words, and ideas in the Bible, and 
show that by themselves they were uninuilligible; to be under
stood they must be set in a larger context. The Babylonian 
creation epic furnishes this context. In the application of the 
method it appeared that many ideas which are now found only 
in late portions of the Bible and which, £or this reason, were 
supposed to be themselves late, had a long antecedent history 
in Hebrew literature and tradition. Gunkel himself suggested 
that the aame method should be applied to the subject of Hebrew 
eschatology generally, and in (Bousset und Gunkel) Forschungen 
zur Religion und Literatur des Alten und Neuen Testaments, 
Heft I (1903) he sketched out a history of the eschatological 
idea of the Day of the Lord on the basis of this new method 
of research. But it remained for Greumann in his Ursprung 
der israelitisch-judischen Eschatologie (1906) to subject £or the 
first time the whole problem of Old Testament eschatology to 
a reexamination in the light of Gunkel's new mcthod".18 But 
at the outset it should be observed that in dealing with the 
ta,caTa Gressmann is at a decided disadvantage as compared 
with Gunkel who dealt with the -rpi,ra. Gunkel had actual 

m See for the above paragnph the authors article in the Harnrd 
Theological Review, Oct. 1918, p. Ii°'-
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documents to fall back on, even if they were not biblical docu
ments. The Babylonian accounts of creation were in existence. 
Bnt there is no epic of the end of the world. There is no 
eachatological myth as there is a creation myth, at least there 
is none such that is clearly recognizable. The application of 
the new method to eschatology is therefore beset with far more 
pitfalls than was its application to the creation myth. 

Now it is ti-om the point of view of o.rchaeological criticism 
that Gunkel and, especially, Gresamann attempt to defend the 
genuineness of those prophecies in Isaiah which the neo-critical 
school have so vigorously assailed. Into an examination of the 
various conjectures of these scholars, often brilliant, sometimes 
convincing, it is impossible to enter. It is enough to -note that 
in the following four particulars which immediately concern us 
they have either proved their case or at least the benefit of the 
doubt may be allowed them. 1) They have proved with certainty 
that the doctrine of t~e Day of the Lord existed before Amoa 
in a popular form. It was a day in which Jahweh was to deliver 
his people. The prophets moralized this popular nationalist doct
rine and turned the day of deliverance into one of destruction 
because of the people's aina.1

" 9) They have made probable 
the pre-prophetic 148 existence of the doctrine of the Remnant, 
also in a popular form in which Israel was the Remnant. Thia, 
of course, depends upon the genuineness and interpretation of 
Amos 5 15. The genuineness of this Vllrse is not undisputed, yet 
usually accepted, as for example by even so radical a critic as 
Marti. Its interpretation is not so certain, but the interpretation 
by the archaeological school, according to which the Remnant 
is identified with Joseph, is certainly attractive. 3) They have 
also maintained the pre-prophetic character of the doctrine of 
the Messiah. This was supposed to be originally a mythological 
conception which later became attached to the Davidic dynasty 
and so historicised. A main proof for this thesis, and it is cert
ainly a striking one, is the connection of the Golden Age with 
the Twig of Jesse in Ia. 11. 4) Finally, Gresamann has produced 

'" Thie much baa al-ye beeu recognized by the neo-critical achool; 
the implioatione of Amoe Ii ia are too plain to be ignored, 

m 'Pre-prophetic' ia UJed by GreelllWID of the period before Amoe. 
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considerable evidence that the Gog prophecy in Ezekiel is not 
simply "the child of reflection" which it is 11Bnally taken to be, 
but containa many mythological and therefore pre-historic ele
ments. But we have seen that the M:888ianic and eapooially the 
anti-Assyrian prophecies have been brought down to a later 
date partly became of their striking similarity to the theolog01J
me11a of Ezekiel. ThUB Gunkel and Gr8881Dann seek to cut in 
behind the neo-critical achool and to show that the main features 
of the eschatology of hope which were supposed to be late post
eiilic are in reality early pre-prophetic, having existed in popular 
form long before the eighth-century prophets, and some of them, 
becaUBe of their mythological character, being even pre-historic. 
This position may be regarded as the major premise of the 
archaeological school. Granting it to be true· for the sake of 
the argument, does the archaeological school provide an ad
equate system of defenae based on this premise to meet the 
attack of the neo-critics? I shall confine myseH in what follows 
to a disc1188ion of Gressmann'a and Sellin'a positions becall88 
these have been the moat elaborately worked out.1

" 

II. Greaamann and Sellin. 

Greaamann begins by attacking the criteria utilized by the 
documentary school to casi doubt on the genuinenesa of the 
eschatology of hope. 1) In the first place, the criterion of lang
uage is inadequate, especially when drawn from a comparatively 
few verse■. The justice of this criticism is increasingly recognized 
by scholars. Attention bas already been called to the very sub
ordinate place the argument occupies in the discussion of the 
disputed doctrines in Isaiah. 167 51) The argument from difficultiea 
in style, defective parallelisms etc. in the disputed prophecies is 
held to be equally unconvincing, for, it is claimed, the same 
phenomena meet us in the undisputed passages. Thia generaliz
ation needs conaiderable qualification. It is not true that the 
prophecies of doom, taken as a whole, are as stylistically de
fective as the prophecies of hope. The latter have not the charm 

tte See in particnlar Unpnlllf, pp. 938-llfiO. 
m See above p. 72. 
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of "wiuged words" which is so characteristic of the genuine pas
sages. Further, Gressmann fails to draw a distinction between 
the stylistic defectiveneBS of a passage due to text-corruption 
and the stylistic defectiveneBS of a passage which is an inherent 
quality of it, where the stammering tongue betrays the stam
mering mind. us But the argument by which Gressmann seeks 
to support his criticism of the criteria of language and style is 
the really important thing. Ho claims that neither of these 
criteria can be succeBSfully utilized because of the hopeless state 
of corruption of the original texts. This corruption is by no 
means due ollly to accident; it is attributable very largely to 
intentional changes. ~ven the original authors may have worked 
over their speeches and made them more prosaic! 1" One wonders 
just what the purpose of such a performance might be. 11 Again, 
later exegete& and copyists have remodeled the text ... emending, 
supplementing, abbreviating, explaining ... just as happens in 
hymn-books to-day" 180• Thus the argument against the genuine
nesa of a passage drawn from its vocabulary and style is met 
by the assertion that, owing to extensive textual changes both 
accidental and deliberate, it is difficult to say just what the 
vocabulary and style originally were. "Our attitude toward the 
text must be in principle suspicious".ai 3) But a third objection 
is advanced, which is most far-reaching in character and leads 
from the criticism of the criteria of vocabulary and style to the 
criticism of the criterion of ideas. It is a consideration which 
seems to be advanced in order to meet the objection drawn 
from the fact that the Meuianic passages were never referred 
to by Isaiah's immediate successors. In the prophecies of hope, 
we are told, the prophets were peculiarly dependent upon the 
popular mythological eschatology: "The content is only to a 
limited extent their own original product; how fu.r the form is 

HI Compare lle-u (a badly corrupted text) with c. 4 (a badly cor-
T1lpted etyle). 

m 1Jnprng, p. !MO . 
... I6. 
111 lb. At thie point Gre11mum and Harold Wiener are remarkably 

alike in their apologetic method, though in everything ele they are polea 
apart. 
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theirs we cannot know. But when we refteet how relatinlJ 
many are the mythological elements contained in the few pu
aagea of eachatological hope, we will not dare to deny that tlle 
prophets alao depended in their expreuiona on their predecea
aora" .161 From thia alleged ciependence upon the earlier eachato
logy Greaamann infers that we are not to expect a recurrence 
of their characteristic atyle and ideas, "aince they are absolutely 
isolated, and apeak or things which are never touched upon 
elsewhere in a peculiar way".163 

All thia meana, if the logi1, or Greaamann'a firat t.bree argn
ments ia accepted, an almost total lack of originality in the 
hopes or the eighth-century prophets. The texts have been ao 
badly preserved that we cannot be IIUl'e or what the original 
style was. And even when we get back to the appro:mnately 
original texts, we find that both the style and ideas are borrowed 
from earlier undocumented sources. Greasmann arrives at the 
revolutionary concluaion that ideas no longer can serve '" a 
critical criterion. The only valid criterion he admita ia the 
hi-rtorical background.lM Thia means, in principle, the abandon
ment of moat or the hard-won results of neo-criticiam, which, as 
we have seen, operates principally with the criterion or ideas, 
the abandonment even of any attempt to criticiae the tradition 
implied in the present position of a prophecy in a given book, 
unless its historical background ia clearly proved to be later, aa 
in the case of the Babylonian prophecies. Dogma in the gniae 
of tradition is thUB practically reinstated. But why is Gressmann 
ao sceptical of the traditional text and so trusting with respect 
to the traditional arrangements of the canon? A classic illus
tration of the lengths to which our author ia prepared to go is 
found in hia treatment or Is. 91-e.ua G1'888mann's analyaie of 
the real character of thia passage ia probably correct. It ia by 

112 P. 241. An admission, by the wey, that the atyle in these propheciea 
did dift'er collliderably from the atyle in the doom propheciea. 

111 P. 249. He aaya of Ia. 9 1 JJ. that the earlier it is dated, the more 
likely it ia to have pre&er'l'ed an ancient tradition which lat.er l'aded a-y 
completely, p.1183. 

IHP,!148. 
Ill Pp. S1'79-284. 

8 
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no means a self-explanatory paasage and is full of difficulties 
on the supposition of its Isaianic authorship. These difficulties 
are fully admitted by Gressmann, but they make no more im
preSBion on bis view of its genuineness than they would upon a 
post-Reformation theologian's. The general style of the passage, 
we are told, is not Isaiah's; it belongs either to the 'court' style 
or the 'escbatological' style, and in either case is borrowed from 
traditional formulas. The particular form of the passage must 
not be attributed to him; it is too loosely put together to be the 
work of such an excellent stylist. Lastly the ideas are not 
Isaiah's; they are mythical and hence could not have originated 
with him, but must have been borrowed from primitive tradition. 
I have never before chanced upon an apologetic method which 
seeks to defend the genuineness of a passage by pointing out 
that in not one single particular bas it any relationship to the 
reputed author's style or thought.1

H Such a defense has the 
merit of originality, at any rate. Can the existence of a con
ventional style and a body of conventional ideas, by the &SBumption 
of which this astonishing result is achieved, really take the place 
of the coherence of thought which we have a right to expect in 
a man of Isaiah's mental powers? This raises once more the 
question of the legitimacy of the criterion of ideas in critical 
discussion. But before this can be more fully treated it is 
necessary to consider the way in which Gressmann disposes of 
another objection raised against the genuineneSB of the hope 
prophecies by the documentary school. 4) Thia objection is drawn 
from the contexts of most of the disputed prophecies. They stand 
in the most impoBBible contexts, and from this their spuriousness 
has been inferred. Greasmann, as usual, admits the premise but 
denies the conclusion. He turns the argument in the same way 
as he sought to turn the preceding arguments. The lack of 
connections observable in the case of the hope prophecies are 
also seen in the case of the doom prophecies. All the prophetic 

'"° Gresamann seeks to avoid the inevitable consequences of hia poaition 
when be say■: •Because of the dependence of the prophets upon anoh a 
conventionalized style, their originality, of oourae must not be minimized, 
though it cannot alwaya be proved in detail" (p. 281 ). This usertion in 
general of what is denied in particula~ faila to carry any convi.ct;iOL 
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utterances are fragmentary and nnconnected. The analogy ia 
drawn between them and the aynoptic Gillp8la in which ao 
many unconnected logia are found. u7 Thus Gl'8IIID8Dll adopta 
the fragmentary hypothesis of Isaiah in its extremest form 1111d 
makes capital out of it for his own purpoaes. ETerything in the 
book being fragmentary, the argument from the lack of colllUICtion 
is claimed to be no longer pertinenl Thia counter ia ingenioua 
but not adequate. The neo-critical argument is not simply from 
the lack of connection, but from the contradictory character of 
the connection which is established in the present compilation. 
The analogy with the Gospels would be more euct if, after 
every passage which opposed the legalism of the Pharisees, we 
should find a passage which would support that legalism, BUCh 
as we actually do find at Ml 5 11. The prophecies of hope not 
only lack organic connection with their contexts, they usually 
paralyse the prophecies of doom, and this is done so regularly 
as to appear to be deliberate. Gressmann feels this difficulty 
and introduces a new consideration in order to meet it, namely, 
Style. Possibly the juxtaposition of hope and doom "is the 
remnant of an eschatological style according to which the singer 
first recited a song that treated of the time of doom and in 
immediate connection therewith another song that glorified the 
time of blessing. We cannot adequately estimate the mighty 
power of the 8ty'le".U8 In the American Journal of Theology 
for 1913 (p. 176) GreBBmann suggests a somewhat dill'erent 
explanation: "The promises are as dill'erent from the threats 88 

love songs from funeral dirges. . . . But unleBB special reasons 
force us to do so, we have no right to establish a connection 
between a threat and a promise, for a poem rounded out in 
itself is not to be joined to another poem complete in itself. 
Thia simple consideration disposes of nearly all the arguments 
against the authenticity of ... the MeBBianic hopes ... It is said 
the prophet could not threaten and promise at one and the same 
time. But he does not do so. The conjunction of the two is 
purely arbitrary. But there is no re880n why a prophet should 
not threaten at one time and promise at another, just as the 
poet may now mourn the death of a friend and again ling 88 

m P.1189. IHP.9". 
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a lover". A simple consideration indeed! Granted that the 
poet may sing a dirge or a love -ditty at dift'erent timea, 
is it his habit to combine them: dirge and ditty, dirge and 
ditty, dirge and ditty? Is it not possible to group poems 
of similar nature together? The compiler of the Lamen
tations certainly had a sense of the fitness of thinga and 
so did the compiler of Songs; if Lamentations and Bonga 
were combined together, we would no doubt have a new and 
remarkable instance of Greumann's "style" and just about as 
intelligible as the examples we now find in Isaiah. But Greas
mann's analogy breaks down at another point. Isaiah is neither 
a troubadour nor a professional elegist. He is a prophet, and 
a prophet who, on Gressmann's own showing, took his work 
very seriously. The dirge-and-ditty theory cannot possibly apply 
to his work. Why should a prophet whose message is one of 
warning (c. 6) regularly accompany it with happy tunes. Is it 
conceivable that Isaiah deliberately set about to polarize his 
own lightning in this fashion? Even Gressmann seems to have 
qualms at this point. He is not quite clear at times as to whether 
the sequence of £ear and hope is due to the original author or 
to the compiler. 1£ the later alternative is adopted, Gressmann's 
defense of the genuineness of the hope passages is seriously 
weakened. Once admit the compiler's hand in these suspicious 
sequences, and the question will inevitably be raised whether 
his work consists only in arrangement. 1£ the later revisers are 
ready to emend texts as freely as Gressmann admits, what is to 
hinder them from supplementing the ancient oracles by obser
vations of their own? On the other hand, if the prophets them
selves were responsible for these sequences, is not their mental 
integrity seriously compromised? Thus far Gresamann has sought 
to meet (as I believe unavailingly) the argument from vocabulary, 
style, ideas, and contextual relationahips against the genuineneu 
of the hope prophecies. But there is a fifth argument against 
them which Gressmann admits to be the strongest of all. 5) The 
fact of the contradictory connections between the threat.a and 
the hopes cannot be properly estimated apart from the further 
fact that the eschatology of hope is in fUDdamental opposition 
to the eschatology of doom. In view of this second fact the 
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preaent artificial connections between the two groups pin, a new 
Bignificance. It is noticeable that Greumann does not bring these 
two objections together as he should do; he prefen to destroy 
them aeparately. In this he Collowa the Hengstenberg-Keil m,thod 
of apologetic, which always went on the supp01ition that critical 
arguments Collow the analogy oC a chain which is destroyed when 
its separate linka are broken, and not the analogy of a rope 
which is by no meaDB rendered llll8leBB even though separate 
strands may be severed. But Greamnann place& himlelC squarely 
on the neo-critical hypothesis that the pre-exilic prophets are 
messengen of doom, and he distinguishes these "stormy petrels" 
Crom those birds of calm, the poat-exilic prophets who preach 
hope. However, says Gressmann, the prophets were after all 
human beings. They were patriots; they loved their nation. We 
cannot expect them to be everywhere and always absolutely 
logical. They must have yielded at times to the popular hopes. 
The Cew, and Gressmann admits there are but few, genuine pro
phecies of hope, are the concessions which they made to the 
popular eschatology.u9 Thia sounds plausible and psychologically 
quite intelligible 11.8 an abstract proposition.1'° It appeals to us 
of the present day. Moreover (and here Gressmann plays his 
trump card), the documentary critic must admit that at one 
point Isaiah actually took over one oC the great doctrines in the 
eschatology of hope, namely the doctrine of the Remnant. But 
"with [the acceptance oC] the doctrine oCtheRemnant, the rigid 
eschatology of doom is broken through. A breach baa now been 
made through which the whole, or at least the greater part, of 
the eschatology of hope can enter. Whether a little more or a 
little less, that was left to the taste of the individual prophet".111 

Bud did Isaiah have a taste for the old popular eschatology of 
hope with its many mythical features, which Gressmann takes 
particular pa.ins to tell us must be pre-prophetic because it 
could not possibly have arisen out of the advanced ethical theo
logy oC the prophets? How are we to decide this question? We 

111 P. 942 If., 236, 68. 
•~• Perhaps at this point GreHIIIBIIJl himself does not escape the danger 

of mod81'11iziug the prophets which the neo-critics are snpp018d to ran. 
Ill P. !MS. 
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have just three data to guide u: a) The precise d~tion of 
his message given by the prophet himself in the oocoUDt of his 
call (c. 6), namely, to announce the doom of the nation; b) the 
general historical and religious situation which is known with 
some particularity-a time of political crisis occasioned by the 
Assyrian advance and a time of ethical abuses and religiou 
apostasy; c) finally, our estimate of the man's creative power, 
which can be gathered from his undisputed prophecies and which 
show him to be a man of genius. Now, to hold that a man of 
such force and originality, a man, also, of such literary skill, 
profoUDdly convinced as he was of the people's apostasy from 
God and with no evidence of their repentance, should be 
responsible for the artificial sequences of fear and hope existing 
in the present book is simply inconceivable. Scom of psycbo
logizing criticism and the suggestion that Isaiah is dependent 
in the present arrangement of his prophecies upon a prophetic 
style a.re trivial. The present connections cannot be hie work. 
But once more the question presses: May the prophecies be by 
him even though the connections between them are not? Here 
the point urged by Gressmann must be admitted. Isaiah did 
borrow the thought of the Remnant in all probability out of the 
popular eschatology of hope. But this very example, instead of 
ma.king in favor of Gressmann's thesis, makes decidedly against 
it, for the thought of the Remnant, which seems to have been 
without any clear moral significance in the popular eschatology, 
ha.a been moralized by Isaiah in exactly the same way as the 
popular eschatological doctrine of the Day of the Lord was 
moralized by Amos. When Isaiah adds his :l1fd'I to "IMI' at 7 s and 
follows this up by a promise of deliverance only on condition of 
faith (7 e), he has infused a profound moral meaning into the 
idea of the Remnant. The Remnant implies punishment for sin 
and is thus connected with the eschatology of doom; but the 
"shall return" implies repentance and thus the modulation from 
doom to hope which the Remnant idea implies is given a deeply 
ethical significa.nce.111 Thus, in the case of the Remnant, we 

101 Profeaaor J.M. P. Smith's recently proposed solution of the n&me 
~,.,. ,n (ZA.TW, 1914, pp. 219-5124) which robe it of its spiritual meaning, 
seems to me to be against the context with its insistence upon faith. 
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really hal'8 a detail out of the eschatology of hope taken over by 
the prophet but cba.racteristically fused with his own distinctive 
doctrines. The contrast at this point with the disputed eschatolog
ical doctrines is most instructive. For example, if Isaiah bad 
really adopted the doctrine of the MeBBianic Kiug out of the 
tradition as Gressmann maintains, we would certainly expect 
him to have assimilated it to his own thinking more fully than 
according to Gressmann's representations he actually did do. 
Our author's interpretation of 7 1,, 91-a, 11 tft'. is ouly a new 
confirmation of the neo-critical contentions that the idea of the 
Messiah was fundamentally alien to Isaiah's thinking. Granted 
that he might have adopted such a doctrine out of the popular 
eschatology, would he not have excluded from it the mythical 
elem11nts which in Gresamann's view were attached to it and which 
conflicted with his theology? Was he not a clear enough and logical 
enough thinker to do that?GreBSmann himselhpeaks ofthe"grand 
one-sidedness" of the eighth-century prophets. 1111 They follow out 
a premise to its bitter conclusion. Aro such men likely to con
fuse their thinking by the admission into it of popular elements 
which would compromise their theology and their exhortations 
at the same time? 1

" What is true of the Messianic group is 
preeminently true of the anti-ABByrian group. They are much 
leu moralized than the Messianic prophecies 1111 B.ll.d are admitted 

10 "The more we sink onraelves in them the more we discover upon 
what au isolated height they stand, in their grand oue-sidedness without 
compare" (p. 141). 

'" It is not denied that there are certain more.I feature, and that, 
too, attractive oues, in the portraiture of the MeBBiah in Ia. cc. 9 and 11, 
but it i• claimed the figure doea not embody the peculiar religioua and 
ethical interests of Isaiah in the way we woold expect, if he was its 
paiuter (cf. above, pp. 37-40, M). He does not relate the doctrine of the 
MeBBianic King to his meaaage of doom, or to his doctrine of faith, or 
to his doctrine of of the Remnant. 

na 10 11 might be thought to inject a moralizing tone into the greateat 
of the anti-Assyrian prophecies and because of thia it was defended by 
Hackmann (see above n. 107). But the style of the verse makes heavily 
agaiDBt it and, further, it is interesting to obaerve bow the chaatisement 
of J udab is pushed into a subordinate clauae. It becomea only a paaaing 
incident in the development of Jahweh'■ plan which, when v. lll ia accepted 
as genuine, really colminates in the deatructiou of ABByria and the deliver-
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by Gressmann to be out of harmony with their contexts and with 
the essence of Isaiah's meuage.111 But we are asked to believe 
that he uttered these oracles, though they were opposed to his 
profoundest convictions and most prejudicial to the effect of bill 
message, as conceBBions to the people, and because his patriotism 
and natural instincts prompted him to indulge in these fancies, 
and that the extent to which he indulged in them was only a 
matter of taste ! This might do for other prophets, but not for 
Isaiah. In his case, if anywhere, the criterion of ideas would seem 
to be applicable. Judged by the commission originally given him, 
by the demands of his times, and by the creative power displayed 
in the undisputed prophecies, the unorganized and contradictory 
character of the eschatology of hopll, exclusive of the Remnant 
idea, must arouse the gravest sUBpicion. Therefore, is not the 
neo-eritical denial of its genuineness legitimate? By no means, 
says Gressmann. Such I! conclusion ignores the fact of STYLB. 

Style-that is the final word in IJressmann's defense of the 
eachat-0logy of hope in Isaiah. Let 118 see just how this golden 
key is perfectly fitted to unlock all the mysteries which have 
hitherto barred the way to an intelligible theory of Isaiah's 
prophecies if the great body of cc. 1-39 is accepted as genuine. 
To begin with, while the disorganization of the eschatology of 
hope ia admitted, we must not take it too seriously. The escliat
ology of doom is also fragmentary. But just as each half of the 
whole eschatological construction is disintegrated, so the con
nection between the two halves is disintegrated. Isaiah is not 
to be blamed for this state of affairs. Both the eschatology of 
doom and the eschatology of hope had already become diain
tegrated before they reached him. Gressmann assumes that in 
prehistoric times there was a great myth of the destruction of 
the world and its subsequent restoration, and that the eschat
ologiea of doom and hope both go back to this myth. But by 
the time these fragments reached the prophets their original 
connections had been largely forgotten and they had ceased to 

ance of Judah, according to the present form of the chapter. 10 n-11 

can only be defended as Isaiah'• when separated from their a.nti0 A11yrian 
cont.ext, and enn then they a.re very doubtful. 

1H Cf. pp, 177-179 with apecial reference to 8ef., 17110'., 297. 
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have any clear and definite meaning. Their ideu had become 
transformed in the popular eschatology into mere con't'eatiom, 
in other words into a atylel Because the prophets adopted these 
faded-out mythological ideas and the technical tel'llll in which 
they were expreaaed from tradition aa a part of a con•entional 
eachatological apparatua, they did not trouble themael't'es about 
the exact meanings either of the ideas or the terminology, and 
for the same reason the modem exegete is absolved from all 
responsibility to discover the original meaning of many of these 
eschatological details. It is not neceaaary, we are told, for a 
style to have any meaning.117 Thus mythology, faded-out into 
a convention, a style, takes the place of peycbology in criticism 
and interpretatibn.1• How far Greaamann is willing to dme 
this argument at times is seen in bis exposition, if it can be 
called such, of Is. 7 a. The prophet was using materials f'nrnisbed 
by the tradition, which had ceased to ha•e any clearly defined 
meaning. Thus all the difficulties which ban from time im
memorial plagued the peychologizing exegesis in its attempts to 
find a meaning in this passage are airily brushed aside by the 
&88umption that the ideu in this oracle had little meaning for 
Isaiah himself. The ideas had already become 't'ery largely only 
style for Isaiah; they need remain only style for ua alao.1• 

11T •Where there is a style no on"! ask■ whether is bu any aeme or 
not" (p. 21i6, cf. m, 811). 

1 II Compare for the anbatitntion of mythology for peychology pp. 1118, 
11115, 196, 198, l!l8, 944, 1168, l!6l5 etc. 

111 Cf. pp. l!70-l!78 •A.a aoon u one a11nmea that the material ia 
borrowed by Iaaiah from the tradition, one ia relieved of the aboTe
mentioned difficnlties [i.e. the difficultiea which have alway■ bean foDDd 
in the Immanuel prophecy]. For from now on one need no longer attach 
any importance to details, becauae I.hey are not created ad Aile but are 
handed down in the tradition" (p. l!76 f.). It i1 this utter irresponaibility 
in the exege1i1 of the archaeological achoo) which mu■t be deplored. 
There ia undonbtedly a truth in this discovery of a atyle which mnat 
be reckoned with. Greaamanu makea very auggeative nae of it in hi■ 
treabnent of the idea of the Day of the Lord as expre■aed in 11.. l!. Bnt 
the fact of atyle is a fact which mnat be handled with the greaten care, 
or it will land him who trust■ to it in abanrdity. Style ia a fire lit to 
conaume away exegetical briara and thom■, but it soon get■ beyond 
control, if one ia not very carefnl. 
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But why did the prophet resort to these conventional ideas 
and this meaningless terminology? It was in order to lend hia 
thoughts impressiveness. He spoke ;., l,Wa-T'lplr,,. Can such 
suggestions really relieve the difficulties of 7 14? Can it be 
supposed that at one of the greatest crises of Isaiah's life, when, 
if ever, a meBBage of vital significance ·was to be expected from 
him, the prophet was ready to indulge in abracadabra? The fact 
is, the more GreBSmann resorts to style in his defense of the 
disputed passages, the more he is unconsciously driven to revive 
the patristic theory of prophecy in a new form. Clement of 
Alexandria compares Isaiah to the Pythian Apollo who is called 
Loria&, a title supposed to signify 'oblique',170 and Tertulliau 
tells us that "God conceals by his preparatory apparatus of 
prophetic obscurity, the understanding which is open to faith".171 

But is it really credible that a man of such mental integrity and 
profound seriousness of purpose as Isaiah would cultivate a 
prophetic style at the expense of prophetic sincerity? A defense 
of the genuineness of the disputed passages in which mythology 
and style have become substituted for moral meaning and co
herence of thought is one which can afford little comfort, I 
fancy, to those. who are still looking for some cement with which 
to mend the shattered unity of Isaiah. 

But has this defense any scientific advantage over the hypo
thesis of the neo-critiral school? Is it really more probable that 
the disjecla ,nembra of the eschatology of hope were borrowed 
by Isaiah himself and scattered through his prophecies in the 
weird fashion in which we now find them, than that they were 
incorporated by editors of a later day? At this point Gress
mann's own ad.mission of revision threatens to undermine the 
defense which he has so laboriously built up. 6) "A final 
judgment [ upon the question of genuineness] will be poBBible 
only when we get a clear idea of th~ literary composition of the 
prophetical books, and of the principles by which the sayings 

no Btromata, V. 4. 
171 Agai111t Marcion, IV. 25, It ia intereating to aee how followen 

of the Gunkel-Greaamllllll method also go back at timea to the theory of 
the double aeoae of Scripture without being aware of it. Cf. Hernnann, 
Der Jlellliaa a"' Datrida Ge,clalecAt, ZWTh, 1909, Jl, 264. 
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h&Te been arranged." 171 This statement or Grel8Dl&DD ia fan. 
damental. The question of the genuineneBB of the disputed 
prophecies is bound up with the question of an adequate them71 
of compilation. Such a theory the neo-critical school actually 
oft'ers; the critical movement culminates in it, 171 but such a theory 
the archaeological school fails to oft'er. Yet the astonishing thing 
ia that Greaamann unhesitatingly adopts the premises upon 
which the neo-critical theory of revision ia baaed. a) As we haTe 
seen, he admits the moat extensive revision in the text. But iC 
the texts can be so drastically edited, may not the contents or 
certain passages also be due to later compilers? Is it not easier 
to suppose that the incongruous eachatological pasaagea were 
inserted during the changed conditions after the exile than that 
Isaiah was guilty of such hackwork? b) This supposition ia 
strengthened by another observation for which GressmaDD is 
indebted to his opponents. He realizes how small a part the 
eschatology of hope plays in pre-e.xilic prophecy, but how it 
absorbs the attention and becomes more coherent in post-e:mic 
prophecy. "What a strange riddle," he exclaims, "fint the min 
[the fragmentary eschatology of the pre-e:w.ic period], then the 
stately castle [the organized eschatolo~ of the post-emic 
period]".176 How ia this to be explained? It must be dne, we 
are told, to two migrations or eschatological material into 
Palestine, one in prehistoric times, upon the fragments of which 
the early prophets depended, the second much later, when the 
fusion or oriental religions was much more prononnced.111 But 
has not Gressmann endangered the success of his whole campaign 
by this admission? In attempting to flank the neo-critical attack 
by the assumption of a pre-prophetic eschatology, has he not 
exposed his own flank to a very dangerous counter attack? He 
admits the fact of later extensive revisions, and the fact that 
when they were made the interest in the eschatology of hope 
was paramount. What, then, is more natural than the neo-

m P. 2'8. 
m See above p. 69. 
m P. IK7. 
m GreBBmun admits bill indebtedneaa to Gunkel for tbia aogge■tioa. 

See p. 2&7, n. I. 
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critical theory, according to which the revision was made in the 
interest of this dominant eschatology? Gressmann ia on the 
watch for just this use of bis admissions. He answers: "One 
might be able to regard the mythical elements in the eschatology 
of hope which, in themselves, must be ancient, as poBSibly a 
post-exilic dependence of Israel upon another people; but these 
mythical fragments of the eschatology of hope are inseparably 
connected with the eschatology of doom. The Israelite religion 
would be an insoluble enigma if the two eschatologies .... which 
belong to each other as the two shells of a clam, had migrated 
into Israel at different times. With what probability could it be 
supposed that the Israelites borrowed all that was connected 
with doom before the exile and all that was connected with hope, 
carefully sifted from the doom, after the exile?" 171 This posing 
of the question, so far as it concerns the problem of the disputed 
passages in Isaiah, is entirely misleading. It leaves out of con
sideration another alternative. The question is not whether &11 
doom entered Israel before the exile and all hope after it; it is 
whether, granted a pre-prophetic eschatology of hope as well as 
of doom, Isaiah absorbed the former as well as the latter. It is 
not only conceivable that Isaiah may have resisted the encroach
ments of the eschatology of hope, but altogether probable that 
he did do so. The incongruity of the eschatology of hope both 
with Isaiah's thought and in the arrangement of bis prophecies 
is admitted by Gressmann. Is the creative genius of Isaiah so 
powerless in the presence of this traditional material as Greas
mann's representations would imply? Gressmann ia fond of 
picturing the various elements in the eschatology of hope as 
iaolated stones or columns, the fragmentary ruins of a once 
glorious temple. m Is Isaiah so unimaginative an architect that 
he cannot build these fragments up again into something like 
unity, if he cared to do so? One of these fragments is the 
doctrine of the Remnant, and this fragment Isaiah did use most 
effectively. Why did he not use the doctrines of the Inviolability 
of Zion and the Messianic King in the same artistic way instead 
of in the mechanical way which Greasmann compels us to assume? 

111 P. 246. 
m P. 938, er. 232, 191. 
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What Greumann's theory amount& to when reduced to ita 
aimpleat terms ia juat thia: He baa subatitv.ted for the crit.erion 
of ideas a blind faith in tradition. Bee&111e the disputed doctrines 
are found attributed to Isaiah in the present anthology boWD 
a.a the Book of Isaiah, therefore they are by Isaiah. The utt.er 
confusion and disorganization in the book and in Isaiah'■ 
measage which thia tradition implies are of no moment. Their 
evidence can be explained away by the newly discovered solvent 
of all critical difficulties-Style. Once more the question mut be 
preased: Can such a theory have any scientific advantage over 
the theory of the neo-critical echool?178 

ITI At thil point 11D adequate criticillD of Sellin'■ work, Dtr lllt
tatafMllllieu ~ ought to be introduced, but limi&atiom of 
time 1md ■pace prennt any detailed di■eunion of it. A few nanarb 
upon his general method and aims mn■t anffice. 1) Sellin u an ardent 
champion of the archaeological method and with all GreallllWID'a aea1 
seek■ to deduce from present docmnented obacaritiea earlier undooamented 
ideas. He is therefore an opponent of p■ychologizing in eugeaia (cf. the 
di1cu11ion of principle■, pp. 105-119, 167 f.) and an advocate of lltJle 
(cf. p. 170). II) But at an all-important point he introdncea a modification 
of Grenmann. Greeamann operated extemively with mythology; eachato
logy for him, both in ita threats 1md in its promiaee, wu rooted in 
mythology. The moat convincing proof that GreallDann bu to ofrer that 
e■chatology u pre-prophetic i■ the f'aot that it ia mythological. Bat Sellin 
aeem■ inatincmvely to feel the difficulty at thu point. The more the 
mythological character of eachatology u emphaized, in order to prove 
ita pre-prophetic origin, the 18111 likely it becomea that the prophets would 
make use of it. Hence Sellin labon to aubltitnte morals for mythology 
in the pre-prophetic eachatology. Sellin will have nothing to do with 
Gre11mann'1 primeval e■chatological myth which reached larul in • 
thoroughly di■integrated ■tate. E■chatology goes back to the uperimaeea 
at Sinai. From the out■et Jahweh hu the qaality of • world-mg, but 
bu kingship wu to be ouly gradually manifnted. "The origin of the 
entire Old Tutament eechatology is found in the act of revelation at 
Sinai, through which the germinal hope of • future analogon■ apparance 
of Jahweh for the purpose of entering on hie world rule, wu implanted 
deep in the heart of the people" (p. 148). At the conqueat Jahweh'■ 
kingship wu partially manifeated, but under the Canunite and Phililtine 
oppreaion it was gradually realized by the more thoughtful bt its 
complete manife■tation wu etill in the future ( cf. p. 18', a lapse into the 
■in of p■ychologimag against which SelliD ■hould have more canfully 
,uuded him■alf). A■ king, Jahweh wu to exeraiN the functiou of 
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Concl11Biona. 

But are we, then, to conclude that Gressmann'a brilliant 
monograph ia only a meteoric flash in the exegetical firmament? 
Far from it. Greasmann's defense of the disputed propheciea in 

Judge and Savior, two thonghte which provide the baais for the eacha~ 
logiea of doom and hope. These are no longer regarded •• disconnected; 
they are united in the idea of Jahweh's function• aa king (p. 189), and 
u the judgment and aalvation are moralized by Sellin, the eschatology 
which is baaed on them also becomes moralized. The evidence for all 
this ia admitted to be moat meagre (p. 18' f.), and it may be added that 
■uch evidence aa is offered is of a highly questionable character. Further
more, Sellin'• attempt to banish all mythology behind the mountain 
barrier of Sinai breaks down. To be aure, be tries to destroy the life of 
any myths that might chance to croa■ this mountain wall and to tom 
them into dead pictorea and metaphors, and be auggeate that moat of the 
eachatological hopes take their coloring not from myths bot from the 
historical experiences at Sinai and at the conquest of Palestine (cf. 1'6 tr., 
167). Bot be admits that it is difficult to distinguish at times between 
the mythical and what be call■ the historical (p. 147). In the cue of the 
Messiah the distinction completely breaka down. Sellin finds the roots 
of the doctrine of the Meaaiab in the ancient oriental conception of a 
primeval man, a Paradise-King. But be must resort to hypothetical 
e:lltra-biblical sources for this conception, since he admits it ia not found 
in the account of Paradise in Gen. II and 8 (p. 183). S) Sellin does not 
disco11 the problem of the doctrine of the Inviolability of Zion, for, 
strictly speaking, it hardly belonge to hia particular subject. Apart from 
the above very questionable specnlatioua, he seeks to prove the ancient 
charaoter of the Messianic idea from three groups of passages: a) Ia. 7 u, 
which refers to the well-known 'almah of the eachatological tradition 
(cf. Gresamann), 91ff., 1111f.; b) the royal psalms, which, it ia claimed, 
can only be explained by the auppoaition that the eachatological style has 
been adopted into the court atyle, and therefore, because tbeae royal paalms 
mnat be pre-enlic, the eachatological style which they imply must be ■till 
earlier; and c) aooh paa■agea as Gen. 49 10, the Balaam oracles, and 
Dt. 88 1alf. (pp. 167-1711). Sellin'■ nae of Is. 7 u is like Greaamann'a 
and that baa already been anfficiently considered. The last groop of 
puaagea will be considered hereafter, and it will be shown that they make 
agaiflllt the originality of the Messianic hopes in Isaiah. The argnnient 
for the early date of the dootrine of the Meaaiah drawn from the royal 
paalma is of the most precarious ohamcter, but even if it ia granted, it 
cannot be used to support the genuinene11 of the disputed puuga■ in 
Isaiah any more than Gen. 49 11, the Balaam oraclea and Dt. 88 11 <
below). 4) And here we arrive at the fundamental wealmels of Sellin'■ 
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Isaiah is a failure; yet I belien archaeological criticism, when 
soberly 118ed, will prove to be a valuable corrective to the method 
of documentary criticism. He baa establiahed with great prob
ability the fact of a mythological background for eschatologJ 
and therefore a background of high antiquity, out of which much 
that baa hitherto escaped attention gains a new significance and 
much that baa been a source of perplexity is explained. If the 
fact of a pre-prophetic eschatology is one; accepted and com
bined with one further fact to which Gressmann calls attention, 
an entirely new perspective is opened up in which to view the 
problem of Isaiah. The pauage in which this combination is 
made is 10 important that I venture to quote it at length. "Since 
eschatology is earlier than Amos, there mUBt have once existed 
before our canonical worthies certain prophetical schools which 
glorified the eechatological facts in word and song. The Nebi'im 
emerge in Samuel's day. In their circles ecstasy waa cultinted, 
which flamed out especially at times of national excitement. 
ReligiollB patriotism waa constantly kindled anew by these men, 

hook. He asanmes that, if once the pre-prophetic date of the Messianic 
eschatology ia accepted, the genUU1eneas of the disputed pUllllpl in 
Isaiah baa been established. •We are certain", he BBy■, •that thia eii:

pectation [ of a Meniah] is primitive, already in elliatence in the prophetic 
period, and that in conseqMenee tie Traditiolt aa ta t"8 arigill of tie ..t 
of t"8 Meuiank paasagu in tlu, acriptwes of tAia period ill lrlidloortA!/' 
(P• 172, see above, p. 98). In view of this asaumption, Sellin feelll 
himself to he relieved of the obligation to diacnu what we have .-n to 
be the controlling factor in the whole problem, namely the pecoliar 
method of compiling the Book of Isaiah. Thia point ia referred to but 
once, so far as I have observed, and then very briefly. Sellin advances 
the two explanations already proposed by Oreaamann (see above, p. 821'.). 
Either the prophecies of threat and hope were uttered at difl'erent timel 
and were later brought together by compiler■, or it may have been a 
•poetic-prophetic" etyle to coDDeCt them u they are now connected (p. 148). 
It is unneceeaary to repeat the criticism■ already pused npon theae 
suggestionL In Sellin'■ work we have only one more uample of the 
tendency of thought to move in cycles and retnm to ite original atarting
point■. Gresamann sought to defend the originality of the Meaaianic 
puBBgel by the archaeological method of e:ugeaia and the u■umption 
of a great pre-hietoric eachatological myth. Sellin adopts the e:uptical 
method, rejects the myth in part and goe■ baok only to Sinai. H remailUI 
for a atill more reaolute ■pirit to rehabilitate Benptenberg'a O\ridofogic. 
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and at times they took a hand in the political criaea. These 
pre-ca.nonical a.nd extra-ca.nonical prophets were half politicians, 
half soothsayers; only we must deny to them on the average the 
ethical and religioll8 greatness of our prophets. Although it is 
not recorded, there is nothing to hinder the supposition that 
the Nebi'im already cultivated eachatology178 and handed down 
the stylistic forms which the canonical prophets made UBe of. 
From whom should the latter have received their traditions, if 
not from those who bore the same name with them? We must 
... hold that in the ancient period ... the Nebi'im cultivated 
eschatology in its entirety, but in the form which we have 
characterized as popular. Afterwards, beginning with Amoa, a 
cleavage arose within prophecy, in consequence of which the 
prophetical development ran parallel to the popular develop
ment" .1110 Thie passage gives food for thought. Gressmann makes 
use of' it to defend the eschatology of' hope in Isaiah. Granted 
the existence of both a pre-prophetic eschatology of hope and 
also of' doom, which "belong together like the two shells of 
a clam, how should one group of' the prophets have sung ex
clusively of disaster while the other group sang exclusively of' 
hope"?181 But may not the argument be just reversed, and 
the connection established by Gressmann between uncanonical 
prophecy and the eschatology of hope be an additional argument 
against its genuineness? Here the following facts are to be 
considered. 

1) Gressmann points out how the uncanonical prophets prob
ably utilized the current eschatology in an aggreseive nationalistic 
interest.181 They were the one hundred per cent patriots of' their 
day. Isaiah, like Jeremiah, was nothing of the kind. Throughout 
hie life he was opposed to the political ventures of' Judah. Would 
such a man have a ''taste" for an eschatology that was proclaimed 
in the interest of a dangerous nationalism? II) Again, Greaamann 
argues that became the doom and the hope sides of eschatology 
belong to each other as the two shells of' a clam, it is unlikely 

nt The prieata may al10 be included (cf. Vols, ThLZ 1908, Col. 8711). 
110 P. lMIJ'. 
Ill Pp. 1156, 1146. 
in See alao above, n. 96, end. 
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that the uncanonical and the canonical prophet.a, like the walrua 
and the carpenter, divided up the bivalves BO euctly between 
them.185 But elsewhere, when GreBBmann wiahea to account for 
the preaeut impoasible sequences in laaiah, he ia at pains to 
demomtrate that the original connection between the two elam
ahella had been completely broken down and the prophet.a them
selve■ were no longer conscious of it. In that cue Isaiah may 
very eaaily have selected th011e element.a in the popular e■chato
logy which could be made to emphasize hi■ menage and have 
rejected those element.a which confused it. 3) As a matter of 
fact, that ia just what he did do in the ca■e of the doctrines of 
the Day of the Lord and the Remnant. He reformulated them 
in opposition to the popular eschatology. Wu it likely that he 
would insert into hi■ great prophetic construction still other 
block■ of the eachatology of hope without attempting to aqua.re 
them off' into some sort of symmetry with the rest ofhi■ material?181 

On the contrary, if GreBBmann's theory of the existence of a 
popular pre-prophetic eschatology ia accepted, have we not a 
new gauge of the forcefulneaa and originality of Isaiah? He 
reaiated the temptation to yield to the paeudo-patriotiam of hi■ 
day or to encourage its false hopes. Thua Greaamann B11ppliea 
juat the background needed to throw the isolated grandeur of 
our prophet into strong relief. But he does something more 
than this. 4) Hie theory of a pre-prophetic popular eschatology 
furniahes at once a needed corrective and a welcome B11pport 
to the neo-critical theory of the compilation of laaiah. Thia 
theory tended to transfer all the eachatology of hope to the 
exilic or post-exilic periods. The result waa that the Meaaianic 
eachato}ogy appeared to be too much of a 81llpriBe in the hi■torical 
development. It arose too suddenly, waa too little prepared for; 
hence the attempt in the neo-critica1 school to explain it aa a 
'child of reflection'. Gressmann's protest against this ia timely. 
He calls attention to many elements in the eschatology of hope 

mP.166. 
tu It ia interesting to ob1erve how Sellin (pp. 186-190) admit.a that 

leaiah ud t.he other propheb set much or their own eachatology into 
the aharpeet utit.heei1 to t.he popular e■ohatology, but in the - or the 
!ileuiah thi■ wu not done. Why not? 

7 
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(especially the golden age) which cannot well be 10 explained. 
The documentary critics, or at leut their popularizer■, have 
too often made the ■ame mi■ta.ke here as they have made in the 
case of the P material. Because its present form and me&Ding 
are late, the fact is often overlooked that a large part of its 
contents is not only pre-exilie but actually primitive in origin. 
Greesmann'a investigations supply the means by which the post
exilie eschatology can be recognized aa organically connected 
with the put without at the same time endangering the neo
critical theory. They go to show that the Messianic eschatology 
had its roots sunk deep into the past, though they were sunk, 
not in the soil of pre-exilic canonical prophecy as Greesmann 
and Sellin maintain, but in the ■oil of pre-exilic uncanonical 
prophecy.m Even in that cue it sprang out of the deep rich 
soil of history and was not simply the frnit of reflection. It is 
not only conceivable but highly probable, in view of what has 
been said, that Amoa, Isaiah, and Micah, and possibly Hosea, 
set their faces as a flint against the popular eschatology of their 
day, whereas-the later prophets .may not have done ao u consist
ently.1ee The changed hiatorical situation would eaaily account 

111 When Volz (pp. 74-78) 1ugge1ted that the doctrine or the Mea■iah 
appeared in connection with the Deuteronomic reforms, he, too, evidently 
felt the difficulty of supposing that it ■prang into exi■tence fully developed, 
and therefore he 1ugge1ted that thi■ doctrine had been previoualy cultivated 
by the uncanonical prophet■ (pp. 88, 91 ). 

111 In this connection I would rai■e the question whether a much 
larger amount of material in the Old Te■tament than i■ commonly ■up• 
po■ed did not originate within the circles which we are aceu■tomed to 
chancterize as uncanonical prophet■. Strictly speaking, the u■e of the 
terms •oanonical' and •uncanonical' prophets is inaccurate in thi■ con
nection. At the time when thi■ material waa compo■ed there wa■ or 
conne no division between canonical and uncauonical prophet■, for there 
wa■ a■ yet no canon. Our prophets apeak of their oppon1111ta u •fain' 
prophet■. But would the di■tinction between the falae and the true prophet■ 
have always been obvious to contemporaries? By no mean■. Furthermore 
it would be aa much against hiatorical analogy to auppo■e that all the 
prophet■ or the eighth century were bad except Amos, Hosea, laai■ h and 
Mioah u it would be to auppo■e that all Pharisee■ in New Te■tament 
time■ were bad. There muat have been gradationa of all aort■ within 
the pneral movement of. prophecy. Amoa, Hoeea, Iaaiah and Micah 
were four individual• within thi■ genenl movement, who held a oommon 
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for the changed attitude, and from the time of Ezekiel on, the 
eechatology of hope could euily gain an ucendency over the 
eechatology of doom. The development of Messianic eechatolog 

point of view. But it WIIII • minority point of view, 1111d 10 far u we 
CIIII gather it had little efl'eet upon their coutemporviea. Then mut 
alao have been a considerable literature repreaenting majority opiniou. 
J net becau1e it did repreaent majority opinion, that ii, cammt opinion, 
it could eaaily lapae into the 1111onymity which ia the aaaal chancteristic 
of Semitic literature. On the other hlllld, the vary fact that the writinp 
or the four grat prophets differed ao atarilingly from the writ;inga or 
their contemporviea would tend to the preaervation of the - of 
their author1, eapecially when their attitude wu, at leut, in part, jaatified 
by the event■• Now the point of all thia ia, that it ia altogether probable 
that we have alao preaerved to 111 propheciea or poetry which repreNDted 
the majority viewa. Sach1ae, who admita gradatiom among the anC1111onical 
prophet■ (Die ltopieten do .A. T. _, we Geg,,,er, p. 8) ■hould go further 
and al10 admit gradation■ in the prophetical literature which aftenrarda 
became canonized. The fact that the majority viBWII were not alwa,a 
vindicated bJ the event would by no mean■ aignify that Uiey would be 
ultimately repudiated altogether. They expreaaed the general hopea and 
belief■ of the people, and people are not 10 ready to give up what tbeJ 
like, even though they have incurred diuppoinbnenta in holding on to 
it. One clear caae of a prophecy repreaenting the popular point of 'riew, 
though out of a 1omewhat later time, ie that of Nahum. There are aleo 
a few precioue fragmenta out of a much earlier time which rdeat the 
aame general point of view. These are the poema or propheciea upon 
which Gre11mann and Sellin eapecially rely to prove a pre-prophetic eachat
ology of hope. They are Judge■ I>, Gen. 49, Dl 38 and the Balaam 
oraclea (Numben 113, 24). Tbeac fragment■ are generally euppoaed to 
antedate the prophetic movement. In all of them a very inteme uation
ali■m ia e:apre■sed. Now it i■ a irtri.king fact that instead of building 
upon the ideu in theae fragment■, our eighth-century propheta are in 
violent oppoaition to them. Indeed, it almoat aeema, at tilllea, u if tb91 
were conac:ioualy preaching apinat them. The aigni&cance of thia 1111ti
thesis 10 far a1 I have obae"ed bu been largely overlooked. a) Compare 
the bleaaings upon Joaeph in Gen. 49- and Hoau'a terrible curae■ in 
911, u, u, 11, and 10 1, 13 1. b) Compare Dt. 3817 and 1 Kings !1911. The 
pa1aap in Kings, even though it may be much later than the eighth
century prophecy, reflect■ quite accurately the oppoaition of that prophecy 
to what it conaidered to be false prophecy. o) I would call eapecial 
attention to Nu. 93 n 11, according to which the claim i■ made that Jabweh 
i1 with Iarael, contrasted with the e:dioriation in Amoa Ii 1&, •Let Jahweh 
God of Ho1ta be with you III ge Aaoe ,aid". The contradiction ia not 
only in idea but in the word■ tbemaelvea. d) Finally compare Nu. llB" . .,. 
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would then be precisely analogous to the development of the 
Law. This, too, as cult practice, originated in primitive times. 
The early prophet.a denounced it in the most uncompromising 
terms. Yet it managed to secure a good orthodox position 
within the canon later on. 187 Similarly, we may surmise, the 
eschatology which had been repudiated by the earlier prophets 
of the eighth century was gradually adopted by the prophets of 
later ages. As prophecy in spite of its great leaders made terms 
with the Law in Deuteronomy, so it made terms with eschat
ology in the post-exilic period. We need not predicate two 
distinct migrations of eschatology as Gressmann does, one very 
ancient and the other in post-exilic times. Rather, the ancient 

with the prologue to Amoa. In the Balaam oracle there is the moat 
intenae national aelf-conaciouaneas and feeling of superiority to other 
nations; in Amos hrael is included in the common doom of the natiou 
(Amoa 1 and l!). In all these early poems nationalism is highly developed; 
it is the stock in trade of the majority prophets from the time of Jonah 
the ■on of Amittai (l!K. 1011) to the time of Jeremiah's opponents. But 
it ia this very nationalism that is rebuked by eighth-century prophecy 
and later by Jeremiah. Accordingly, these poems are the last placea to 
look for support in defending the 11chatology of hope in eighth-century 
prophecy. Ou. the contrary, the prophetic opposition to them ahowa how 
unlikely it would be for the prophets to share their hopes. If Sellin'• 
view could be proved, that the royal psalms were early and had borrowed 
a still earlier eachatological ■tyle, I.be prophets would be found in the 
11&111e opposition to them as to theae other poems. 

m Thia analogy wu first suggested to me by Profeeaor J. M. P. Smith 
in a penonal convenation in which I waa sketching out to him the 
general poaitiona advanced above. In this connection the statement of 
Stade is important: "The reconciliation of the prophetio thoughts about 
religion with the popular thoughts and ouatoma is completed in the ellile" 
(Biblilcl&e Theologie L p. ll09). Thia statement applies to e■ohatology u 
well as to the cult. When Stade ■ay■ that the catastrophe of the E:aile 
led to the rejection of the prophecies of Jeremiah's opponents, 10 that 
nothing of thi■ literature ha■ come down to DI (p. l!l6), he roe• too far. 
The ideas of Jeremiah'• opponent■ certainly persisted after a fubion, 
and at leut some of the still earlier literature which refleoted the 11&1119 

doctrine■ may well have been pre■erved. Its antiquity would clothe it 
with sanctity. The Paalter is the great store-house of this popular eschat
ology in the post-e:wio period. In the Pealter the tendencies of leplism, 
majority prophecy and minority prophecy are found in the molt inter
esting jutapoaition. 
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eschatology, auppreaaed for a time by the stem puritaniam of 
the early prophets, gradually worked its way to the surface,in 
their poat-e:silic successors_. and became particularly influential 
in the revision of the ancient texta.111 As baa often happened in 
the history of religion, the popular, the superficial, the dogmatic, 
triumphed over the eaaential, the inward, the spiritual. The 
early prophets did not -make conceaaiona to popular hopes, but 
prophecy in its later developments did do this. Prophecy wu 
many-sided, but the early prophets were oue-aided. They dro'fe 
their ethical premises to the limiL Therein they were not modem, 
and it is at this point that we must be on our guard against 
the temptation to modernize them. Their ethical abandon had, 
as Holscher well brings out, a touch of the ancient nabi' in it, 
hie intenseness, hie ecstatic temperamenL •• That interpretation 
which emphasizes the ethical and spiritual in them rather than 
the supematuralistic and apocalyptic is not an attempt to 
modernize them, but is a hard-won recognition of their real 
character. They were the great protesters. They proteated 
against magic and sorcery, that is, against the superstition of a 
materialistic spiritism, against the popular morals of the time, 
against the popular cult, against the popular eschatology and 
most important of all, though it baa been largely overlooked, 
against the popular political nationalism which is implied in 
that eschatology. In these respects their message still claims 
attention. In fact, none is more sorely needed at the present 
time. And among all who first proclaimed this measage Iaaiah 
is the chief. 

Ill er. alao Sellin, P· 189. 
m Thia po11ibility Bellin pays no attention to on p. 189 or 191, where 

he reject& Grea1111U1DD'a theory or two migntiona. 
nt Du Profdtflt, p. l!Of. 




